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Abstract

In this review article, we discuss the distinction and possible equivalence between scale invariance

and conformal invariance in relativistic quantum field theories. Under some technical assumptions,

we can prove that scale invariant quantum field theories in d = 2 dimension necessarily possess the

enhanced conformal symmetry. The use of the conformal symmetry is well appreciated in the literature,

but the fact that all the scale invariant phenomena in d = 2 dimension enjoy the conformal property

relies on the deep structure of the renormalization group. The outstanding question is whether this

feature is specific to d = 2 dimension or it holds in higher dimensions, too. As of January 2014,

our consensus is that there is no known example of scale invariant but non-conformal field theories

in d = 4 dimension under the assumptions of (1) unitarity, (2) Poincaré invariance (causality), (3)

discrete spectrum in scaling dimension, (4) existence of scale current and (5) unbroken scale invariance

in the vacuum. We have a perturbative proof of the enhancement of conformal invariance from

scale invariance based on the higher dimensional analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem, but the

non-perturbative proof is yet to come. As a reference we have tried to collect as many interesting

examples of scale invariance in relativistic quantum field theories as possible in this article. We give

a complementary holographic argument based on the energy-condition of the gravitational system

and the space-time diffeomorphism in order to support the claim of the symmetry enhancement. We

believe that the possible enhancement of conformal invariance from scale invariance reveals the sublime

nature of the renormalization group and space-time with holography.

This review is based on a lecture note on scale invariance vs conformal invariance, on which the

author gave lectures at Taiwan Central University for the 5th Taiwan School on Strings and Fields.
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1. Introduction

In late 1970s, there was a legendary international conference at Dubna, a city in the former Soviet

Union. The theme of the workshop was scale invariance in physics. The organizer was N. N. Bogoli-

ubov, who is one of the founders of the renormalization group and who first introduced the concept

of scale invariance in quantum field theory. His influence on renormalization group, among other nu-

merous contributions to mathematical physics, was enormous. For example, K. Wilson later recalls at

the Nobel lecture that it was one mysterious chapter in his famous textbook [5] that mesmerized him

when he was a PhD student and eventually led him to the later study of the renormalization group.

At one point of the conference after the plenary session for scale invariance, one western physicist

asked a question, which KGB might have called “provocative” in those days: What is the difference

between scale symmetry and conformal symmetry? The speaker got stuck and hesitated to answer.

The chairman of the session, Bogoliubov, however, immediately took the microphone and spoke with

dignity “There is no mathematical difference, but when some young people want to use a fancy word

they call it Conformal Symmetry”. One young eastern physicist could not stand this answer, stood

up and yelled “15 parameters!”. The yell echoed but did not reach. The adjournment of the meeting

was quickly announced.

The name of the eastern young physicist is A.A Migdal, who is one of the earlier advocates of

the use of conformal invariance in theoretical physics. This anecdote can be found in his biography

“Ancient history of conformal field theory” [1]. The aim of this review article is first to understand

the mathematical as well physical idea behind this 40 year long debate about the relation between

scale invariance and conformal invariance. As we go along, we will see the amusing twist and turn:

mathematically what Migdal yelled was correct, but physically what Bogoliubov answered may be true!

Under some mild assumptions, scale invariant quantum field theories always seem to be conformal

invariant! To appreciate the statement better, we have to start with the distinction between scale

invariance and conformal invariance.

In elementary school, we learn a rectangle is not a square. In graduate school, we, however, learn

(?) scale invariance is conformal invariance. In the era of AdS/CFT, everybody touts conformal

invariance, so without much reflection we are somehow accustomed to the “belief” that scale invariant

quantum field theories show conformal invariance. Let us, however, pose here and ask ourselves the

questions: has it been proved? Are we really sure our beloved N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills

theory is conformal invariant? Are we just some young people who want to use a fancy word?

Of course scale invariance does not imply conformal invariance at least at the level of the superficial

mathematical definition. Otherwise, we do not need two different names for the identical concept.

However, our nature may be more beautiful than we naively expect. This hidden beauty of the nature

is the essential reason why we are interested in the question about the relation between scale invariance

and conformal invariance. Our ultimate goal of the review is to understand the mysterious symmetry

enhancement in quantum field theories and gravitational systems.

Indeed, such a symmetry enhancement may happen. In general relativity, for instance, there

is a famous theorem by Israel [2] that states all axisymmetric static black holes must be spherically

symmetric in d = 4 dimension (i.e. Schwartzshild black hole solution) as vacuum solutions of Einstein’s

equation. This is a symmetry enhancement from the axisymmetry to the spherical symmetry due to

the dynamics of the classical gravitational system. Presumably it has a deep quantum gravitational

origin. The black hole has no hair, and any classical probe cannot distinguish the microscopic degrees

of freedom. We expect that the symmetry enhancement does not occur with no good reason.

Scale invariance is ubiquitous in our nature. We can easily find them in our daily lives. The
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coastline, snowflakes, lightening, and stock charts, all show scale invariance or fractal structures.

Even at a supermarket we can find a vegetable called roman cauliflower (a.k.a broccoli romanesque),

which shows a beautiful discrete scale invariant structure.1 The (discrete) scale invariance here is

realized as a self-similarity: if we look at the same system closer or further away, it looks similar. Does

our society show a self-similar organization structure? The repetitive structure begs the question: is

there any fundamental component in such a self-similar or scale invariant object? Or, is the self-similar

structure itself the fundamental organizing principle?

The most notable application of the scale invariance in theoretical physics is the renormalization

group flow. One of the central dogmas in the 20th century physics was Wilson’s renormalization group

(see e.g. [3]). In a plain word, his idea of the renormalization group is a successive application of

scale transformation and coarse graining. If we are interested in the long range universal physics, we

can then integrate out the short-range degrees of freedom that might show non-universal dynamics.

Afterwards we can talk about the effective theory of the long range degrees of freedom by keeping only

relevant degrees of freedom of the theory and focusing on the relevant parameters. All the detailed

short range information is judiciously encoded in the process of the renormalization of the relevant

parameters.

Schematically, renormalization group transformation is realized as the path integral form:

e−Seff [Φ̃;g(Λ)] =

∫ Λ0

Λ
DΦe−S0[Φ;g(Λ0)] (1.1)

where Λ is the renormalization scale. Such path integrals appear either in quantum field theories or in

the statistical mechanical ensembles. In either situations, we integrate out the “high energy degrees of

freedom” from the scale between Λ0 and Λ contained in a field Φ by keeping only the low energy mode

below Λ. We expect that when we take Λ sufficiently small, there are only a few universal parameters

that will characterize the system. The success of the idea of the renormalization group transformation

explains why we can understand our world with sufficient accuracy even without knowing the most

detailed elementary microscopic physics (e.g. string theory?). Without exaggeration, this is how

our standard model works in elementary particle physics, how Einstein’s general relativity works in

gravitational physics, how the hydrodynamics works in such a way that our airplane flies, and how

the idea of universality of the statistical mechanics work in condensed matter physics.

From Wilson’s renormalization group viewpoint, it may be natural that we would expect a scale

invariant fixed point in the infrared (IR) limit. The intuition is that if we encounter any non-trivial

energy scale, we can simply integrate out the corresponding degrees of freedom. Eventually, there

should be no scale at all! As a consequence, the universality class of the long range behavior in quantum

field theories or many body systems is characterized by the fixed point of the renormalization group

flow. This idea has a great success in particular in d = 2 dimension, dimension where the universality

combined with conformal invariance made it possible to classify the critical phenomena.

Conformal invariance is the other leading actor of this review article. What is conformal invari-

ance? While we will describe the mathematical definition of the conformal invariance momentarily, an

intuitive idea can be guessed from the root: “con-formal” comes from a Latin word conformalis “hav-

ing the same shape”. It is the transformation that leaves the size of the angle between corresponding

curves unchanged. Such transformations are more general than the scale transformation. See fig 1.

In d = 4 dimension, the parameter of the conformal transformation is 15 rather than 11 of Poincaré

+ scale symmetry.

1It is good with pasta, in particular with oil-based source.
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Figure 1: We see a graphical distinction between scale invariance and conformal invariance in d = 2 dimension. Our
perception is approximately invariant under scale transformation but not invariant under conformal transformation. Do
you think conformal transformation keeps the “same shape”?

Therefore there is no a priori reason why a given scale invariant system must show conformal

invariance. Nevertheless, as we mentioned at the beginning, there should be a reason why theoretical

physicists in our generation have not made a clear distinction in our everyday research. We believe it

is because we have empirical knowledge that almost all scale invariant quantum field theories that we

know show conformal invariance so there is no point in emphasizing it in our textbooks. Do we have

to talk about unicorns or dragons in zoology lectures or in textbooks (even though they might exist

in principle due to our limited knowledge)?

But it is still a mystery: why does scale invariance have to accompany conformal invariance? The

aim of this review article is to uncover the puzzle behind the enhancement of conformal invariance

from scale invariance. As we will see, the underlying reason must be related to a deep property of the

renormalization group flow. In particular, the notion of irreversibility of the renormalization group

flow and counting degrees of freedom will play a crucial role in our discussions.

The idea of irreversibility of the renormalization group flow can be understood in an intuitive way:

as mentioned, the renormalization group flow is accompanied with a kind of coarse graining. We lose
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information along the flow. It is very counterintuitive if the renormalization group flow shows a cyclic

or chaotic behavior (although it was envisaged by the pioneers [4][5]). See fig 2 for illustration. The field

theory understanding of this coarse graining is supported by the so-called “c-theorem” that dictates

there exists a function (called “c”-function) that monotonically decreases along the renormalization

group flow. Roughly speaking, this function counts the degrees of freedom at a given energy scale. If

such a function exists, the cyclic or chaotic behavior in renormalization group flow cannot occur. In

relativistic quantum field theories in d = 2 dimension, there is a proof that such a function indeed

exists and the renormalization group flow is irreversible [6].

Figure 2: We show artificially generated examples of (possible?) renormalization group flow. The left hand side contains
UV fixed point as well as IR fixed point. The right hand side shows a cyclic behavior with UV fixed point.

As we will see, scale invariant but non-conformal field theories are intimately connected with the

possibility of such a cyclic or chaotic behavior in the renormalization group flow. At least this is

the case within perturbation theory in d = 4 dimension as first emphasized in [7]. There is a clear

tension between them. The above mentioned proof in d = 2 dimension of the irreversibility of the

renormalization group flow implies that scale invariance must be enhanced to conformal invariance in

d = 2 dimension. In this review article, we would like to report the current status of the situations in

higher dimensions. Unfortunately, as of January 2014, there is no compelling non-perturbative proof

that scale invariance is enhanced to conformal invariance in higher dimensions with no counterexamples

reported so far under some reasonable assumptions. However, our accumulated knowledge of the

subject in recent years in line with the development of the higher dimensional analogue of the c-

theorem may suggest that the complete proof will be close by.

To look for a non-perturbative evidence, we will study the holographic argument. This is the

second aim of this review article, which was mainly developed by the present author. Holographic

principle is by far the most profound but conjectural principle that connects non-gravitational quantum

physics and the corresponding (quantum) gravity. It has a beautiful concrete realization known as

AdS/CFT correspondence, and we have culminating evidence that it is true. With the holographic

principle in mind, our idea is to explore the hidden side of the quantum field theories from the analysis
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in gravitational backgrounds. According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, the classical gravity will

describe a certain strongly coupled limit of the dual quantum field theories, and it is expected that it

provides non-perturbative understanding of them.

As we have already mentioned in the black hole example, gravitational systems show their own

symmetry enhancement mechanism. We conjecture that the consistency of the quantum gravity is

encoded in the consistency of the renormalization group flow through the holographic equivalence, and

vice versa. The c-function associated with the renormalization group flow can be viewed as “entropy”

of the gravitational system, which should be monotonically decreasing along the evolution. Along the

same line of reasoning, we will argue that it is reasonable that scale invariant holographic configurations

show the enhanced enhanced symmetry corresponding to conformal invariance. Indeed, we will see

that we can provide a holographic proof of the statement based on a certain energy-condition.

At the same time, we would like to ask some pertinent questions in quantum gravity. What would

be the fundamental mechanism to exclude seemingly pathological geometries from quantum gravity

such as superluminal propagation of information, closed time-like curves, and so on? We believe that

the consistency of the renormalization group flow e.g. absence of the limit cycle or chaotic behavior

would give a hint to understand the fundamental aspects of quantum geometry and quantum gravity

through the holography. Our earlier attempt to discuss the issue from the holographic approach is

summarized in a review paper [8].

There was a debate whether scale invariance without conformal invariance is possible or not in

d = 4 dimension over the last couple of years, but we are happy to announce that we converge to the

point our holographic argument predicts [9][10][11]. However, the complete proof is yet to come. We

wish the complete field theory proof would appear soon to make this review article partly obsolete.

1.1. Physical applications we have in mind

Suppose we could show that scale invariant quantum field theories necessarily possess the enhanced

symmetry of conformal invariance. What could we learn? What would be the practical benefit of con-

formal invariance compared with the mere scale invariance? Are there any real applications of con-

formal invariance relevant for our understanding of physical phenomena in nature? Or, alternatively,

is there any physics which relies on scale invariance without conformal invariance? Before going into

the technical analysis of the relation between scale invariance and conformal invariance from section 2

on, we would first like to show how the distinction and possible equivalence between scale invariance

and conformal invariance plays an important role in various examples in condensed matter physics,

high energy physics, gravitational physics, as well as other arenas of physics and beyond. The list

is far from complete, so we would like to encourage interested readers to look for possible further

applications.

• Critical phenomena:

Boiling water may be the first example of phase transition we learn in the science classroom

during our elementary education. The phase transition under the normal pressure we typically

experience on earth is first order. However, it is known that if we tune the pressure, the thermal

transition of water can be second order (at T = 273.16K and P = 0.61kPa). The second order

phase transition there is known as an example of critical phenomena (see e.g. [12] for a review).

A surprising fact is that the second order phase transition of the water shows the universality.

It means that various critical exponents take the universal values: the jump of the density near

the critical temperature Tc for example shows

δρ(T ) ∼ (T − Tc)
β (1.2)
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where β ∼ 0.325, and the specific heat shows

C ∼ (T − Tc)
−α (1.3)

where α ∼ 0.11. These numbers are precisely same as that of the d = 3 dimensional Ising model

at the critical point, where for example the density ρ in the above water example is replaced

by the spontaneous magnetization, up to experimental/numerical errors. One of the goal of

the theoretical physics is to understand these universal properties associated with the critical

phenomena. How do they occur emergently and why do they show the universality?

The crucial observation is that at the critical point, the so-called “scaling hypothesis” applies

[13], which means that the thermodynamic quantities show the scaling behavior. As already

mentioned, the best way to understand the critical behavior with the scale invariance would

be the renormalization group. The second order phase transition and the associated critical

phenomena are characterized by the scale invariant fixed point of the effective Hamiltonian (or

free energy).

The scaling hypothesis alone cannot determine the critical exponent while it may give some

relations among them. Here is the power of conformal invariance. Suppose that the critical

phenomena are classified by the conformal invariant fixed point. Then the classification of the

critical phenomena is equivalent to the classification of conformal field theories. For instance,

in d = 2 dimension, a complete classification (for small central charge, relevant for condensed

matter applications) of the conformal field theories is possible [65] , and the critical exponent is

solely determined by the constraint from the conformal invariance.

It is very likely that the critical exponents of the higher dimensional critical phenomena are

controlled by the dynamics of conformal field theories as in d = 2 dimension. Indeed, the recent

development (which we will briefly mention in section 2.4.2) shows that the critical exponents

such as (1.2) (1.3) are completely consistent with the conformal hypothesis. It is this “conformal

hypothesis” than the mere scaling hypothesis that enables us to compute the critical exponents

by using the constraint from the conformal symmetry.

It is therefore of theoretical as well as practical importance to understand under which con-

ditions we expect the conformal invariance in critical phenomena. Our study of the relation

between scale invariance and conformal invariance is essential because the definition of the criti-

cal phenomena and the simple renormalization group argument by themselves do not imply the

emergence of the conformal invariance (at least without further thoughts). Nevertheless, we are

led to the belief that the conformal hypothesis is more or less valid through our experience. One

of the final goals of this study is to give a firm basis of this belief.

• Particle physics:

Quantum field theories are foundation of particle physics. The notion of approximate or asymp-

totic scale invariance in quantum field theories describing the elementary particles played a

significant role in understanding the high energy properties of QCD, which is asymptotic to the

trivial Gaussian scale invariant fixed point (massless free field theories) in the ultraviolet (UV)

limit [14][15]. The free Gaussian fixed point there turns out to be also conformal invariant. A

slight violation of the scale invariance is known as the Bjorken scaling in QCD phenomenol-

ogy [16]. Historically speaking, the conformal symmetry itself was discovered in the study of

Maxwell theory of electromagnetism, which is probably the best known example of conformal

field theories realized in nature.
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The scale invariance is tightly related to massless properties of the quantized field. It is obvious

that the mass “scale” will break the scale invariance. However, it is slightly non-trivial that clas-

sical scale invariance will be typically broken in quantum field theories due to the renormalization

group effect. Thus, the emergence of scale invariance in particle physics is quite non-trivial. We

should again emphasize that the conformal invariance is stronger than the mere scale invariance

at this point. Although related, the massless field theories (even if we ignore the interaction) do

not necessarily possess conformal invariance. A good example is the Einstein gravity with zero

cosmological constant. At the linearized level, it describes the massless scale invariant graviton,

but the theory is not conformal invariant off-shell (while the dispersion of the on-shell graviton

is conformal invariant).

In some beyond-the-standard-model scenarios, the existence of non-trivial scale invariant fixed

points plays some important roles (see e.g. [17] for a review). Our standard model has the

so-called hierarchy problem. The weak-energy scale is more than fifteen digit smaller than the

Planck scale, and the naive power-counting suppressed by the Planck scale (or any other high

energy scale) gives various constraints on the model building without allowing fine-tuning. One

typical idea to use the scale invariant non-trivial fixed point as a part of the model building

tools is to rely on the “anomalous dimensions” of various operators to deviate from the naive

engineering dimensional counting.

However, the extra constraint from the conformal invariance may give further restrictions on

the possible amount of anomalous dimensions [18]. The structure of the renormalization group

such as the irreversibility may further restrict the possibility. On the other hand, if the scale

invariance without conformal invariance were allowed, the constraint could be relaxed with a

slight loss of predictive powers. It relies on our philosophical viewpoint which is better (i.e.

generalization vs predictive power), but the discussion would be moot for the latter possibility

of using scale invariant but non-conformal field theories if it turns out that such theories do not

exist at all.

There is also a speculative idea that our standard model may be embedded in the scale invariant

UV fixed point. A partial implementation of the idea led to the prediction of 126 GeV Higgs

mass [19] (see also [20]). The idea is tightly related to the asymptotic safety scenario, which we

would like to turn next in the context of gravity.

• Cosmology and gravitational physics:

There are two major directions to apply scale invariance in cosmology and gravitational physics.

The first one is the possibility of asymptotic safety in quantum gravity [21] (see e.g. [22] for a

review). The conjecture is that although Einstein gravity is non-renormalizable in the power-

counting sense and it is strongly coupled in the ultraviolet, it may have a non-trivial UV fixed

point and the lack of the predictive power in non-renormalizable theory may be circumvented by

assuming that we are on the flow emanating from this hypothetical UV fixed point of quantum

gravity. Obviously, the UV fixed point must be scale invariant. It is less obvious if such a

fixed point (if any) would show the conformal invariance. As we will discuss in this review,

the gravitational theory (either scale invariant or conformal invariant) is special and does not

satisfy the usual assumptions we would make when we talk about the enhancement of conformal

invariance from scale invariance.

Another possible application of scale invariance in cosmology is the primordial fluctuations in

cosmic microwave background [23]. The fluctuation of the cosmic microwave background is
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known to be nearly scale invariant from the observational data, and one explanation is from

the approximate de-Sitter invariance during the inflation. The crucial point is the de-Sitter

invariance could predict the enhanced (nearly) conformal invariant spectrum rather than the

mere scale invariant spectrum [24]. So far, observationally we have no evidence for or against

the enhanced conformal invariance in the cosmic microwave background. It is very interesting

to see if this hypothetical conformal invariance could be observed in the cosmic microwave

background in the study of the higher point functions in the tensor mode. At the same time,

it would be very interesting if we could construct a cosmological model that predicts only the

scale invariance without the enhanced conformal invariance. Based on the holography, it may

be related to the possibility to have scale invariant but non-conformal field theories in d = 3

dimension.

• String theory:

The foundation of the worldsheet formulation of the first quantized string theory is a conformal

field theory (see e.g. [122][123] for a review). In order to get rid of the space-time ghost and

construct the consistent loop amplitudes, it is not enough to have scale invariance: the worldsheet

theory must possess the conformal invariance. The distinction between scale invariance and

conformal invariance is crucial, and there can be a target space which is not consistent as a string

background due to the lack of the worldsheet conformal invariance although it is scale invariant.

Note that the situation is a slightly peculiar because the general theorem of enhancement of

conformal invariance from scale invariance in d = 2 dimension does not apply here because the

worldsheet theory violates some of the assumptions made.

As we have already mentioned in the introduction the holography is a novel idea to understand

the nature of strongly coupled quantum field theories from gravitational analysis. It was origi-

nally developed in the string theory by connecting the symmetry of the AdS space-time and the

symmetry of the conformal field theories. Here, the conformal invariance is taken for granted.

In this review, we would like to ask the question why and how the holography relies on the

underlying conformal invariance of the dual field theories for the consistency. At the same time,

we would like to reveal the nature of the space-time from the possible constraint on the dual

field theories.

• Biology, economy, human behavior etc:

There are many other arenas of science in which we would encounter scale invariance without

conformal invariance. As we have already mentioned in the introduction, in our daily lives

there is no shortage of scale invariant phenomena. For another amusing example, Zipf’s law [25]

predicts that the frequency of the appearance of words in this review (say, the most common

word “the” gets a rank r of 1 and ”broccoli” among others would get the lowest rank) shows

the scaling law Q(r) = Fr−1/α. Here α measures the richness of one’s vocabulary. As far as the

author knows, there is no conformal extension of this observation.

There are two different categories here. In the first case, there is no obvious group theoretic way

to extend the scaling symmetry to conformal symmetry. In this case, we can easily explain the

non-enhancement of symmetry from scale invariance: simply we cannot do it. Presumably, the

stock market economy, which shows power-law scaling behavior falls in this category while there

is a possibility of conformal invariance in bond market because it may be described by a free string

action (see e.g. [26] and reference therein). The second case, which is more non-trivial and is

11



similar to the quantum field theory examples so far, is that although the algebraic enhancement

of the conformal symmetry from scale invariance is possible, in reality it does not show it.

Let us only mention one example: human perception of visionary. Our visual perception is

approximately Euclidean invariant as well as scale invariant (so there is a group theoretic chance

of enhancement to conformal invariance), but actually we know it is not conformal invariant.

If it were conformal invariant, we would not perceive the right panel of Figure 1 as somewhat

distorted compared with the left one! Indeed, as we will mention in this review article, there

may be a field theoretic understanding of human perception based on scale invariant but non-

conformal field theories [93][94][95] as we mentioned in the introduction.

1.2. Organization of the review and conventions

This review is based on a lecture note on scale invariance vs conformal invariance, on which the

author gave lectures at Taiwan Central University for the 5th Taiwan School on Strings and Fields.

Originally, we had three lectures, and the plan was as follows. In Lecture 1, we began with the definition

of scale invariance and conformal invariance, and gave criteria to distinguish between the two. Then we

showed various examples of scale invariant systems with or without conformal invariance. In Lecture

2, we tried to give a field theoretic argument why scale invariant phenomena typically show enhanced

conformal invariance under several assumptions. In Lecture 3, we gave holographic discussions on the

distinction and showed possible enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance from the

properties of the space-time dynamics.

In this review article, we have reorganized the lectures into 11 sections for a more coherent and

self-contained presentation. Lecture 1 corresponds to section 2,3, and 4. Lecture 2 corresponds to

section 5,6,7,8, and 9. Lecture 3 corresponds to section 10. Of course, we did not cover everything

presented here in the lectures, so the review is significantly expanded compared with what the author

discussed in the school. We have also added more recent developments after the school to catch up

with the rapid pace of the researches in this field.

Before going into the main discussions, we would like to summarize the basic conventions of the

review for future reference. We also provide some small tips for the readers how to read the review.

• As broader audience in mind, let us fix our notation for the space-time dimensionality. When

we say d-dimension, it means either d-dimensional Euclidean (statistical) system, or relativistic

d-dimensional space-time which is given by d − 1 dimensional space and 1 dimensional time.

µ = 0, 1, 2 · · · d − 1 refers to Lorentz index with the Minkowski metric ηµν = (− + + · · · ).
We also work in the Euclidean signature field theories with no particular mentioning of Wick

rotation2 xd = ix0. In the Euclidean signature, we use µ = 1, 2 · · · d with the Euclidean metric

δµν = (+++ · · · ). The antisymmetrization of the tensor indices is represented by [IJ ], and the

symmetrization is represented by (IJ). Only when we discuss field theories in d = 2 dimension,

we will use the complex coordinate which will be explained in section 5.1.

• In section 10, we add the extra holographic coordinate and use M = 0, 1, · · · d − 1, r or M =

0, 1, · · · d−1, z referring to d+1-dimensional space-time coordinate. We also work in the Euclidean

signature as above.

• We use the natural unit: ~ = c = 1. In section 10, we further assume the Planck constant

κd = 1.

2With this regards, we will not discuss some subtle aspects of the global conformal transformation in Minkowski
space-time. See section 4.5.
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• Otherwise stated, the summation convention of Einstein is used (e.g. AµB
µ ≡∑µAµB

µ). The

coordinate indices are raised and lowered with an appropriate metric gµν . Such a “metric” may

or may not be naturally available when tensor indices take the value in more abstract spaces

such as “coupling constant spaces”, and we will be explicit about raising and lowering indices

then. � = DµDµ denotes the Laplacian (or D’Alembertian), and in flat space-time it is given

by ∂µ∂µ. The use of � is not restricted to d = 4 in this review article. In some obvious cases

without confusion, we even omit the summation conventions: e.g. x2 = xµxµ.

• Spacetime argument x in field variables such as a scalar field Φ(x) is sometimes omitted as Φ to

avoid the clumsy expressions when the space-time dependence is not important.

• Our metric and curvature convention is same as that of Wald’s textbook [27]. See Appendix

A.1 for more about our conventions.

• In most of the sections dealing with interacting quantum field theories, we assume fields appear-

ing in various formulae are all finitely renormalized, and we typically put the suffix 0 otherwise.

Although we do give some basic explanations of the renormalization procedure in the review

article, it is beyond our scope to perform the explicit renormalization program, and we refer to

textbooks (e.g. [28],[29],[30][31]). Unfortunately, at a certain point, we have to go beyond the

textbook treatment because the distinction between scale invariance and conformal invariance is

so subtle. We hope interested readers will find reference provided throughout the review article

useful and fill the gap if necessary.

• At many places, we state that the renormalization group flow is a quantum effect. In the

(classical) statistical systems, It should be understood that the effect is induced by the statistical

fluctuation. They are equivalent up on Wick rotation.

• When we talk about quantum gauge theories, the gauge fixing procedure will be always implicit.

After the gauge fixing, we have to add various terms both in the action and the energy-momentum

tensor. However, all these terms (that could violate scale invariance or conformal invariance)

are BRST trivial, so the physical discussions will not be affected.

• We do not cover various techniques in conformal field theories developed in particular in d = 2

dimension. We refer to [32][33] and references therein. We also refer to the lecture note [34] for

a complementary approach in higher dimensional conformal field theories.

• We try to avoid spinors and supersymmetry as much as possible. In some advanced sections, we

assume some basic knowledge (e.g. γµ denotes the Dirac gamma matrix). For supersymmetry,

we refer to textbooks [35][36] and a lecture note [37]. In various symbolic formulae such as a field

variation δS
δφ , we implicitly pretend as if φ were bosonic and suitable modifications are necessary

for anti-commuting fermionic fields.

• The discussion on the holographic approach in section 10 is relatively independent. The other

sections are self-contained within field theory arguments. Those who are not interested in holog-

raphy can skip section 10 entirely. On the other hand, although understanding of section 10

requires some basic facts presented in the earlier sections, one may directly start with section

10 to grasp the holographic approach. In the latter case, we also recommend [8] for reference.

• Minor revisions will be updated at https://sites.google.com/site/scalevsconformal/
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2. Statement of the problem

The aim of this section is to formulate the statement of the problem on the relation between

scale invariance and conformal invariance. We begin with the mathematical distinction between scale

invariance and conformal invariance, and then we proceed to discuss the criteria to distinguish them

in quantum field theories. As we will argue in section 2.3, in local quantum field theories, the criteria

are stated as a property of the energy-momentum tensor. Our discussions in this section are restricted

to the case in flat Minkowski or Euclidean space-time, but in section 3, we will learn that the problem

is better understood in the curved background with more general background sources.

2.1. Conformal algebra as maximal bosonic space-time symmetry

In special relativity, we postulate the Poincaré algebra as the fundamental symmetry of our space-

time:

i[Jµν , Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ησµJρν + ησνJρµ

i[Pµ, Jρσ] = ηµρP σ − ηµσP ρ

[Pµ, P ν ] = 0 . (2.1)

Pµ is the translation generator and Jµν is the Lorentz transformation generator. In quantum mechan-

ics, they are realized by Hermitian operators acting on a given Hilbert space. The representation of

Poincaré algebra in terms of particles will naturally lead to the formalism of the quantum field theory

[30].

For a massless scale invariant theory, one can augment this Poincaré algebra by adding the dilata-

tion generator D as

[Pµ,D] = iPµ

[Jµν ,D] = 0 . (2.2)

We use the terminology “dilatation” and “scale transformation” interchangeably throughout the re-

view. The representation theory of the Poincaré algebra augmented with the dilatation naturally leads

to the notion of unparticles [39][40]. The theory of unparticles sometimes relies on a delicate difference

between scale invariance and conformal invariance (see e.g. [41]).

The generalization of the Coleman-Mandula theorem [42][43] asserts (for d ≥ 3) that the maximally

enhanced bosonic symmetry of the space-time for massless particles is obtained3 by adding the special

conformal transformation Kµ:

[Kµ,D] = −iKµ

[Pµ,Kν ] = 2iηµνD + 2iJµν

[Kµ,Kν ] = 0

[Jρσ ,Kµ] = iηµρKσ − iηµσKρ . (2.3)

3With this assertion, we have to be careful about the assumption in the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius theorem. In
particular, the analyticity assumption of S-matrix can be violated with an IR divergence in interacting conformal field
theories. For example, as noted in Weinberg’s textbook, the validity of the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius theorem (even
the Coleman-Mandula theorem) for the Banks-Zaks fixed point has not been proved [36]. The more recent discussions
on the allowed space-time symmetry with the assumption of conformal invariance can be found in [44].
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As is clear from the group theory structure above, the conformal invariance demands scale invari-

ance from the closure of the algebra in (2.3) but the converse is not necessarily true: scale invariance

does not always imply conformal invariance. However, in many field theory examples as we will show

in section 4, we typically observe the emergence of the full conformal invariance rather than the scale

invariance alone. The goal of this review article is to uncover deep dynamical reasons behind the

enhancement of the symmetry from scale invariance to conformal invariance.

2.2. Local field theory realization

As extensively discussed in [30], the realization of the Poincaré algebra in quantum mechanics with

a particle interpretation naturally leads to quantum field theories. In this review article, we discuss

relativistic quantum field theories with scale invariance or with conformal invariance. The former

is referred as scale invariant field theory (SFT) and the latter is referred as conformal field theory

(CFT) in the literature. We should note that the physical realization of the conformal symmetry

may not be restricted to the quantum field theories based on the particle picture. It may be possible

to formulate a scale invariant or conformal invariant string field theory, and more generally higher

membrane theories, but we will not discuss these rather exotic possibilities in this review article.

We may realize the Poincaré algebra together with dilatation and conformal transformation on

space-time functions as differential operators

Pµ = i∂µ

Jµν = i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ)

D = i(xµ∂µ)

Kµ = 2ixµx
ρ∂ρ − ix2∂µ . (2.4)

In quantum field theories, we should realize these symmetries as operators acting on Hilbert space

(Schrödiner picture) or equivalently on local operators (Heisenberg picture).

One basic assumption in the local quantum field theory in the Heisenberg picture is that the

Poincaré generators act on local fields (or more generally local operators) as

[Pµ, O(x)] = −i∂µO(x)

[Jµν , O(x)] = (Σµν − i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ))O(x) , (2.5)

where Σµν is the SO(d− 1, 1) spin matrix acting on generically non-scalar operator O(x).

The action of the dilatation on local fields must be consistent with the algebra (2.2) introduced in

the last subsection:

[D,O(x)] = −i(∆ + xµ∂µ)O(x) , (2.6)

where ∆ is the scaling dimension matrix acting on the collection of the local operators O(x) (with fixed

spin), which may not be digagonalizable in general. Actually, at this point, we can add any conserved

charge Q, which commutes with the Poincaré generators, to D without changing the commutation

relations (2.2). In general, Q acts as anti-symmetric rotation on O(x) rather than the engineering

scaling transformation, which typically acts as “symmetric part”. In conformal field theories, the

closure of the conformal algebra will uniquely determine the action of D in most cases. From the

scaling algebra alone, we cannot say that the anti-symmetric part of ∆ is not forbidden.
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Finally, let us consider the action of the conformal transformation on the local operators. We here

only consider the unitary highest weight representation. In this case, we know that the dilatation

generator is diagonalizable and its spectrum is positive definite (see section 2.4.2 for further constraint

from unitarity). The highest weight representation is also known as (quasi-)primary field or (quasi-

)primary operator, and it is annihilated by Kµ at the origin of the space-time (i.e. xµ = 0). For

primary operators O(x), the action of the conformal generator is given by

[Kµ, O(x)] = (−2ixµ∆− 2xλΣλµ − 2ixµx
ρ∂ρ + ix2∂µ)O(x) . (2.7)

The action on the non-primary operators may be obtained by acting Pµ further.

As in general quantum mechanics in Heisenberg picture, the assumption of the invariance under

Poincaré, dilatation and conformal transformation is dictated by the requirement

Pµ|0〉 = Jµν |0〉 = D|0〉 = Kµ|0〉 = 0 , (2.8)

where |0〉 is the vacuum state of the quantum field theories under consideration. This vacuum prop-

erties can be translated into the Ward-Takahashi identities for correlation functions in quantum field

theories under the Noether assumption that we will discuss in section 2.3. We should emphasize that

in most part of our discussions, we do assume that dilatation and conformal symmetry are not spon-

taneously broken as is clear from our vacuum assumption (2.8). We should note however that this

does not mean that the dilatation or conformal symmetry are not broken spontaneously. For example,

N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory spontaneously breaks the conformal invariance in the coulomb branch

where the scalar field obtains a non-zero vacuum expectation value.

2.3. Space-time symmetry and energy-momentum tensor

In section 2.1, we introduced the symmetry of a given quantum system as an algebra of conserved

charges that act on the Hilbert space (or S-matrix in the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius theorem4). In

quantum field theories, we usually postulate that these symmetries are realized by local conserved

currents. Obviously, if a current jµ is conserved: ∂µjµ = 0, one can construct the conserved charge

Q =

∫

dd−1xj0 . (2.9)

Strictly speaking, the existence of the current rather than the charge is not necessary for the existence

of the symmetry, but this assumption (Noether assumption) covers most of interesting examples we

will discuss in this review article. The assumption implies that we will exclusively consider local

quantum field theories. Although it is an interesting possibility as we mentioned, we will not discuss,

for instance, conformal or scale invariant string field theories or more generally membrane field theories

if any.

With the Noether assumption, the translational invariance means that the theory possesses a

conserved energy-momentum tensor:

∂µTµν = 0 (2.10)

4The reason why they discussed the symmetry of the S-matrix rather than the symmetry of the Hilbert space is based
on the hypothesis that the Hilbert space may not be good observables in relativistically interacting systems. According
to the purists at the time, only S-matrix was observable. We will not be so pedantic about it.
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The Lorentz invariance further demands that the energy momentum tensor can be chosen to be

symmetric (known as the Belinfante prescription):

Tµν = Tνµ (2.11)

so that the Lorentz current J
Jµν
ρ = x[µT

ν]
ρ is conserved.

The scale invariance (xµ → λxµ) requires that

T µ
µ = ∂µJµ (2.12)

so that Dµ = xρTµρ − Jµ is the conserved scale current (dilatation current).5 As we will see, roughly

speaking, the first term generates the space-time dilatation while the second term generates the addi-

tional scaling of fields to preserve the total scale invariance of the theory. The current Jµ is known as

the virial current [45]. The word “virial” is derived from Latin “vis” meaning “power” or “energy”.

It was Clausius in 19th century who first used the name with the definition
∑

xipi, which reminds us

of the virial current for a free scalar field theory we will describe in section 4.1. Probably it refers to

the “internal” degrees of freedom responsible for the scale transformation like those in “molecules”.

The special conformal invariance is a symmetry under

xµ → xµ + vµx2

1 + 2vµxµ + v2x2
. (2.13)

It requires that the energy-momentum tensor is traceless:

T µ
µ = 0 (2.14)

so that we can construct the special conformal current K
(ρ)
µ =

[

ρνx
2 − 2xν(ρσx

σ)
]

T ν
µ.

6

In the literature, it is often claimed that the inversion and the translation generate the full confor-

mal transformation. This is true because Kµ = IPµI with I generating space-time inversion xµ → xµ

x2 ,

but the converse may not hold. Invariance under the conformal algebra does not imply invariance un-

der the inversion (see e.g. [46][47] for a related comment). The point is that inversion is a disconnected

component of the conformal group and it is only an outer automorphism. We can see it explicitly if

we recall that the action of inversion on the cylinder Sd−1×R
1 is given by the time reversal (on R

1) in

the radial quantization of conformal field theories. We refer e.g. to [32][33] for the radial quantization

in d = 2 dimension. The similar construction is possible in any d ≥ 2 [48]. The time-reversal may or

may not be a symmetry of the theory on S
d−1 × R

1 as is the case in flat Minkowski space-time.

Energy-momentum tensor is not unique: one can improve it without spoiling the conservation law

(2.10):

Tµν → Tµν + ∂ρBµνρ . Bµνρ = −Bρνµ . (2.15)

Belinfante showed [49] that by using the ambiguity, one can always make it symmetric when the theory

is Poincaré invariant (see also [50]) by explicitly constructing Bµνρ from the spin current

Bµνρ =
1

2
(sνρµ + sµνρ + sµρν) (2.16)

5Actually, we do not have to assume that the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric: We do not need Lorentz
invariance for scale invariance.

6Note that unlike scale invariance, we have to assume that the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric here. We need
the Lorentz invariance for the special conformal invariance to exist as can be seen from the algebra (2.3).
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where the Lorentz current is given by J
Jµν
ρ = x[µT̂

ν]
ρ + sµν ρ with possibly non-symmetric energy-

momentum tensor T̂µν .

The non-uniqueness of the energy-momentum tensor has an important consequence in conformal

invariance. Suppose the energy-momentum tensor is given by

T µ
µ = ∂µ∂νLµν (d ≥ 3)

T µ
µ = ∂µ∂µL (d = 2) (2.17)

with certain local operators Lµν and L, then by using this ambiguity, one can define the improved

energy-momentum tensor (see e.g. [45][51][38])

Θµν =Tµν +
1

d− 2

(

∂µ∂αL
α
ν + ∂ν∂αL

α
µ −�Lµν − ηµν∂α∂βL

αβ
)

+
1

(d− 2)(d − 1)
(ηµν�L

α
α − ∂µ∂νL

α
α) (2.18)

for d ≥ 3, and

Θµν = Tµν + (ηµν�L
α
α − ∂µ∂νL

α
α) (2.19)

for d = 2. The improved energy-momentum tensor Θµν is traceless (as well as symmetric and con-

served). Thus the precise condition for the conformal invariance is (2.17). The traceless energy-

momentum tensor may not be unique because we can still add ∂ρ∂σΥµρνσ with Υµρνσ possessing the

symmetry of Weyl tensor (symmetry properties of Riemann tensor plus traceless condition. See Ap-

pendix A.1). When there is such a possibility, a different choice will give a different Weyl invariant

theory in the curved background as we will describe more about the Weyl transformation in section 3.7

If we allow more than two derivative modifications of the energy-momentum tensor, it is possible to

introduce further higher derivative improvement terms in d > 4, but we will not discuss them in this

review article. As we will see in section 2.4.1, unitarity demands that the only allowed improvement

term in unitary quantum field theories in d ≥ 3 is from Lµν = ηµνL with a dimension d − 2 scalar

operator L if we demand the energy-momentum tensor has the canonical scaling dimension d.

2.4. Unitarity, causality and discreteness of spectrum

As we discussed in section 2.1, the scale transformation is merely a subgroup of the conformal

algebra, and there is no apparent reason that scale invariance must imply conformal invariance. How-

ever, we are not interested in general representations of the symmetry algebra. We are only interested

in unitary representations realized by local quantum field theories. We have discussed in section 2.3

how the condition can be stated in terms of the properties of the energy-momentum tensor in local

quantum field theories with the Noether assumption. In this subsection, we clarify the other tacitly

implied assumptions when we talk about unitary relativistic quantum field theories.

The first important notion is unitarity. We have already assumed that the symmetry algebra is

represented by unitary operators acting on the Hilbert space. In quantum field theories, we can derive

various important properties from the unitarity assumption. First of all, the unitary representation of

the Poincaré algebra leads to the spectral decomposition of the two-point function. Let us examine the

7Fortunately, the unitarity of the operator dimension restrict the possibilities of improvement, and we will not en-
counter such inequivalent Weyl invariant theories in d ≥ 3 with the assumption of unitarity.
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Feynmann T ∗ two-point function for the scalar operator O(x) for simplicity.8 It satisfies the spectral

decomposition

〈O(x)O†(y)〉 =
∑

n

e−ikn(x−y)|〈0|O(0)|n〉|2

= i

∫ ∞

0
dσ2ρ(σ2)

∫

ddk

(2π)d
e−ik(x−y)

σ2 + k2 − iǫ
(2.20)

with the positive definite spectral function

ρ(σ2) ≥ 0 (2.21)

by assuming that the physical Hilbert space has a positive definite norm. If we further assume scale

invariance, the spectral function for the operator O(x) with a definite scaling dimension ∆ has the

scaling form

ρ(σ2) ∝ (σ2)∆−d/2 . (2.22)

When ∆− d/2 is an integer, the momentum space two-point function can have scaling anomaly as we

will see some examples later (e.g. in section 5.3.1)9. For this particular correlation functions, there is

no further constraint from conformal invariance.

There are other consequences of unitarity. In particular, the unitarity of the S-matrix

S†S = 1 (2.23)

yields various important properties such as the optical theorem that we will use later in understanding

the relation between scale invariance and conformal invariance in section 8, and these are briefly

reviewed and summarized in Appendix A.4. We should note that strictly speaking S-matrix does not

exist for scale invariant or conformal invariant theories due to the IR divergence, so we have to think

of it as in a regularized sense.

After Wick rotation, the statement of the unitarity in the correlation functions is equivalent to the

reflection positivity. Let us define the Euclidean adjoint

Θ[O(x1, · · · xd)] = O†(x1, · · · − xd) , (2.24)

where xd = ix0 is from the Wick rotation. Then the reflection positivity states

〈O(x)Θ[O(x)]〉 ≥ 0 . (2.25)

Consequently, the scalar Euclidean two-point function has the spectral decomposition

〈O(x)O†(y)〉 =
∫ ∞

0
dσ2ρ(σ2)

∫

ddk

(2π)d
e−ik(x−y)

σ2 + k2
(2.26)

with the same spectral density ρ(σ2) when the Wick rotation is well-defined. When we use the

reflection positivity for tensor operators, it is important to flip the sign whenever we have the xd

tensorial indices.

8In the following, without further mentioning, the correlation functions must be understood as the Feynmann T ∗

function in the Lorentzian field theories and the Schwinger function in the Euclidean field theories. In most of the
discussions, we will neglect the contact terms.

9Otherwise, the two-point function is ultralocal and has only support at the coincident point.
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While statistical models realized as Euclidean field theories do not necessarily satisfy the reflection

positivity (see e.g. the last example in section 4.1), in most of the review, we do assume the reflection

positivity. Indeed, it is known that scale invariant but non-conformal field theories exist if we abandon

the reflection positivity, and we argue that the reflection positivity plays a crucial role in understanding

the enhancement of scale invariance to conformal invariance in Euclidean field theories. In particular,

the proof in d = 2 dimension relies on it as we will see in section 5.

The invariance under Poincaré symmetry naturally introduces the notion of causality. We assume

that no information can propagate faster than the speed of light. This by itself is not a consequence

of the Poincaré invariance (because the representation theory allows tachyon), but it is natural to

assume this property. In relativistic quantum field theories, there are several different notions of

causality proposed in the literature, but in this review paper we assume one of the stronger version

called microscopic causality. The microscopic causality demands that every local operators Oi(x)

(anti-)commute

[Oi(x), Oj(y)] = 0 (2.27)

when the separation is space-like (x − y)2 > 0. If we start with a renormalizable Lagrangian, the

microscopic causality is satisfied at the formal level of argument based on the covariant canonical

quantization by demanding the spectrum does not contain any tachyonic states.

One important application of the unitarity and the causality is the so-called Reeh-Schlieder the-

orem, which we use heavily in the following discussions. One consequence of the Reeh-Schlieder

theorem is O(x)|0〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ O(x) = 0 in general quantum field theories. Obviously this is not true

for non-local operators such as charge or momentum.

The proof is not elementary [182], so we only give a sketch of the physical idea with the emphasis

on the role of the microscopic causality. What we would like to show boils down to the claim that in

any correlation functions, the insertion of O(x) is zero except for contact terms when O(x)|0〉 = 0:

〈0|O1(x1) · · ·O(x) · · ·On(xn)|0〉 = 0 . (2.28)

To see this, we suppose that the insertion point x is space-like separated with all the other xi. Then

the microscopic causality demands [Oi(xi), O(x)] = 0, so

〈0|O1(x1) · · ·O(x) · · ·On(xn)|0〉 = 〈0|O1(x1) · · · · · ·On(xn)O(x)|0〉 (2.29)

vanishes by acting O(x) on the vacuum from the assumption O(x)|0〉 = 0. The correlation func-

tions (more precisely Feynmann T ∗ function) in the other causal domains are related by analytic

continuation, so they must vanish identically in any causal domain.

The argument crucially relies on causality, so if the theory does not have a notion of causality, the

proof fails. A good example is the Schrödinger field theory in which the annihilation operator Ψ(x),

which is local, annihilates the vacuum, but it is obviously not zero identically. We also note that for

non-local operators like charge or momentum, the above argument does not apply. Again, as reflection

positivity, there is no fundamental reason to believe (let alone prove) the Reeh-Schlieder theorem in

Euclidean statistical mechanics, but in most part of the review, we assume this property.

The Reeh-Schlieder theorem is essentially the baby version of the state operator correspondence

in conformal field theories. It enable us to access any quantum state from local operators acting on

the vacuum. At this point, we should emphasize that our field theory discussions only concern the

local observables and we do not make any statement about the global aspects of the quantum field

theories.
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Finally, we would like to address the unitarity in conformal field theories. In conformal field theo-

ries, there is another related but slightly different notion of unitarity because (Euclidean) conformal

algebra admits a different inner product than the conventional Dirac conjugation assumed above where

all the conformal generators are Hermitian e.g. P †
µ = Pµ, K

†
µ = Kµ. We can check that the Euclidean

conformal algebra has the involutive anti-automorphism given by

w(Pµ) = Kµ

w(Kµ) = Pµ

w(Jµν) = Jµν

w(D) = D (2.30)

This anti-automorphism is known as the Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov (BPZ) conjugation and it

is suitable for discussing the radial quantization with the state operator correspondence. Indeed, this

is how we assign Hermitian conjugation in quantum field theories defined on S
d−1×R after conformal

mapping from the flat Euclidean space.

Note that the dilatation may be regarded as the radial Hamiltonian S
d−1×R in this viewpoint. In

stating the condition for the enhancement of conformal invariance from scale invariance, we introduce

the notion of “discreteness of the spectrum”, and the nomenclature comes from the radial quantization.

When we say that a conformal field theory has a discrete spectrum, we really mean that the spectrum

under this radial time evolution is discrete and from the viewpoint of the original theory on Rd−1,1

the dilatation eigenvalues are discrete.

One simple consequence of the existence of this BPZ conjugation and positivity of the norm with

respect to this inner product is the simpler derivation of the above-mentioned Reeh-Schlieder theorem

in conformal field theories. The unitarity under the BPZ conjugation (2.30) demands that the radial

inner product is positive definite, and it follows that for any Hermitian operator O(x) (i.e. under the

BPZ conjugation so that w(O(x)) = O(x))

〈O(x)O(y)〉 = 〈O|O〉 = 0 (2.31)

if and only if O(x) = 0. The second equality is nothing but the state operator correspondence in

conformal field theories.

2.4.1. Consequence of scale invariance alone

We now list some basic consequences of the scale invariance in relativistic quantum field theories.

• The scale invariance constrains the form of correlation functions, but more weakly than in

the conformal invariant case we will discuss in section 2.4.2. All correlation functions must

scale accordingly to the scaling dimension matrix due to the Ward-Takahashi identity for the

dilatation. In contrast to the conformal invariant situations that will be discussed in section 2.4.2,

the two-point functions may not be diagonal with respect to scaling dimensions: for instance,

scalar two-point functions are given by

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 =
c12

(x1 − x2)∆1+∆2
. (2.32)

Note that we do not have to demand ∆1 = ∆2 here.

Three-point functions take the less restrictive form (see e.g. [7]):

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 =
∑

δ1,δ2

cδ1,δ2123

(x1 − x2)δ1(x2 − x3)δ2(x3 − x1)∆123−δ1−δ2
(2.33)
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with ∆123 = ∆1 +∆2 +∆3. In (2.32) and (2.33), we have assumed that the dilatation operator

can be diagonalized with the eigenvalues ∆i.

• The representation theory does not tell that the scaling dimensions in scale invariant field theories

are diagonalizable. In most generality, we may still assume that the scaling dimension matrix

takes the Jordan normal form by an appropriate change of basis. In such bases, the position

space two-point function may contain log term. The higher point functions will become more

complicated accordingly. We, however, do not know any unitary examples in which this is the

case. A non-unitary example of non-diagonalizability of operator spectrum in conformal field

theory is known as logarithmic conformal field theory.

• Assuming the diagonalizability (as well as reality) of the scaling dimension, one can show the uni-

tarity bound on scaling dimensions [66]: For instance in d = 4 dimension, the scaling dimension

∆ of operators with (j1, j2) Lorentz spin must satisfy

∆ ≥ j1 + j2 + 1 , (2.34)

which is weaker than the unitarity bound in conformal field theories discussed in section 2.4.2.

2.4.2. Consequence of conformal invariance

If we further assume conformal invariance, we naturally impose more constraints on various ob-

servables. We list some of them appearing in correlation functions.

• The conformal Ward-Takahashi identity constrains the forms of correlation functions. For a re-

view, we refer to [32][33] for d = 2. In higher dimensions, the discussion in [53] would be the most

comprehensive one except that they assume invariance under inversion and CP transformation

(see also [54] for the momentum space approach). Two-point functions of primary operators are

diagonal with respect to their conformal dimensions. For instance, scalar two-point functions

are given by

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 =
c12δ∆1∆2

(x1 − x2)2∆1
. (2.35)

Three-point functions of scalar primary operators are uniquely fixed [56][57][58]

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 =
c123

(x1 − x2)−∆3+∆1+∆2(x2 − x3)−∆1+∆2+∆3(x1 − x3)−∆2+∆1+∆3
.

(2.36)

• Due to the unitarity constraint, the conformal dimension of primary operators are bounded [59]

(see [60] for a pedagogical review). For instance in d = 4 dimension, the conformal dimension of

primary operators with (j1, j2) Lorentz spin must satisfy

∆ ≥ j1 + j2 + 2− δj1j2,0 . (2.37)

• The four-point functions of conformal field theories satisfy the beautiful bootstrap equations.10

Let us consider the simplest one (xij = xi − xj for a shorter notation) with four identical scalar

10Historically, there is another “bootstrap equation” that is the Schwinger-Dyson-like self-consistent equations with
anomalous dimensions (see e.g. [58] for its demonstration in conformal field theories). It is also known as the skeleton
expansion. We would like to thank S. Rychkov and A. Migdal for the reference.
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operators with conformal dimension ∆:

〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(x4)〉 =
g(u, v)

x2∆12 x
2∆
34

, (2.38)

with u =
x2
12x

2
34

x2
13x

2
24
, v =

x2
14x

2
23

x2
13x

2
24
. From the operator product expansion (OPE) [61] (see also [57] for

the earlier application of the OPE in conformal field theories)

O(x)O(0) =
∑

i

COOiC(xµ, ∂µ)Oi(x) , (2.39)

where C(xµ, ∂µ) gives the sub-leading non-primary operator contributions fixed by conformal

invariance, we see that the four-point function is determined

g(u, v) =
∑

i

(COOi)
2g

(l)
∆ (u, v) , (2.40)

where g
(l)
∆ (u, v) are explicitly known conformal blocks with spin (l) and conformal dimension ∆

[62][63]. On the other hand, the four-point function must satisfy the crossing symmetry

g(u, v) = (u/v)∆g(v, u) . (2.41)

With the unitarity constraint, it gives interesting constraints on the spectrum ∆ and the OPE

coefficients COOi of the theory. We should note that the OPE in conformal field theories is

proved to be convergent [64] rather than just asymptotic as in non-conformal field theories. In

d = 2 dimension, the program of conformal bootstrap was carried out in the seminal work [65]

thanks to the infinite dimensional extra constraint from the Virasoro symmetry.

• In contrast, in scale invariant field theories, the use of OPE is less effective. First of all, the

convergence of the OPE is not proved, and there are more complications because (1) the two-

point functions of higher spin operators are not uniquely fixed by the symmetry, (2) the two-point

functions may not be diagonalized with respect to the scaling dimension and (3) therefore OPE

can be much more complicated. Thus, at this point, the usage of the bootstrap technique was

not fully appreciated in the literature.

2.5. Formulation of the problem

Let us summarize the discussions in this section and finally formulate the problem of scale in-

variance vs conformal invariance in relativistic quantum field theories. The question is under which

conditions a given scale invariant field theory has the enhanced conformal symmetry.

Under the Noether assumption, a relativistic quantum field theory is scale invariant if and only if

the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is given by the divergence of the local virial current

T µ
µ = ∂µJµ . (2.42)

When the energy-momentum tensor can be improved to be traceless the theory is conformal invariant.

Assuming the unitarity, the condition of the possibility of the improvement is that the Virial current

is a divergence of a certain local scalar operator:

Jµ = ∂µL . (2.43)
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Therefore the strategy to show the enhancement of the conformal invariance from scale invariance

will be as follows. Given a quantum field theory, we compute the energy-momentum tensor, and see

if the trace can be written as the divergence of the virial current. When this is the case, we try to

remove the virial current by available improvement of the energy-momentum tensor in the theory

under consideration. The claimed enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance means

that this is always possible under certain assumptions.

With the use of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem, one obvious goal is to show

〈T µ
µ(x)T

µ
µ(0)〉 = 0 (2.44)

in a given theory, which immediately implies T µ
µ(x) = 0 as an operator identity. With various

consistency conditions of local quantum field theories, it may be able to derive this equality (see

section 5 for the discussions in d = 2 dimension). Of course, when the improvement is possible, we

have to give the prescription to choose the “correct” T µ
µ(x) here. Otherwise, the left hand side of

(2.44) may not vanish even though the theory is improved to be conformal.

At this point, we would like to emphasize that the energy-momentum tensor in interacting quantum

field theories is a delicate object because it must incorporate the effects of the renormalization group.

Indeed, one can convince ourselves that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is nothing but the

response of the scale transformation and the non-trivial effects (invisible at the classical level) induced

by the change of the renormalization scale are precisely regarded as a quantum contribution to the

scaling transformations. Thus, the energy-momentum tensor in quantum field theories should know

the effects of the renormalization group. In addition, the above mentioned improvement ambiguity

must be taken into account together with the renormalization group effects. Like any other symmetries,

it is possible that the renormalization group may introduce the apparent violation of the symmetries

we would like to retain, which is the conformal symmetry in our case. We are forced to look for

the particular good class of renormalization scheme (if any) that shows the conformal invariance in a

manifest manner.

Therefore, it is crucial to understand how to compute the trace of the energy-momentum tensor

and study its properties in general interacting quantum field theories. Preferably it is better not to

commit ourselves to one particular renormalization scheme, but rather develop the general argument

applicable in any reasonable renormalization scheme. In the next section, we present the general

formalism to compute the energy-momentum tensor and study its relation to the renormalization

group.
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3. Energy-momentum tensor and renormalization group

In section 2, we have showed that in order to understand the relation between scale invariance

and conformal invariance, we need to understand the quantum properties of the trace of the energy-

momentum tensor. In particular, we have emphasized its relation to the renormalization group trans-

formation. The goal of this section is to develop the general discussions on the renormalization group

and its relation to the properties of the energy-momentum tensor and its anomaly.

3.1. Schwinger functional

3.1.1. Promoting coupling constants to background fields

The energy-momentum tensor is a composite operator in general Lagrangian quantum field theo-

ries, and we have to understand the composite operator renormalization to address its properties under

renormalization group. Of course, one may be able to renormalize the composite operators such as the

energy-momentum tensor by using the perturbation theory with Ward-Takahashi identity satisfied at

each order in perturbation. The procedure is well-described in the textbook on the renormalization,

and we will not dwell on the technical details in this review article. We primarily use the fact that the

composite operator renormalization can be done in a consistent manner (aside from possible anomalies

we will mention later) and we only rely on the generic properties of the renormalization group. The

most of the formal argument in this section can be understood without going into the details of the

renormalization. We will give some examples in section 4.

Once we admit the renormalizability, it is useful to consider the generating functional for the

correlation functions of these renormalized composite operators. This is formally summarized by

the so-called (renormalized) Schwinger functional [67]. The formal path integral expression of the

Schwinger functional would be

e−W [gI(x)] =

∫

DXe−S0[X]−
∫
ddxλI(x)OI (x) , (3.1)

where λI(x) are collections of source terms for each operator OI(x) in the theory specified by S0[X],

which are not necessarily scalars. In particular, we are promoting every coupling constants into

background fields. In principle, the Schwinger functional contains all the local information of the

given quantum field theory.

We do not necessarily require the existence of the path integral expression over the “fundamental

fields” X to discuss the Schwinger functional. One important defining property of the Schwinger

functional is the Schwinger action principle:

〈OI(x)〉 =
δW

δλI(x)
(3.2)

as well as higher point functions defined in a similar way by repeated derivatives. We assume that

the Schwinger functional is renormalized in the sense that the correlation functions so obtained as in

(3.2) is finitely renormalized. Again this can be formally satisfied by the composite operator renor-

malizations of OI if the quantum field theory under consideration is renormalizable. We can impose

the renormalization condition of the Schwinger functional by formal power series of the renormalized

correlation functions.

This definition of the renormalized Schwinger functional is useful to understand the renormalization

group properties of the quantum field theories, but it possesses various subtle issues. First of all, the

definition is ambiguous due to contact terms, renormalization scheme dependence, local counterterms

and so on. Also, the parametrization of the theory space by λI(x) can be redundant due to various
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operator relations among OI (see section 3.3.2). Extra assumptions such as symmetry consideration

(in particular supersymmetry) may ameliorate these problems to some extent. We will come back to

them when necessary in the following argument.

3.1.2. Curved background

One of the most important composite operators in our discussion is the energy-momentum tensor,

and the source of the energy-momentum tensor in the Schwinger functional is the background metric

tensor. This inevitably forces us to consider quantum field theories in the curved background. So

far, we have discussed the space-time symmetry of the flat Minkowski (or Euclidean) space-time. The

properties of the energy-momentum tensor studied in section 2.3 are more succinctly derived in the

curved background. With this motivation, let us discuss the energy-momentum tensor in the curved

background and its relation to the problem of scale invariance vs conformal invariance.

One of the most important facts in general relativity is that the energy-momentum tensor is

a source of gravity through the coupling to the metric gµν . Suppose we can couple our Poincaré

invariant quantum field theory to a general covariant gravitational theory (not necessarily in a unique

fashion). Let us conventionally define the energy-momentum tensor for matter fields Φ as11

Tµν =
2

√

|g|
δS
δgµν

, T µν = − 2
√

|g|
δS
δgµν

, (3.3)

where S =
∫

ddx
√

|g|L(Φ, gµν) is the matter action with the action density L(Φ, gµν).12 The dif-

feomorphism invariance of the action S automatically gives the conservation DµTµν = 0 with the

covariant derivative Dµ up to the equations of motion, and the symmetry Tµν = Tνµ. Of course, when

the theory contains a spinor, we have to consider the spin connection with vielbein eaµ as fundamental

gravitational degrees of freedom (rather than the metric gµν = eaµeνa itself). The symmetric energy

momentum tensor is then defined by

T µν =
1

2
(T µ

ae
aν + T ν

ae
aµ)

T µ
a =

δS
δeaµ

. (3.4)

We will not talk about the vielbein formalism explicitly but the generalization of the following argu-

ment should be obvious (except for the gravitational anomaly whose absence will be always assumed).

If the action is scale invariant or constant Weyl invariant, i.e. gµν → e2σ̄gµν , where σ̄ is a space-

time independent constant, then the action density is scale invariant up to a total derivative term

δL = −σ̄DµJµ, so

T µ
µ =

2
√

|g|
gµν

δS
δgµν

= DµJµ . (3.5)

This is the origin of the virial current from the viewpoint of the curved background.

On the other hand, if the action is Weyl invariant, i.e. gµν → e2σ(x)gµν , where σ(x) is space-time

dependent arbitrary scalar function, then the action density itself must be invariant under the Weyl

11Another common definition of the energy-momentum tensor is the Noether energy-momentum tensor: Tµν =
∂L

∂(∂µΦ)
∂νΦ − ηµνL for the classical two-derivative action S =

∫
ddxL(Φ, ∂µΦ). It is related to the energy-momentum

tensor in general relativity (3.3) in the flat space-time limit gµν = ηµν by improvement we discussed in section 2.3.
12Due to our convention, the action density is minus of the Lagrangian density in the Lorentzian signature.
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rescaling, so the energy-momentum tensor is traceless.

T µ
µ =

2
√

|g|
gµν

δS
δgµν

= 0 . (3.6)

We recall that conformal killing vectors of the d-dimensional (d > 2) Minkowski space-time are

generated by the conformal algebra so(2, d) (see e.g. [32][33]).13 They are precisely translation, Lorentz

rotation, dilatation, and special conformal transformation. The conformal killing vector induces the

diffeomorphism

ds2 = Ω(x̃)ηµνdx̃
µdx̃ν = ηµνdx

µdxν (3.7)

that makes the metric invariant up to overall Weyl factor Ω. When the theory is Weyl invariant,

if we restrict ourselves to the Minkowski space-time, the above argument implies that the theory

under study is automatically conformal invariant [52]. Since the energy-momentum tensor may not be

unique for a given conformal field theory, the converse may not be true: we might be able to couple

a conformal field theory to gravity in a non-Weyl invariant way. We will see a free scalar example in

section 4.1.

To close this subsection, let us briefly discuss the interpretation of the improvement of the energy-

momentum tensor mentioned in section 2.3 from the curved space-time viewpoint. If we add the

curved space action

Simp =

∫

ddx
√

|g| (RL+RµνL
µν +RµνρσL

µνρσ) , (3.8)

the energy-momentum tensor defined in (3.3) obtains extra contributions such as (∂µ∂ν − ηµν�)L in

the flat space-time limit gµν = ηµν . This is the origin of the improvement terms and ambiguities of the

energy-momentum tensor from the non-uniqueness of the curved space-time action given a flat space

theory. In a certain situation, by choosing appropriate terms in (3.8), one may be able to construct

the traceless energy-momentum tensor, and then the theory is Weyl invariant.

3.2. Weyl Anomaly

In section 2.3, we learned that local conformal field theories require T µ
µ = 0 in the flat space-time.

In curved background with various background sources, however, the conformal field theory breaks

Weyl invariance due to the so-called Weyl anomaly [68][69] (see e.g. [70][71] for historical reviews).14

Weyl anomaly plays a central role in discussing scale invariance vs conformal invariance from the

viewpoint of the Schwinger functional, and in this section, we consider the situation in which only

the metric is a non-trivial position dependent source. We will continue our discussions on the Weyl

anomaly in the Schwinger functional with more general sources in section 7.

Let us consider the one-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor from the Schwinger func-

tional

〈Tµν〉 =
2

√

|g|
δW [gµν]

δgµν
. (3.9)

13The conformal killing vectors in d = 2 dimension gives the infinite dimensional Virasoro algebra.
14We use the terminology Weyl anomaly and trace anomaly interchangeably. We also assume that theWeyl symmetry is

not spontaneously broken. The trace anomaly in the spontaneously broken phase has been studied e.g. in [209][210][211].
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Its trace is suppose to be zero in conformal field theories, but in general it is not in the curved

background due to the Weyl anomaly. In d = 2 dimension, the Weyl anomaly is proportional to the

scalar curvature R as15

〈T µ
µ〉 = +

1

2π

c

12
R . (3.10)

Despite the anomaly, it still makes sense to say the theory is conformal invariant because it vanishes

in the flat space-time and the flat-space dilatation as well as conformal current conservation is not

affected. The constant number c is known as the central charge and its value depends on the conformal

field theory under consideration. It is because in d = 2 dimension, the conformal symmetry is enhanced

to the infinite dimensional symmetry known as Virasoro symmetry, and c coincides with the center of

the Virasoro algebra. As we will see in section 5, the central charge c has a physical interpretation of

counting massless degrees of freedom at the conformal fixed point. For instance, a free massless scalar

has c = 1 while a free massless Majorana fermion has c = 1/2.

In d = 4 dimension, the most generic possibility of the Weyl anomaly from naive dimensional

analysis (without any other background sources) is

〈T µ
µ〉 = c(Weyl)2 − aEuler + bR2 + b̃�R+ dǫµνρσR αβ

µν Rαβρσ , (3.11)

where Euler = R2
µνρσ − 4R2

µν + R2CWeyl2 = R2
µνρσ − 2R2

µν + 1
3R

2, �R = DµDµR and Levi-Civita

symbol ǫµνρσ is an antisymmetric tensor (rather than tensor density). The term b̃�R can be removed

by adding a local counterterm proportional to
∫

d4x
√

|g|b̃R2 to the effective action, so it is not an

anomaly in a conventional sense. In addition, for conformal field theories, we can show b = 0 due

to the Wess-Zumino consistency condition as we will discuss momentarily. The Pontryagin term

ǫµνρσR αβ
µν Rαβρσ is consistent, but it breaks the CP transformation [72]. There is no known unitary

field theory model that gives the Pontryagin term as Weyl anomaly (the self-dual two-form gauge field

theory in the Euclidean signature may be an exception [73]). A further study of this CP odd anomaly

in relation to supergravity can be found in [74].

All anomalies must satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency condition. Or more precisely, we can

add local non-gauge invariant counterterms so that the effective action satisfies it [75] (see also

[76][77] for the discussions of such counterterms in the context of Weyl anomaly: the upshot is

we can use them so that the Weyl anomaly is given by diffeomorphism invariant terms). The

Weyl transformation is Abelian, and the Wess-Zumino consistency condition for the Weyl variation

δσ(x) = −2
∫

d4x
√

|g|σ(x)gµν(x) δ
δgµν (x) is simply (see e.g. [78][76][79][80])

[δσ(x), δσ̃(x′)]W [gµν ] = 0 , (3.12)

and the first order variation is given by the Weyl anomaly δσ(x)W [gµν ] = −
∫

d4x
√

|g|σ(x)
√

|g|T µ
µ(x)

if the theory is conformal invariant in the flat space-time. It is trivial to see that Weyl2 and Pontryagin

term in the Weyl anomaly satisfy this condition because they are Weyl invariant by themselves. The

Euler term non-trivially satisfies the condition after partial integration. However, we can check R2

term does not satisfy the condition due to the term proportional to σ∂µσ̃ − σ̃∂µσ, so b must vanish

for Weyl invariant field theories.

15The factor −1/2π is due to our different normalization than the most common convention in the string theory
literature. We conventionally normalize c = 1 for a free scalar in d = 2 dimension. There seems no standard convention
for the Weyl anomaly in higher dimensions.
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For free field theories, the Weyl anomaly can be read from the Schwinger-De Wit computation of

the one-loop determinant (see e.g. [81] for a review). For demonstration, let us consider the Laplace-

type differential operator ∆ (e.g. ∆ = −� + ξR acting on a scalar) with eigenvalues ∆φn = λnφn.

We introduce the Schwinger-De Wit heat kernel

F (x, y, ρ) =
∑

n

e−ρλnφn(x)φn(y) . (3.13)

When we expand the diagonal heat kernel

F (x, x, ρ) =
∑

m

ρm− d
2

∫

ddx
√
gbm(x) , (3.14)

we can obtain the regularized one-loop determinant W [gµν ] = logDet∆−1/2 for the (bare) Schwinger

functional. For a non-minimally coupled scalar, the explicit computation gives

b2(x) =
1

16π2

(

1

6

(

1

5
− ξ

)

�R+
1

2

(

1

6
− ξ

)2

R2 − 1

180
R2

µν +
1

180
R2

µνρσ

)

. (3.15)

Since the Schwinger-De Wit heat kernel computes the one-loop logarithmic divergence that gives

renormalization of the corresponding terms in gravity in even dimension (gravitational beta function),

we have the formula16 that relates it with the Weyl anomaly:

〈T µ
µ〉 = bd/2(x) . (3.16)

For example, we obtain the Weyl anomaly for a non-minimally coupled scalar in d = 4 dimension

from (3.15). Note that with this definition of the Weyl anomaly, bR2 term is non-zero if we consider

the non-conformal scalar with ξ 6= 1
6 . In (3.15), ζ-function regularization is assumed and a different

regularization gives a different coefficient in the �R term (see e.g. [82]).

Alternatively, as is the case with all the other anomalies, we may regard the Weyl anomaly as the

non-invariance of the path integral measure under the Weyl transformation. After carefully choosing

the path integral variables to preserve the diffeomorphism invariance, the free field computation of the

anomalous Jacobian gives the same result. See e.g. [83] for a review of the path integral approach.

For reference, we give the free field values for the Weyl anomaly in d = 4 dimension. The Euler term

a for a real scalar, a Dirac fermion, and a real vector is given by 1
90(8π)2

, 11
90(8π)2

and 62
90(8π)2

with our

normalization. The Weyl2 term c for a real scalar, a Dirac fermion, and a real vector is 1
30(8π)2

, 6
30(8π)2

and 12
30(8π)2

with our normalization. It is not immediately obvious which combination of a and c will

count the degrees of freedom in d = 4 dimension compared with the situation in d = 2 dimension,

where there is no other choice but to use c. Note that the number a and c are quite different from

the naive “number of helicities” that usually appear in thermal properties of non-interacting massless

particles. We will revisit the problem in section 6.2.

Although we will not discuss it further in this review article, the Weyl anomaly can be generalized

to any even dimensions. See [84] for the complete classification. In odd dimensions, we can convince

ourselves that there is no Weyl anomaly from the naive dimensional counting (without any other

sources than the background metric). However, there is a more subtle anomaly in contact terms that

may be inconsistent with the conformal invariance [88]. We may also have CP violating trace anomaly

that may come from the other space-time dependent sources than the gravitational background even

in odd dimensions as we will see in section 7.

16If the original theory is not conformal invariant in the flat space-time, we should regard the Weyl anomaly here as
the additional violation due to the curved background [70].
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3.3. Trace of energy-momentum tensor in perturbatively renormalizable theory

3.3.1. Interacting theories and renormalization group

The computation of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in interacting quantum field theo-

ries is intimately related to the properties of the renormalization group of the quantum field theories

under consideration. In this subsection, we develop the formal argument to relate the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor to the renormalization group flow. While most of the discussions are (ap-

proximately) valid in Wilsonian renormalization group, we focus on the conventional power-counting

renormalization scheme with perturbative computations in mind. We will make a comment on the

generalization at the end of this subsection.

The renormalization group invariance of the quantum field theories tells that when we change the

renormalization scale (or cut-off in the Wilsonian sense), the physical quantities does not change if we

simultaneously change the coupling constant and redefine operators. This procedure is known as the

renormalization group transformation. The renormalization group transformation can be regarded as

the other side of the coin of the scale transformation we want to discuss. Indeed, from the renor-

malization group invariance, we can convince ourselves that the study of the renormalization group is

equivalent to the study of the response of the theory under the scale transformation. More concretely,

the renormalization group invariance can be stated as the Callan-Symanzik equation [153][154][155]

with respect to the renormalization scale Λ:17

(

∂

∂ log Λ
+ βI

∂

∂gI

)

〈φi1 · · ·φin〉 = γ j1
i1

〈φj1 · · ·φin〉+ · · ·+ γ jn
in

〈φi1 · · ·φjn〉 , (3.17)

where βI is the renormalization group beta function

βI(g) =
∂gI

∂ log Λ

∣

∣

∣

∣

gI0

(3.18)

that encodes the information of how the coupling constant changes along the renormalization group

flow, and γ j
i is the anomalous dimension matrix that encodes how the fields are renormalized along

the renormalization group flow. Here, we have treated φi as if it were the “fundamental” (scalar)

field, but any composite operators satisfy essentially the same set of equations once they are properly

renormalized as we will describe in the following.

The renormalization group equation suggests that in quantum field theories, the scaling trans-

formation is affected by the presence of the renormalization group beta functions (as well as the

anomalous dimensions). The effects of the latter may be absorbed by assigning the renormalized

scaling dimensions to the operators, but the former should be regarded as a quantum violation of the

scaling symmetry of the quantum field theories.

How does this affect the dilatation generator and the energy-momentum tensor? More importantly,

how does this violation is related to the conformal invariance? To address these issues, in particular, in

relation to the conformal invariance rather than the mere scale invariance, it is convenient to consider

the local renormalization group equation for the Schwinger functional.

We recall that the Schwinger functional [67], which we have introduced in section 3.1, is obtained

by promoting coupling constants gI to space-time dependent background fields gI(x).

e−W [gI(x)] =

∫

DXe−S0[X]−
∫
ddx

√
|g|(gI(x)OI (x)+aaµ(x)J

µ
a (x)+O(g2)) , (3.19)

17Since we are not considering the explicit mass terms in the most of our discussions, probably it is more appropriate
to call it Gell-Mann Low renormalization group equation [156].
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where OI(x) are scalar operators under consideration and Jµ
a (x) are vector operators. As discussed

in section 3.1.2, we have introduced the source for the energy-momentum tensor by considering the

(weakly) curved space-time with the metric gµν(x). We could have introduced higher tensor operators,

but they are not important in the following discussions. Higher order terms O(g2) can be ambiguous

due to the ambiguities in the renormalization group procedure and we will further discuss them in

section 3.3.2.

The crucial assumption in the following is that the Schwinger functional is finitely renormalized (re-

ferred as “renormalizability assumption”). Theoretically this assumption is a great advantage because

varying the renormalized Schwinger functional automatically takes into account the renormalization

of the composite operators. The renormalization group equation for the renormalized Schwinger

functional is called the local renormalization group equation [80] because we perform the space-time

dependent change of coupling constants as well as the renormalization scale. This has a huge advan-

tage in discussing the conformal invariance (rather than merely scale invariance) because it directly

provides the response to the non-constant Weyl transformation as we discussed in section 3.1.2. In

contrast, the conventional Callan-Symanzik equation only knows the response to the constant scale

transformation.

Throughout this section, we concentrate on the so-called massless renormalization group flow in

which we have no dimensionful coupling constants. Without any dimensionful coupling constant at

hand, the local renormalization group operator can be expressed as

∆σ =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

2σgµν
δ

δgµν
+ σβI

δ

δgI
+
(

σρaIDµg
I − (∂µσ)v

a
) δ

δaaµ

)

(3.20)

under the assumption of power-counting renormalization scheme. Note that the change of the scale

σ(x) is a space-time dependent scalar function here. The meaning of the covariant derivative Dµ

will be explained in section 3.3.2 below in details. The assumption of the local renormalizability is

equivalent to the claim that the Schwinger functional is annihilated by ∆σ up to the Weyl anomaly

that is a local functional of the renormalized sources:

∆σW [gµν , g
I , aaµ] = Aσ[gµν , g

I , aaµ] . (3.21)

This equation is known as the local renormalization group equation or local Callan-Symanzik equation.

The precise relation to the global Callan-Symanzik equation (3.17) will be studied in section 3.3.3.

The each term in ∆σ has a simple interpretation. The first term 2σgµν
δ

δgµν
generates nothing but

the Weyl rescaling of the metric by the Weyl factor σ(x): δσgµν(x) = 2σ(x)gµν (x). The renormalization

of the coupling constants introduce running of the coupling constants under the change of the local scale

transformation: βI is the scalar beta function for the corresponding operator OI which is necessary to

cancel the divergence appearing in the coupling constant renormalization for gI . Less familiar terms

ρaI and va are related to the renormalization group running for the vector background source aaµ, and

called the vector beta functions. We emphasize that once the coupling constant gI(x) is space-time

dependent, we have an extra divergence in relation to vector operators that must be cancelled by

renormalizing the background vector fields aµ. Even in the flat space-time limit, such effects are

actually visible as the renormalization of the composite vector operators as we will see in section 3.3.3.

The invariance of the Schwinger functional under the local renormalization group (up to anomaly)

corresponds to the trace identity

T µ
µ = βIOI + (ρaIDµg

I)Jµ
a +Dµ(v

aJµ
a ) +Aanomaly (3.22)
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once we use the Schwinger action principle (3.2). This trace identity plays the central role in the

following argument because we know that the study of the scale invariance and conformal invariance

boils down to the properties of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor and this identity tells us how

we can compute the trace of the energy-momentum tensor from the local renormalization group flow.

In most of our analysis on the local renormalizaiton group, we typically assume the power-counting

renormalization scheme, so for instance the beta functions do not contain higher derivative terms of

the coupling constants or the local scale transformation σ(x). In Wilsonian framework, there is no

reason that these terms are not generated. However, with the usual argument of irrelevance of the non-

renormalizable operators, these will not affect most of the perturbative renormalization group flow.18

With the same reason, if we follow the power-counting renormalization scheme, the renormalizability

of the Schwinger functional is equivalent to the usual renormalizability of the perturbative quantum

field theories if we treat the renormalized Schwinger functional as a formal power series of renormalized

correlation functions. At the technical level. the mass independent renormalization scheme with the

dimensional regularization is frequently used to compute the various renormalization group functions.

3.3.2. Ambiguities in local renormalization group

The O(g2) higher order terms in the definition of the renormalized Schwinger functional contain

some arbitrariness related to contact terms and scheme dependence. At this point we should mention

that there are two types of important background fields whose structure of the contact terms may

be constrained by requiring the relevant Ward-Takahashi identities. The first one is the background

metric gµν(x) = ηµν +hµν(x)+ · · · (here ηµν is the flat space-time metric) that naturally couples with

the energy-momentum tensor as hµνT
µν+O(h2). The arbitrariness for the coupling to the background

metric is reduced by requiring that the Schwinger functionalW [gµν(x), g
I (x)] is diffeomorphism invari-

ant with respect to the background metric ds2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν . Still, it does not fix the arbitrariness

entirely because there are higher curvature corrections such as the ξRφ2 term in scalar field theories

as we mentioned in section 3.1.2. We could also add the local counterterms constructed out of metric

which is diffeomorphism invariant.

The second important example is the background vector fields aaµ(x) that couple to not-necessarily-

conserved vector operators Jµ
a (x). Generically, the vector operators Jµ

a are not conserved due to

the source terms gI(x)OI(x) in the interaction. In order to systematically implement the broken

Ward-Takahashi identities for the vector operators Jµ
a , it is convenient to introduce the compensated

gauge transformations for the source of the violation such as gI(x) so that the Schwinger functional

W [gµν(x), g
I(x), aaµ(x)] is invariant under the compensated gauge transformation:

δaµ(x) = Dµw(x)

δgI(x) = −(wg)I(x) (3.23)

with the gauge parameter w. Here we assume that the “free part” of the action S0[X] has the symmetry

G and the background gauge fields aµ(x) lies in the corresponding Lie algebra g. The coupling constants

gI(x) form a certain representation under G. We will denote the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ + aµ
and the field strength fµν = ∂µaν −∂νaµ+[aµ, aν ] as usual in the matrix notation. More explicitly, we

have (wg)I = habw
aT bI

J g
J and Dµg

I = ∂µg
I + haba

a
µT

bI
J g

J with the representation matrix T aI
J . When

non-zero, the bi-linear form hab can be taken to be unity by rescaling of fields. When the covariant

18Non-perturbatively, there is a possibility that seemingly irrelevant deformations in the ultraviolet may be relevant
in the infrared due to large anomalous dimensions during the renormalization group flow. In such cases, the deformation
is called “dangerously irrelevant”.
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derivative acts on tensors, they must contain the additional space-time connection. This compensated

gauge invariance plays a significant role in understanding the importance of operator identities in the

local renormalization group analysis [80][85].

Due to this ambiguity, the Schwinger functional must be invariant under the compensated gauge

transformation (3.23):

∆wW [gµν , g
I , aµ] =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

Dµw · δ

δaµ
− (wg)I

δ

δgI

)

W [gµν , g
I , aµ] = 0 (3.24)

for any Lie algebra element w ∈ g that generates the compensated symmetry G. Hereafter · denotes
the invariant scalar product on g (proportional to hab) and we often suppress a indices for a shorter

notation. Thus, the local renormalization group operator can be equivalently rewritten as

∆σ =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

2σgµν
δ

δgµν
+ σBI δ

δgI
+
(

σρ̂IDµg
I
)

· δ

δaµ

)

, (3.25)

when we act on the gauge invariant W [gµν , g
I , aµ], where

BI = βI − (vg)I

ρ̂I = ρI + ∂Iv . (3.26)

In the language of the trace identity, rewriting here corresponds to the use of the operator identity or

the equations of motion19

v ·DµJ
µ = −(vg)IOI (3.27)

so that we have the equivalent expression [80]

T µ
µ = BIOI + (ρ̂IDµg

I) · Jµ +Aanomaly . (3.28)

Although the physics does not change with the gauge (for the background fields) which we choose,

we will mostly stick to the conventional choice (3.25) and (3.28) in the following. This choice has a

great advantage in the flat space-time limit because BI = 0 directly implies the conformal invariance

(i.e. T µ
µ|gµν=ηµν = 0). If we used the other choice, we would have to keep track of both βI and v

to compute BI = βI − (vg)I in order to discuss the conformal invariance. For this reason, it is most

convenient [85][9] to define the renormalization group equation for the running background source

fields by

dgI

dσ
= BI

daµ
dσ

= ρ̂IDµg
I . (3.29)

Again, we could evolve the coupling constants in whatever gauge we like (i.e. dgI

dσ = βI), and the

physics does not change. However, the conformal invariance at the fixed point would be disguised.

19This equation may seem to assume implicitly that the tree level equations motion are the same as the renormalized
ones. Depending on the renormalization scheme, it may not be the case and it is possible to have corrections such
that (wg)I is effectively replaced by (Xwg)I , where X = 1 + O(gI) now contains the higher order corrections. Such a
possibility is unavoidable in d = 3 dimension due to possible gauge anomaly in the right hand side of (3.24). We do not
expect the gauge anomaly in d = 4 dimension, but we may have (fractional) Chern-Simons counterterms we will discuss
later. In any case, after rewriting it as in (3.25) with whatever renormalized operator identity we have in the theory,
there will be no significant difference in the following.
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3.3.3. Anomalous dimensions and global Callan-Symanzik equation

Let us try to read physical information on correlation functions from the local Callan-Symanzik

equation. In particular, we would like to derive the formula for the anomalous dimensions from various

beta functions. In order to obtain the global Callan-Symanzik equations for correlation functions in

flat space-time, we derive the Schwinger functional with respect to gI(x) and aaµ(x). After setting

Dµg
I = 0 with aµ = 0 and integrating over the space-time once to get rid of one delta function, it

gives
(

∂

∂ log Λ
+ BI ∂

∂gI

)

〈OI1(x1)OI2(x2) · · · Jµ
a1(y1)J

µ
a2(y2) · · · 〉

= γJ1I1 〈OJ1(x1)OI2(x2) · · · Jµ
a1(y1)J

µ
a2(y2) · · · 〉+ γJ2I2 〈OI1(x1)OJ2(x2)J

µ
a1(y1)J

µ
a2(y2) · · · 〉+ · · ·

+ γb1a1〈OI1(x1)OI2(x2) · · · Jµ
b1
(y1)J

µ
a2(y2) · · · 〉+ γb2a2〈OI1(x1)OI2(x2) · · · Jµ

a1(y1)J
µ
b2
(y2) · · · 〉+ · · ·

+ contact terms . (3.30)

up to contact terms with extra delta functions. Here, the anomalous dimension matrix for the scalar

operator is given by

−γIJ = ∂JBI + (habρ̂
a
JT

bI
Kg

K) , (3.31)

whose origin can be seen by applying δ
δgI

to the local renormalization group operator. In particular, we

note that the second term comes from the vector beta functions. Similarly the anomalous dimension

matrix for the vector operator is given by

−γab = ρ̂aIhbcT
cI
Jg

J , (3.32)

whose origin can be seen by applying δ
δaaµ

to the local renormalization group operator.

Note that while we have computed the anomalous dimension in a particular gauge, the physical

consequence from the results (3.31) (3.32) do not change in a different gauge. For this gauge invariance

to hold, it is crucial that we have additional contributions from the vector beta functions to the

anomalous dimension for the scalar operator in (3.31).

We have argued that the gauge invariance of the Schwinger functional is a consequence of the

operator identity. In classical field theories, the operator identities are typically derived from the use

of the equations of motion. In classical field theories, there is nothing subtle about using equations

of motion to simplify the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. Indeed, we see that the trace of

the improved energy-momentum tensor for a free scalar vanishes up on the usage of the equations

of motion. In quantum mechanics, the use of the equations of motion introduces contact terms in

correlation functions, and they play an important role in deriving the Ward-Takahashi identities and

the scaling properties of the correlation functions.

To see this, let us consider the path integral of a scalar field theory with action S[φ] as an example.

By using the field redefinition

φ(x) → (1 + α(x))φ(x) (3.33)

with the invariance of the path integral measure20 within the path integral expression

〈φ(x1) · · · φ(xn)〉 =
∫

Dφφ(x1) · · · φ(xn) exp(−S[φ]) , (3.34)

20This is non-trivial because we are interested in the composite operator insertion. Indeed, Konishi anomaly [152] of
the supersymmetric gauge theories does suggest the violation here. In our discussion of the operator identity, we have
to use the correct quantum operator identity.
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and taking α(x) → δ(x) limit, we can formally obtain

〈

φ(x)
δS[φ]
δφ(x)

φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)
〉

=
∑

i

〈

δ(xi − x)φ(xi)
∏

i 6=j

φ(xj)

〉

. (3.35)

This means that the equations of motion δS[φ]
δφ(x) = 0 is valid up to contact terms (if the anomaly

were present, the use of the equations of motion within a composite operator would be modified). In

addition, if we integrate (3.35) over x, the insertion of the equations motion can be used to rescale

the bare fields in the path integral computation of the correlation functions. For example, in a free

scalar field theory, we will find in section 4.1 that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is a

total derivative (or zero in the improved case) up to the equations of motion 2−d
2 φ�φ. This explains

the canonical scaling dimension of scalar under scale transformation after inserting the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor for scale transformation in the path integral.

The contact terms associated with the equations of motion play an important role in understanding

the renormalization group flow. To see this, let us now consider the effects of different choices of gauge

in the beta functions on the correlation functions on fundamental fields that appear in the global

Callan-Symanzik equations (3.17). The choice of the gauge corresponded to the use of the operator

identities in the trace identities and the contact terms there will affect the anomalous dimensions of

fundamental fields.

For this purpose, it is again convenient to introduce the source fields for the “fundamental fields” φi
as δS =

∫

ddx
√

|g|J iφi, and compute the Schwinger functional. The local Callan-Symanzik equation

contains the extra variation

δ∆σ =

∫

ddx
√

|g|γ̂ij(gI)J j δ

δJ i
, (3.36)

where γ̂ij is the scaling dimension of the field φi. Accordingly, the trace of the energy-momentum

tensor contains the extra contribution

δT µ
µ = γ̂ij(g

I)J jφi (3.37)

The global Callan-Syamnzik equation (3.17) is simply obtained by differentiating the Schwinger func-

tional with respect to J i, and integrating over the space-time once to get rid of one delta function.

At this point, we realize that the gauge transformation of the background vector fields aaµ affect

also the anomalous dimensions of φi because the current (non-)conservation law is modified by the

existence of the source field J i once it is charged under G:

DµJa
µ = gIT aI

JO
J + J jT ai

jφi . (3.38)

Therefore, the gauge choice associated with va in (3.26) gives the extra (antisymmetric) contribution

to the anomalous dimensions of fields φi

γ̂ij → γ̂ij + habv
aT bi

j , (3.39)

where T ai
j is the representation matrix of fields φi under G.

In the Lagrangian field theories, this ambiguity is precisely those coming from the use of the

equations of motion when we evaluate the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. If we keep track of

the equations of motion, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is

T µ
µ = βIOI + va(∂µJ

µ
a ) + (d0 + γ)

∫

φ
δS
δφ

(3.40)
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in the flat space-time limit with all Lorentz non-invariant sources turned off, where the matrix structure

of γ acting on φ is suppressed. Here d0 is the “canonical dimension” of the field φ. The inclusion of

d0 here is rather conventional in the Callan-Symanzik equation with reference to “free” field theories.

The sum γ̂ = d0 + γ gives the total scaling dimension of the field φ, which has an intrinsic meaning

without referring to reference free field theories.

Whenever βIOI can be transformed into the virial current, the Callan-Symanzik equation can be

further transformed as
(

∂

∂ log Λ
+ β̃I

∂

∂gI

)

〈φi1 · · · φin〉 = (γ j1
i1

+ S jn
in

) 〈φj1 · · ·φin〉+ · · ·+ (γ jn
in

+ S jn
in

) 〈φi1 · · ·φjn〉 (3.41)

by introducing the “flavor”21 rotation matrix Si
j with β

IOI = β̃IOI +∂
µJµ up to equations of motion

because the change of the coupling constant in the virial current direction can be absorbed by the

rotations of fields (or more abstractly operators).

Correspondingly, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is rewritten as

T µ
µ = β̃IOI + ṽa(∂µJ

µ
a ) + (d0 + γ + S)

∫

φ
δS
δφ

(3.42)

by using the equations of motion (operator identity). The use of the equations of motion is manifest in

the last term of (3.42) so that it gives the extra wavefunction renormalization factor S in the Callan-

Symanzik equation (3.41). When β̃I vanishes by choosing a wavefunction renormalization factor S,

the theory is indeed scale invariant. If in addition, all the vector beta functions ṽa vanish in this

choice of S, then the theory is conformal invariant. Although the wavefunction renormalization factor

S introduces non-standard antisymmetric part (rather than symmetric part) [7], we may diagonalize

the dilatation operator if it is diagonalizable. Without conformal invariance, the diagonalization may

not be possible but at least we could simplify it in the Jordan normal form.

Unfortunately, the global Callan-Symanzik equation says nothing about the distinction between

scale invariance and conformal invariance. We have to study the unintegrated trace of the energy-

momentum tensor to see the distinction. Here the local version of the renormalization group has

advantage because we can understand the total derivative contributions to the trace of the energy-

momentum tensor. We will further discuss the method of the local renormalization group in relation

to the distinction between scale invariance and conformal invariance in section 7.

3.4. Computation of trace of energy-momentum tensor

So far, our discussions on the renormalization group have been abstract. Let us now present a

concrete way of finding scale invariant but non-conformal field theories within power-counting renor-

malization scheme of perturbatively renormalizable quantum field theories in d = 4 dimension. We

also would like to clarify the origin of the va(∂µJ
µ
a ) term in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor

in dimensional regularization. In this section, the coupling constants are taken to be position inde-

pendent. This will give a recipe to connect the local renormalization group computation to a more

conventional global renormalization group computation. However, the price to pay is that we should

carefully analyze the composite operator renormalization which we will explain in the following.

Our discussion here is based on the dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction, but since

our final expression is renormalization group scheme covariant, any other regularization should work

21Throughout the review article, the “flavor” symmetry with quotation mark refers to the spurious broken symmetry
acting on the interaction terms. In perturbation theory, it is the symmetry of the kinetic terms (e.g. O(Nb) for scalars
and U(nf ) for fermions), but is broken by the interaction terms such as Yukawa interactions or scalar self-interactions.
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in principle. The scheme covariance of the cyclic renormalization group flow was discussed in [114]

under the change of the coordinate transformation in the coupling constant space gI → g̃I(g). We

will further discuss the more non-trivial scheme associated with the “gauge transformation” on the

coupling constant space in the following. The discussion of this section is based on [158][80] (c.f. [11]

for a concise summary). Some concrete examples of the renormalization procedure will be presented

in section 4.

First of all, we recall that all classically scale invariant power-counting renormalizable quantum

field theories have the classical energy-momentum tensor whose trace is zero up on improvement

(classical Weyl invariance) in d = 4 dimension [51]. To regularize the divergence in quantum field

theory within perturbation theory, we use the dimensional regularization and evaluate the trace of

the energy-momentum tensor in d = 4 − ǫ dimension. The trace is proportional to the total action

density22 up to the terms that vanish with equations of motion

T µ
µ = ǫL+

∫

φ
δS
δφ

. (3.43)

We will renormalize the action density operator L so that it satisfies the renormalization group equation

in d = 4− ǫ dimension
(

β̂I
∂

∂gI
+ γ̂φ

∂

∂φ
− ǫ

)

L = 0 , (3.44)

where β̂I = ǫ(kg)I + βI(g) are beta functions in d = 4 − ǫ dimension (k is a constant that depends

on the power of the coupling constants gI appearing in the action) and γ̂ = ǫ + γ are anomalous

dimension in d = 4 − ǫ. In massless QCD, for instance, there is no complication at this point, and

we can simply take ǫ → 0 and rederive (4.18). The formal justification of the renormalization group

equation (3.44) can be found in the appendix of [223].

In a more complicated situation, this naive limit must be modified in a subtle way. The point is

that although β̂I ∂
∂gI

L is a finite operator, ∂
∂gI

L might not be. We have to expand ∂
∂gI

L = [OI ] +

Na
I ∂µ[J

µ
a ] +MIk�[O

(2)
k ], where all [O] are finite operators23 while Na

I and MIk can contain ǫ−1 and

higher poles. Note that
∫

ddx ∂
∂gI

L must be finite so the divergence appears only in derivatives. Thus,

if we express the trace of energy-momentum tensor in terms of finite operators, we should obtain

T µ
µ = βI [OI ] + ∂µ[Jµ] +�[O(2)] + (d0 + γ)

∫

φ
δS
δφ

, (3.45)

where we have taken ǫ→ 0 limit safely because all the operators are finite now.

One important point to notice is that for [Jµ] to be finite, we have to cancel the poles in Na
I and

linear ǫ terms in β̂I .24 This means that at the leading order, we obtain [Jµ] = va[Jµ
a ] = gIN

a(1)
I Jµ

a with

N
a(1)
I is the ǫ−1 term in Na

I . The higher terms are also constrained because of the delicate cancellation

between Na
I and ǫ(kg)I . The coefficient va is interpreted as the beta function for the divergence of a

vector current ∂µJµ
a . A similar argument applies for the dimension two operators [O

(2)
k ], but it is of

22To assure this, we have to include suitable improvement terms for scalars.
23In this section, we make a careful distinction between unrenormalized operators O and the finitely renormalized

composite operators [O]. We should remember that most of the other part of the review article, the composite operators
O are finitely renormalized implicitly and they could have been written as [O] as in this section.

24For a technical reason, it is important that we use minimal subtraction here because ǫ only appears in the first term
in β̂I(g, ǫ) = ǫ(kg)I + β(g) and the higher ǫ terms does not appear in the beta function.
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little relevance for our perturbative discussions. In the following, we assume �[O
(2)
k ] term is removed

by improvement of the renormalized energy-momentum tensor (see e.g. [96][97] for reference).

However, this is not the end of the story because there is an operator identity (equations of motion)

to relate ∂µ[J
µ
a ] to sum of [OI ]s. Therefore, the separation between βI [OI ] and v

a∂µ[J
µ
a ] is actually

arbitrary. After all, the possibility of the equality

T µ
µ = βI [OI ] + va∂µ[J

µ
a ] = ∂µ[Jµ] (3.46)

up to equations of motion, which we are looking for the scale invariant field theories, assumes the

operator identity such as βI [O
I ] = ∂µ[Kµ] for a certain current operator [Kµ].

With this operator identity, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is invariant under

βI → βI + (w · g)I

va → va + wa , (3.47)

where w acts on coupling constant as an element of the “flavor” symmetry generator (i.e. (w · g)I =

habw
aT bI

Jg
J with a representation matrix T aI

J for the symmetry as before).25 Thus, the beta functions

are ambiguous in the dimensional regularization computation. This is precisely what we have discussed

in terms of the renormalized Schwinger functional in section 3.3.2. Since we have not introduced the

position dependence of gI , the derivative part of the vector beta function ρIDµg
I remains zero.

To cancel the ambiguity, it is customary to introduce the B function [158][80], which is defined by

the full trace of the energy momentum tensor,

T = BI [OI ] + (d0 + γ + v)

∫

φ
δS
δφ

= βI [OI ] + va∂µ[J
µ
a ] + (d0 + γ)

∫

φ
δS
δφ

. (3.48)

We can see that B function is invariant under the gauge transformation (3.47). Clearly, the conformal

invariance requires vanishing of the B functions rather than the vanishing of beta functions.

We note the appearance of the additional equations of motion operator with v if we use B function

as a renormalization group flow of the coupling constant gI : dgI

d log µ = BI . This changes the wave-

function renormalization factor compared with the “standard” one dgI

d log µ = βI which we started with.

Actually, this could have been asked at (3.44) because the renormalization group equation itself was

ambiguous as discussed around (3.41). If we had renormalized the action density operator L with the

usage of the additional wavefunction factor v and the corresponding B function, we would not have to

introduce the divergence part of the vector beta functions va when we rewrite the bare operator into

the finite ones because the same renormalization prescription removes ǫ−1 poles in Na
I . In this way,

the renormalization group flow has various ambiguities if we allow the appearance of virial current

operators, but they all cancel out in the final expression for the trace of the energy-momentum tensor,

and the question over scale invariance vs conformal invariance is a physically well-posed one.

So far, we have not discussed how to compute the divergence part of the vector beta function va

in practice. In general, the renormalization of the composite operator discussed above is complicated.

Conceptually, it is easier to consider the space-time dependent coupling constant gI(x), and introduce

the additional counterterms
∫

ddxNa(x)∂µJ
µ
a in the action. As we have mentioned va can be regarded

as the beta function for Na(x).

25For instance in φ4 theory, the coupling constants λijkl transforms as forth rank symmetric tensor under the O(Nb)
rotation induced by the wavefunction renormalization Sij on φi.
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More generically, we can consider the counterterm
∫

ddxNa
I (g)∂µg

IJµ
a , part of which generates

∫

ddxNa(x)∂µJ
µ
a after partial integration (i.e. “symmetric part”).26 In the dimensional reguralization,

we may identify Na
I (g) here with the operator renormalization factor Na

I used in the computation of the

current contribution ∂µJµ to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in (3.45) because the functional

derivative in the local Callan-Symanzik operator β̂I δ
δgI (x)

will act on the renormalized action to give

the finite operator relation δ
δgI (x)

S|DµgI=0 = [OI ] +Na
I ∂µ[J

µ
a ] +MIk�[O

(2)
k ].

In this way, in the dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction, the computation of the

vector beta function from the counterterm Na gives the vector beta function through Na
I . For an

explicit computation of the counterterm Na
I , we can study the antisymmetric wavefunction renormal-

ization with additional momentum flow to accommodate the position dependence of gI . We refer to

the literature [158][11] how to compute the diverging part of Na and consequently va. If we use the

dimensional regularization with the prescription that the anomalous dimension matrix γ is symmet-

ric, gIN
a(1)
I ∂µJ

µ
a vanishes up to two loops. At three loops, there is a non-trivial contribution in this

prescription and we will quote the result in section 4.2, where non-zero term gIN
a(1)
I ∂µJ

µ
a in the trace

of the energy-momentum tensor played a crucial role in confirming conformal invariance of the fixed

point at three-loop order.

3.5. (Redundant) conformal perturbation theory

As a complementary but concrete approach to the discussions in the previous subsections, we will

try to understand the role of the redundant operators and the computation of the beta functions in

conformal perturbation theory in this final section of section 2.3. After all, the ambiguities we have

encountered due to the equations of motion are nothing but due to the redundancy of our description

of the quantum field theory under consideration. It will also give some general perspectives on the

perturbative searches for scale invariant but non-conformal field theories.

First of all, we should recall that quantum field theories have intrinsic ambiguities due to the field

redefinition. In high energy-physics, this is manifested in the invariance of the S-matrix under the field

redefinition [159][160], and in statistical physics, it is know as the invariance of the partition function

under the change of the integration variables [161]. Correspondingly, the deformation of the effective

action that is related to total derivative terms up on using the equations of motion is the so-called

redundant perturbation because it does not affect any physics. Clearly, it is of importance to tame

the redundant perturbation to discuss the perturbative scale invariance without conformal invariance.

The conformal perturbation theory [162][163] is defined by perturbing the reference conformal field

theory by adding relevant or marginal perturbations δS =
∫

ddxgIOI(x). From the unitarity, OI(x)

must be conformal primary operators of the reference conformal field theory. For technical simplicity,

we focus on the situation when all OI(x) have conformal dimension d, but the generalization of the

following argument for including slightly relevant deformations is possible.

We assume that OI(x) have the canonical normalization in the reference conformal field theory:

〈OI(x)OJ (y)〉0 =
δIJ

(x− y)2d
. (3.49)

26The term that cannot be written as
∫
ddxNa(x)∂µJ

µ
a (i.e. “antisymmetric part”) is related to the extra term in the

trace of the energy-momentum tensor ρIa(DµgI)J
a that appears when the coupling constant is position dependent (see

section 7 for more details).
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The conformal invariance demands that the three-point functions among OI(x) must be given by

〈OI(x)OJ (y)OK(z)〉0 =
CIJK

(x− y)d(y − z)d(z − x)d
. (3.50)

In these expressions, the subscript 0 means the expectation value in the reference conformal field

theory. So far, it is a standard conformal perturbation theory setup. In order to allow the non-trivial

existence of the virial current, we allow the appearance of the conserved current Jµ
a in the reference

conformal field theory in the OPE (see e.g. [164]citeBehr:2013vta for a similar argument in d = 2

dimension)

OI(x)OJ (y) =
CIJK

(x− y)d
OK(y) +

Ca
IJ(x− y)µ
(x− y)d+2

Jµ
a (y) + · · · . (3.51)

Here CIJK is totally symmetric while Ca
IJ = −Ca

JI is a certain representation matrix of the “flavor

symmetry” generated by Jµ
a .

Before going on, let us discuss the current contribution in the OPE (3.51). From the unitarity,

we require DµJa
µ = 0 in the reference conformal field theory, so the possible addition of DµJµ

a in the

action is a redundant perturbation in a double sense because (A) it is a total derivative, and (B) it

vanishes by conservation. However, the OPE (3.51) means that some operators OI are charged under

the “flavor symmetry” because we can derive the Ward-Takahashi identity

〈DµJa
µ(x)O

I(x1) · · · 〉0 = δ(x − x1)C
a
IJ〈OJ(x1) · · · 〉0 (3.52)

from the OPE. It follows that in the perturbed conformal field theory, we have the violation of the

symmetry as

DµJa
µ = gICa

IJO
J . (3.53)

The equation will get renormalized at the higher order, but since it is outside of our scope to develop

a systematic higher order conformal perturbation theory, it will not be important.

The conformal perturbation theory begins with the formal definition

〈· · · 〉 = 〈e−
∫
ddxgI(x)OI(x) · · · 〉0 (3.54)

for the correlation functions of the perturbed theory as a perturbative series in gI . The right hand side

is typically divergent and we need a suitable renormalization. To discuss the vector beta functions,

we have promoted the coupling constant gI to be space-time dependent as mentioned in section 3.4.

Accordingly, we need more counterterms, which is suppressed here (see also section 7).

Let us compute the beta function in a conventional way.27 At the second order in perturba-

tion theory, we encounter the divergence in the “vacuum diagram” by colliding
∫

ddxgI(x)OI(x) and
∫

ddygJ (y)OJ (y) near x ∼ y. The divergence from the scalar three-point function

∫

ddxddygI(x)OI(x)g
J (y)OJ (y) ∼ log µ

∫

ddzCIJKg
I(z)gJ (z)OK(z) (3.55)

27One cautious remark is that we do not pay attention to the “Lagrangian density operator” of the reference theory,
which gives an additional redundant deformation. In usual quantum field theories, we do renormalize the wavefunction
to reduce the number of independent running coupling constants, but this has not been attempted here. Anyway, it will
be higher order corrections than we study here.
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can be removed by renormalizing the coupling constant with the beta function28

βI =
dgI

d log µ
= CIKLg

KgL +O(g3) . (3.56)

As we mentioned in section 3.4, the vector beta functions could have been obtained from the di-

vergence in
∫

ddxgI∂µgJNa
IJJ

a
µ (with symmetric Na

IJ). At the second order in conformal perturbation

theory with the above conventional prescription, however, the would-be divergent term is only

log µ

∫

ddzgI(z)∂µg
J (z)Ca

IJJ
µ
a (3.57)

which does not affect the vector beta function because Ca
IJ is antisymmetric. This term itself is

renormalized by ρI term in the space-time dependent coupling constant term in the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor (3.22) that was mentioned in footnote 26

ρaI = Ca
IJg

J (3.58)

and we will discuss more in section 7, but it has nothing to do with the discussion relevant for

the computation of BI function here. The symmetric part does not appear due to the conservation

DµJa
µ = 0 in the reference theory. Thus the divergence part of the vector beta functions va are zero

in this prescription at this order. We therefore conclude

BI = CIKLg
KgL +O(g3) , (3.59)

and we observe it is given by the gradient flow with the potential

c̃ =
1

3
CIJKg

IgJgK +O(g4) . (3.60)

so that ∂I c̃ = CIJKg
JgK = BI . We have more to say about the gradient formula in section 5. For later

reference, we note that the Zamolodchikov metric, which we will discuss in section 5, is χIJ = δIJ ,

and the antisymmetric part vanishes.

The potential c̃ is invariant under the “flavor” symmetry transformation δagI = Ca
ILg

L. As a

consequence, we obtain

δagI · BI = 0 , (3.61)

which means at the leading order in conformal perturbation theory, the renormalization group flow is

orthogonal to the “flavor symmetry” transformation and the virial current must vanish.

Let us briefly discuss the ambiguities of the beta functions with this setup. The point is that we

could subtract more in the scalar operator beta functions as long as we add more to the vector beta

functions. We consider the counterterm

log µ

∫

ddzgIwa
I∂µJ

µ
a (3.62)

with wa
I of O(1), which is arbitrary. In contrast to the conventional counterterm (3.57), it is non-zero

at the second order in perturbation theory because of the broken conservation law (3.53). Or if we stick

28In the following discussions of the conformal perturbation theory, d-dependent numerical factors that appear in the
integration over the space-time are omitted. One may always absorb them in the normalization of gI .
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to the reference conformal field theory, one can perturb it once more by gIOI . It gives a contribution

to the divergence part of the vector beta function

ṽa = gIwa
I . (3.63)

Clearly the added term (3.62) by itself is divergent and we have to cancel it. This is done by

further adding the scalar operator counterterm

log µ

∫

ddzgIwa
I g

KCa
KLOL , (3.64)

which precisely cancels with (3.62) after using the equations of motion. It gives the scalar operator

beta function at the second order in addition to the original one that was needed to cancel the OPE

singularity:

β̃I = CIKLg
KgL + (gJwa

JC
a
KI)g

K . (3.65)

Of course, such artificial adding and subtracting the same term up to the equations of motion does

not change the physics, and this is what we called the ambiguities in the beta functions discussed in

section 3.4. Although we may think the conventional computation seems more natural at this order,

at higher orders in perturbation theory it becomes more non-trivial. In anyway, the most important

object is the the invariant B function (3.59) that appears in the total trace of the energy-momentum

tensor. We can confirm that it does not change under the ambiguity since the contribution from (3.63)

is cancelled against the second term in (3.65).
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4. Examples

In this section, we will present several examples of scale invariant field theories that may or may

not show conformal invariance in various dimensions.

4.1. Free theories

A free massless scalar theory in d dimension has the action minimally coupled with gravity:

S =
1

2

∫

ddx
√

|g|(∂µφ∂µφ) . (4.1)

The (canonical) energy-momentum tensor Tµν = 2√
|g|

δS
δgµν |gµν=ηµν from the action (4.1) is

Tµν = ∂µφ∂νφ− ηµν
2

(∂ρφ)
2 . (4.2)

The trace can be computed as

T µ
µ =

2− d

2
(∂µφ)

2 =
2− d

4
(�φ2) . (4.3)

In the last line, we have used the equations of motion (EOM). In classical field theories, there is

nothing wrong with the usage of equations of motion in deriving conserved currents.29 Even in

quantum mechanics, the equations of motion hold as an operator identity (as long as there is no

anomaly) in a suitably renormalized sense.

The free massless scalar is obviously scale invariant. The virial current is given by

Jµ =
2− d

2
φ∂µφ . (4.4)

Moreover, it is conformal invariant in any dimension because T µ
µ = ∂µ∂νLµν with

Lµν =
2− d

4
ηµνφ

2 . (4.5)

Indeed, one can improve the curved space action by adding 1
2

∫

ddx
√

|g|d−2
12 Rφ

2 so that the theory is

manifestly Weyl invariant, and the energy-momentum tensor is traceless. The improved action (e.g.
1
2

∫

d4x
√

|g|(∂µφ∂µφ+ R
6 φ

2) in d = 4 dimension) is known as conformal scalar action.

Although we can improve the energy-momentum tensor as we wish, there can be a conflict with

other symmetries. For instance, a free massless scalar theory can possess the shift symmetry φ→ φ+c.

A physically relevant situation is when the massless scalar is given by a Nambu-Goldstone boson. In

such a case, it is unnatural to improve the energy-momentum tensor because 1
2

∫

ddx
√

|g| d−2
12 Rφ

2 term

will be incompatible with the shift symmetry. Indeed, the shift symmetry does not commute with the

scale transformation or special conformal transformation when d 6= 2.

For a free massless Dirac fermion, the energy-momentum tensor can be computed as

Tµν = i
1

2
ψ̄(γµ∂ν + γν∂µ)ψ − iηµν ψ̄γ

ρ∂ρψ , (4.6)

29One exceptional subtlety may be that it is possible that the symmetry algebra may only close up to the equations of
motion (on-shell symmetry rather than off-shell symmetry). Correspondingly, we have a so-called zilch symmetry whose
variation is proportional to the equations of motion, which does not have the corresponding Noether current. They are
related to field redefinition ambiguities.
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and by using the Dirac equation, it is shown to be traceless in any dimension. Thus the massless free

fermion is conformal invariant in any dimension. We remark that in d = 2 dimension we do not have

to use the Dirac equation to show that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor vanishes because

the canonical scaling dimension agrees with the geometric dimension of the spinor.

Another interesting example is free U(1) Maxwell theory in d dimension [89][90].

S =

∫

ddx
√

|g|1
4
FµνFµν . (4.7)

Canonical gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor Tµν = 2√
|g|

δS
δgµν |gµν=ηµν can be computed as

Tµν = FµρF
ρ
ν −

ηµν
4

(Fρσ)
2 (4.8)

Its trace does not vanish when d 6= 4:

T µ
µ =

4− d

4
(Fρσ)

2 =
4− d

8
∂µ(AρF

µρ) , (4.9)

but it is a divergence of a current by using the free Maxwell equation. Therefore, the massless free

vector field is scale invariant with the virial current

Jµ =
4− d

8
AνFµν . (4.10)

When d = 4, it is well-known that Maxwell theory is conformal invariant. However in the other

dimensions, we cannot improve the energy-momentum tensor so that it is traceless. Therefore Maxwell

theory in d 6= 4 is scale invariant, but not conformal invariant.

We can alternatively study the correlation functions in d-dimensional Maxwell theory and see that

it does not satisfy the conformal Ward-Takahashi identity. For instance, the direct computation shows

that

〈Fµν(x)Fλσ(0)〉 =
2d− 4

(x2)d/2

[(

ηµλ − d

2

xµxλ
x2

)(

ηνσ − d

2

xνxσ
x2

)

− µ↔ ν

]

, (4.11)

cannot be conformal two-point function of primary two-form fields, and the three-point functions of

the scalar primary scalar operator Φ = (Fµν)
2 is obtained by

〈Φ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)〉 =
−8(d− 2)3(d− 4)d

(x212)
d/2(x213)

d/2(x223)
d/2

×
[

2 + d2
(x12.x13)(x12.x23)(x13.x23)

x212x
2
13x

2
23

− d
(x12.x23)x

2
13 + 2 perms

x212x
2
13x

2
23

]

, (4.12)

where xij ≡ xi − xj and it is scale invariant but not conformal invariant (except in d = 4 dimension)

by comparing it with (3.50) predicted from the conformal invariance.

One peculiar feature of the scale invariance of the free Maxwell theory in d 6= 4 is that the scale

current Dµ = xνTµν − Jµ is not gauge invariant due to the gauge non-invariance of the virial current

(4.10). This is related to the fact that the scale dimension of the vector potential is different from

the geometric dimension of 1-form. Because of this fact, strictly speaking, the Noether assumption

is violated. Nevertheless the scale charge D =
∫

dd−1xD0 is obviously gauge invariant (after partial

integration of the gauge parameter), and all the correlation functions scale as they should.

One may note that in d = 3 dimension, something special happens. A free massless vector is

dual to a free massless scalar φ in d = 3 dimension by dualizing Fµν = ǫµνρ∂φ with the dual action
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∫

d3x∂µφ∂µφ, so we may reformulate it with the scalar field, and we can see that the virial current is

then given by Jµ ∼ ∂µ(φ
2). Note that the dual scalar must accompany the gauged shift symmetry, so

the theory cannot be Weyl invariant (because would-be improvement term is not gauge invariant). It

is still embedded in a conformal field theory [89][90].

In the above discussions, we have been careless about the gauge fixing, but the conclusion does not

change by the gauge fixing procedure. In d = 4 dimension, the gauge fixing term in the Maxwell theory

violates the conformal invariance, but the violation is BRST trivial. It is interesting to note, however,

the introduction of the BRST charge together with the hidden “conformal generator” will generate

infinite dimensional graded algebra [90] in d 6= 4. In this case, the “conformal symmetry” is not the

symmetry of the physical spectrum because it does not commute with the BRST charge. Throughout

the review article, we concentrate on the symmetries that commute with the BRST charge when we

talk about the gauge theories.

Generic massless vector field theories without gauge invariance (thus without unitarity, or reflection

positivity) are scale invariant but not conformal invariant in any dimension as emphasized by Riva

and Cardy [91]

S =

∫

ddx

(

1

4
(∂µvν − ∂νvµ)

2 − α

2
(∂µvµ)

2

)

. (4.13)

with

T µ
µ =

(

2− d

2

)

(∂µvν∂
µvν − ∂µvν∂

νvµ)− α

(

(2− d)vµ∂
ν∂µvν −

d

2
(∂µvµ)

2

)

. (4.14)

This can be improved to be traceless only when α = d−4
d (see e.g. [90]). In the Euclidean signature,

this model is regarded as a theory of elasticity [92], where vµ is the displacement vector. The model

can be also regarded as a free field theory describing the theory of perception [93][94][95].

4.2. Interacting theories

In d = 4 dimension, we can argue that classically all unitary (power-counting) renormalizable scale

invariant actions are conformal invariant [51]. The statement can be verified by explicitly writing down

all the possible renormalizable interaction terms. The quantum corrections due to the renormalization

and necessity of cut-off hiddenly introduces the scale, so the scale invariance can be broken. As already

argued in section 3, the effect of the renormalization plays a crucial role in our discussions on scale

invariance and conformal invariance. In particular, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor obtains

a quantum correction

T µ
µ = βIOI + va(∂µJ

µ
a ) , (4.15)

where βI = dgI

d log µ is the beta function for the coupling constant gI and tells how much our coupling

constant runs along the renormalization group flow. We have already discussed possibly unfamiliar

second term va (the so-called divergence part of the vector beta function) in section 3.4. Roughly

speaking, it is the beta function that removes the divergence of the background space-time dependent

current coupling
∫

d4x(Na)∂µJ
µ
a with a space-time dependent background field Na. The general

expression (4.15) for the violation of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor by quantum corrections

is known as the trace identity and we had more detailed discussions in section 3.3.3 and 3.4.

As discussed in 2.3, the energy-momentum tensor is not unique. In (4.15), we have assumed that

we can use the ambiguities to remove �O term with a scalar operator O (preferably dimension 2 but
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not necessary). In interacting field theories, the term �O can be renormalized and it may mix with the

other terms, so this assumption is more non-trivial than we naively think, but we leave the problem

set a side for now (see e.g. [96][97] for reference), and come back to the point when necessary. We

also note that the expression for the trace of the energy-momentum tensor (4.15) is only up to the

usage of the equations of motion, and we have discussed the consequence of the equations of motion

in quantum field theories in section 3.3.3 in relation to the renormalization group equation.

As an example, let us consider massless many flavor QCD [98] (a.k.a Banks-Zaks model [99]) of

SU(Nc) gauge group with Nf pairs of Dirac fermions in fundamental representation. The two-loop

beta functions are given by

β(g) = − g3

48π2
(11Nc − 2Nf )−

g5

(16π2)2

(

34

3
N2

c − 1

2
Nf

(

16

3
+

20

3
Nc

))

va = 0 . (4.16)

The absence of the vector beta functions in this theory is essentially because there is no parity-even

non-conserved gauge invariant vector operator with dimension 3. Note that when Jµ
a is conserved, it

does not give any contribution in (4.15). We also do not have any good candidate for �O term due

to the lack of classical dimension 2 operators.

We recall that the scale invariance demands that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is given

by the divergence of a virial current: T µ
µ = −β(g)

2g3
TrFµνFµν = ∂µJµ, but there is no candidate for

the virial current Jµ in perturbation theory with the same reasons for the absence of va∂µJ
µ
a . As

a consequence, the requirement of scale invariance reduces to β(g) = 0 and it automatically implies

conformal invariance. Indeed for Nf ∼ 11Nc

2 , we can find a perturbative conformal fixed point [99].

It is not our main scope to discuss the details of renormalization and compute beta functions

(in particular at higher loops), but let us present how the trace of the energy-momentum tensor can

appear and why it is related to the beta functions in dimensional regularization at one-loop level. As

can be inferred from section 4.1 with the U(1) Maxwell field theory example, in d = 4− ǫ dimension,

the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in massless QCD is given by

T µ
µ =

ǫ

4g20
Tr(F (0)

ρσ )2 (4.17)

up to terms that vanish with the equations of motion. If we naively take ǫ → 0, this vanishes, but

we have to renormalized the bare field strength operator Tr(F
(0)
µν )2 and bare gauge coupling constant

g0. Indeed, both of them contain ǫ−1 pole in dimensional regularization, and it can result in the

cancellation in (4.17). Since the renormalization necessary here is the same as that for the bare

Lagrangian density, we conclude that in ǫ→ 0 limit

T µ
µ = −β(g)

2g3
Tr[(Fρσ)

2] , (4.18)

where Tr[(Fρσ)
2] is the renormalized finite operator. Note that the ǫ−1 poles are related to the

beta function in the standard dimensional regularization. Although the heuristic argument here is

essentially correct for massless QCD, we have to be more careful about the renormalization of the

composite operator in the derivation of the right hand side of (4.18), which is related to the appearance

of va(∂µJ
µ
a ) in more complicated examples. See section 3.4 for further details.

At one-loop level, we do not need to be careful about the composite operator renormalization and

the simple application of the background field method (see e.g. [100]) by decomposing A
(0)
µ = Āµ+δAµ
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and integrating out the fluctuation δAµ from the one-loop determinant gives the ǫ−1 pole in

〈Tr(F 0
ρσ))

2〉 = g20Tr(F̄ρσ)
2 b0
(4π)2

ǫ−1 + · · · (4.19)

so substituting it in (4.17) gives the one-loop formula for (4.18) with β(g) = − b0g30
(4π)2

with b0 =
1
3 (11Nc−

2Nf ). As in chiral anomaly, one-loop background field computation gives the bare trace anomaly

formula.30 We refer to [101][102][103] for further details on the operator renormalization needed

beyond one-loop. See also [104] for the detailed structure of the renormalized energy-momentum

tensor and trace anomaly at higher loops in QED.

The above discussion is based on the perturbative power-counting renormalization, and we do

not know whether in non-perturbative regime, there can be other (possibly emergent) operators that

appear in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in massless QCD. This is a very difficult problem

for many flavor massless QCD, and we do not have any good theoretical tool to investigate it while

such a possibility is often neglected. Presumably lattice computer simulations will shed some lights

on it. See [105] for the current status of lattice simulations of the conformal windows of massless

QCD. As far as we know, what they have computed so far could not distinguish scale invariance

and conformal invariance. Eventually, we hope to compute the three-point functions to see whether

the conformal invariance is realized (see also [106] for the distinction between scale invariance and

conformal invariance on the lattice). We also would like to refer to our collaboration [107][108][109]

with this respect.

We emphasize that it is not absurd to imagine such a possibility. For instance, when a chiral

symmetry is broken, the Nambu-Goldstone boson appears and it does have a non-zero (but a kind of

trivial) virial current as mentioned in section 4.1, which is indeed emergent. Similarly, in the magnetic

free phase of Seiberg-duality [110], we have emergent conformal dimension two operator (due to the

emergence of magnetic infrared free fields) that may appear in the trace of the energy momentum

tensor as an improvement term.

We now consider more non-trivial situations in which the symmetry does not forbid the non-

trivial existence of the perturbative virial current. The most general power-counting renormalizable

classically scale invariant field theories in d = 4 dimension have interactions with gauge couplings,

Yukawa couplings yabi, and φ4 scalar self-interactions λijkl. Each interactions may have non-trivial

beta functions, so the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is schematically given by

T µ
µ = −β(g)

2g3
TrFµνFµν +

(

βyabi(ψaψb)φi + c.c.
)

+ βλijklφiφjφkφl + va∂µJ
µ
a . (4.20)

We have assumed that θ angles are not renormalized.31 We also assume that we fine-tune mass terms

for φ and the cosmological constant to make them vanish during the renormalization. As a further

technical assumption, we assume that the energy-momentum tensor stays in the improved form (i.e.

absence of �O term) during the renormalization [51][111].

30Alternatively, in the one-loop approximation of the background field method, one may be able to compute the
anomalous Jacobian in the path integral measure under the Weyl transformation to obtain the same result as reviewed
in [83].

31More precisely, one may introduce the beta function for the θ angle as long as the contribution to the trace of the
energy-momentum tensor is cancelled by the anomalous conservations of Jµ (so that B function is zero). This corresponds
to introducing field rotations on chiral fermions as a part of our renormalization scheme, whose anomaly is cancelled by
the flow of the θ angle. Physically this is a redundant flow.
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In these theories, we have several candidates for the non-trivial virial current

Jµ = qij(φi∂µφj) + pab(ψ̄aγµψb) (4.21)

that corresponds to O(Nb) rotations for scalars (q
ij is antisymmetric), and U(nf ) rotations for fermions

(pab is anti-Hermitian). Depending on the details of the interactions, some of them are conserved and

do not contribute to the virial current. The naive application of the equations of motion schematically

gives

∂µJµ = qimλmjklφiφjφkφl + (qimyabm + pacycbi)φiψaψb + c.c (4.22)

so it may be possible to rewrite some of the terms in (4.20) as a divergence of the virial current. We

note that the number of possible candidate currents for the non-trivial virial current is same as that

of the redundant perturbations (see section 3.5 for more details about redundant perturbations).

A priori, if we look for a conformal invariant fixed point with T µ
µ = 0, we have to solve the

equations βI = 0 (if va = 0) whose number is the same as that of the coupling constants gI , and we

expect that we typically find a fixed point. If we relax the condition so that T µ
µ = ∂µJµ, we naively

expect more solutions because we have more free parameters available and it seems much easier to find

a scale invariant but non-conformal fixed point. Does this expectation work in reality? Apparently,

this seems in contradiction with what we empirically know about the difficulty to construct scale

invariant but non-conformal field theories. Actually it turns out that the naive expectation does not

work for the physical reason we will argue in the following sections.

It was known that up to two-loops within the minimal subtraction scheme with assuming that the

wavefunction renormalization matrix is symmetric, va = 0 and there is no non-trivial solutions of Jµ
that would give scale invariant but non-conformal invariant fixed point (see also [38][112][113] for an

attempt in d = 4− ǫ dimensions). The significantly more complicated three-loop (four-loop for gauge

interaction) computation was done in [114] for diagrams that are relevant for our discussions, and they

found that within the minimal subtraction scheme, there exists a non-trivial solution to the equation

βIOI = ∂µKµ , (4.23)

where Kµ has the same ansatz as (4.21).

By construction, the eigenvalue of βI flow is pure imaginary when it is given by the divergence of

a current because the current generates O(Nb) or U(nf ) rotations in perturbation theory. Thus if we

define the renormalization group flow by dgI (µ)
d log µ = βI(g(µ)), the non-trivial solution of (4.23) gives the

cyclic renormalization group flow. It was quite surprising, and it was interpreted that it gives the first

non-trivially interacting counterexample of scale but non-conformal field theories in d = 4 dimension.

However, in order to understand the conformal invariance, we had to compute the additional terms

in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor va∂µJ
µ
a independently to argue if the total trace of the

energy-momentum tensor vanishes. We anticipated that this must cancel against the beta functions

because it looks inconsistent with the general argument from the strong version of the a-theorem as we

will discuss in section 8. Soon after, the additional terms va∂µJ
µ
a have been computed [11], and they

exactly cancel against the ∂µKµ term computed within the same regularization scheme (see appendix

of [9] for the first observation and the physical explanation).

We will revisit how and why the naive expectation that it is much easier to solve the scale invariant

but non-conformal condition than to solve the conformal invariant condition is not true in section 8.

As for the counting goes, we realize that whenever there is a candidate for the virial current, there

is a corresponding symmetry in the coupling constant space, and the beta functions are no-longer
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independent. As a consequence, the number of free parameters does not increase as naively expected

in the above considerations.

So far there is no known scale invariant but not conformal invariant unitary quantum field theory

in d = 4 dimension. Although there is no non-perturbative proof, the enhancement of conformal

invariance from scale invariance is presumably true under some assumptions such as

• unitarity

• Poincaré invariance (causality)

• discrete spectrum in scaling dimension

• existence of scale current

• unbroken scale invariance

We will see in section 5, these assumptions are sufficient to prove the conformal invariance in d = 2

dimension. We also note that thanks to the fourth assumption, we can exclude the counterexample

(free Maxwell theory in d 6= 4) in section 4.1. As far as we know, there is no known counterexample

of scale invariance without conformal invariance in other dimensions than d = 2, 4, either, with the

above assumptions.

4.3. More examples

We have more examples of possible scale invariance without conformal invariance discussed in

various literatures. We list some of them in this subsection.

• Non-linear sigma model for a quasi-Ricci flat manifold by Hull and Townsend [115]

Probably this is the first physical example in which the distinction between scale invariance

and conformal invariance was emphasized (see also [116][117][118]). They observed that in

order to achieve the scale invariance of the non-linear sigma models in d = 2, whose action is

S =
∫

d2xGIJ(X)∂µX
I∂µXJ with GIJ(X) being the metric for the target space M and XI being

the map from two-dimensional space-time to M, we require that the target space metric must

be quasi-Ricci flat [119] in one-loop approximation:

RIJ(G(X)) = DIVJ(X) +DIVJ(X) , (4.24)

where RIJ(G(X)) is the target space Ricci-tensor and VI(X) is a certain (non-zero) vector field

in the target space. On the other hand, conformal invariance demands that the target space

metric is Ricci flat (up to possible dilaton improvement terms).

RIJ(G(X)) = DIDJΦ(X) . (4.25)

Here Φ(X) is a certain scalar in the target space, which can be removed by improvement. Note

that the pull-back of the vector filed VI (i.e. Jµ = ∂µX
IVI(X)) will be identified with the virial

current. The condition for scale invariance is weaker than conformal invariance.

As we will see in section 5, however, under certain assumptions, scale invariance must imply

conformal invariance in two-dimensional non-linear sigma models. Indeed, it is a mathematical

fact that any quasi-Ricci flat manifold M must be Ricci flat when M is compact, and therefore

there is no scale invariant but non-conformal field theories realized by a compact non-linear
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sigma model. We are delighted to know that the field theory theorem is in perfect agreement

with the mathematical theorem on Riemannian geometry [38].

The two-dimensional black hole (Euclidean cigar geometry) is an example of conformal field

theory whose target space is quasi-Ricci flat [120]:

ds2 = k(dr2 + tanh2 rdθ2) . (4.26)

The target space is non-compact, and it solves (4.25). It has an exact conformal field theory

description by SL(2,R)/U(1) coset model at level k. This type of quasi-Ricci flat space-time and

its higher dimensional generalization was studied in [121] (but they are all conformal invariant).

A scale invariant but non-conformal quasi-Ricci flat space-time may be obtained in the linearized

order around the Minkowski space-time as a vector gravitational wave. Let GIJ = ηIJ +hIJe
ikX

with the small fluctuation hIJ . The scale invariance requires (see e.g. section 3.6 of the textbook

[122] with a slight generalization mentioned in exercise 15.12 [123])

−k2hIJ + kIk
LhJL + kJk

LhLI − kIkJ(h
L
L + φ) = ikIVJ + ikJVI (4.27)

with a constant vector VI and a constant scalar φ. By introducing a particular little group

and the vector nI such that n2 = 0, nIk
I = 1, we can assume nIhIJ = 0. The scale invariant

condition becomes k2 = 0 and

kLhIL = −ikI(VLnL) + iVI . (4.28)

Clearly, when VL = 0, we have transverse traceless tensor mode as well as dilaton scalar mode for

a conformal invariant solution. However, we have additional d− 2 vector polarization for a scale

invariant but non-conformal solution specified by VI (up to gauge transformation). This is only

possible because we violate the unitarity and the discreteness of the spectrum. The example here

clearly illustrates that in string theory scale invariance is not sufficient but we have to demand

the full conformal invariance for the consistency.

• Wilson-Fisher fixed point [124]: Is 3d Ising model conformal invariant?

It is an extremely interesting and important problem to show if the critical phenomena of 3d

Ising model shows conformal invariance. In d = 2 dimension, it is long known that the critical

phenomenon is described by a free Majorana fermion, which is conformal invariant. The direct

proof of conformal invariance from the statistical model is, however, mathematically very hard

[125].

In d = 3 dimension, the success of the bootstrap approach [126][127] suggests that it must

show conformal invariance. How much do we know about it? If we assume that the critical

phenomenon of the 3d Ising model has the same universality class as the Landau-Ginzburg

model with λΦ4 potential in 4 − ǫ dimension analytically continued to ǫ = 1, the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor is given by

T µ
µ = [−ǫλ+ β(λ, ǫ)]Φ4 (4.29)

within perturbation theory (after fine-tuning m2Φ2 term). If we employ minimal subtraction

scheme, β(λ, ǫ) does not depend on ǫ and we can recycle the four-dimensional computation in the

minimal subtraction scheme (see e.g. [29] for explanations). As in the Banks-Zaks theory, the
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significant feature is there is no candidate for the virial current in perturbation theory for one-

component Landau-Ginzburg model. Therefore, perturbative fixed point (Wilson-Fisher fixed

point) is necessarily conformal invariant.32

Unfortunately, ǫ expansion is asymptotic, and it is not obvious if there is any non-perturbative

emergence of virial current (but we will have little to say about scale invariance and conformal

invariance in d = 3 dimension in this review article except in section 9). Since we know that

at ǫ = 2 the theory is conformal because it is described by a free fermion, we anticipate that

there is no such a possibility in between, but it is extremely important to give more rigorous

non-perturbative argument for it.

• The fermionic version of the Landau-Ginzburg theory is known as the Gürsoy model [128] (in

d = 4 dimension).33 The action is S =
∫

d4x
(

iψ̄γµ∂µψ + λ(ψ̄γHψ)
4/3
)

. It is classically scale

invariant as well as conformal invariant. In two-dimension it is known as the massless Thirring

model, where interaction term is λ(ψ̄γµψ)
2 and it is conformal invariant quantum mechanically.

In these models, there is a potential candidate for the virial current ψ̄γµψ, but in d = 2 dimension,

it is a total derivative after bosonization, so it can be improved away in any way. We do not

know much about the situations in the other dimensions.

• Scalar Riegert Theory S =
∫

d4x(�φ)2 [129][130].

In Polchinski’s classic paper [38] (see the textbook [29] for the same remark), it was mentioned

that a fourth derivative scalar theory is scale invariant but not conformal invariant, but we can

find the Weyl invariant extension of the fourth derivative operator, which is commonly known

as scalar Riegert operator34 in d = 4 dimension:

∆4 = �
2 + 2GµνD

µDν +
1

3
∆µR∆µ (4.30)

The corresponding action

S =

∫

d4x
√

|g|φ∆4φ (4.31)

is Weyl invariant (with zero Weyl weight for the scalar). Indeed, we could construct the improved

energy-momentum tensor such that the theory is conformal invariant (although it is not unitary).

This is not so surprising, but probably a more surprising thing is that there had been a claim

that no supersymmetric Riegert operator at the non-linear level in the old minimal supergravity

[134][135].35 The supersymmetric Riegert operator also exists in the new minimal supergravity

[139].

In the other dimensions, when d is odd, we can construct higher derivative Weyl invariant free

scalar actions of order �
n for any n [140][141][142]. In even dimensions, the Weyl invariant

32We define conformal invariance in d = 4− ǫ dimension as vanishing of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor.
33I would like to thank K. Akama for the reference.
34The operator was also found by Paneitz at the same time [131]. As far as we are aware, the same operator appeared

earlier in the work by Fradkin and Tseytlin [132][133] in the context of conformal supergravity.
35The author would like to thank S. Kuzenko for the reference and related discussions. After the lecture, we had learned

that the supersymmetric Riegert operator was explicitly constructed in [136]. The existence of super Weyl action, which
differs from the supersymmetric Riegert operator in [136] by superspace total derivative, was suggested in [137][138] and
the super Weyl invariance was checked at the linearized order upon superspace integration by part.
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higher derivative free scalar actions exist when n ≤ d/2. As an example, there does not exist

Weyl invariant fourth (or higher) order derivative actions in d = 2 dimension. We can directly

check that the energy-momentum tensor for the action S =
∫

ddx(�φ)2 is given by

Tµν = (∂µφ∂ν�φ+ ∂νφ∂µ�φ)− ηµν(∂
ρφ∂ρ�φ+ (�φ)2/2) (4.32)

and see that it cannot be improved to be traceless in d = 2 dimension (in contrast to the case

d ≥ 3, where it is possible).

• Topological twist.

There is an interesting class of (non-unitary) scale invariant but non-conformal field theories

obtained by the so-called topological twist. The idea of the topological twist is to start with the

Euclidean field theory with extra internal global symmetry and declare that the new Euclidean

rotation is obtained by mixing the original Euclidean rotation and the internal global symmetry.

The resulting theory is typically non-unitary (and may violate spin-statistics). Moreover, even

if we started with a unitary conformal field theory, the resulting theory could be only scale

invariant with respect to the new Euclidean symmetry.

Let us consider the simple example of O(4) symmetric free bosons in d = 4 dimension.

S =

∫

d4x∂µφi∂µφ
j . (4.33)

The assumed O(4) rotation acts on i index. The original theory is conformal invariant. Now,

let us declare that the new Euclidean rotation is given by the diagonal sum of the original

Euclidean rotation and the O(4) rotation. Then we regard φi as the Euclidean vector under the

newly defined “topologically twisted” Euclidean rotation. The resulting theory is

S =

∫

d4x∂µφν∂µφν , (4.34)

which is a particular example of Riva-Cardy theory mentioned at the end of section 4.1, and it

is only scale invariant but not conformal invariant. Note that the theory still admits the twisted

“conformal invariance” whose algebra is different from the conventional conformal algebra dis-

cussed in section 2 because after all, all we did was just the renaming of the symmetry algebra.

This is not inconsistent with the theorem discussed in later sections (in particular in d = 2

dimension in section 5) because after the twist, the theory is non-unitary with respect to the

new topologically twisted Hamiltonian.36

• Spontaneous broken case with the non-linear action S =
∫

d4xφ4f
(

∂µφ∂µφ
φ4

)

[143] [89].

This scale invariant action is not conformal invariant classically unless f(x) = c0+ c1x, in which

case, we have just φ4 self interaction with the conventional kinetic term. The scale invariant

vacua at φ = 0 is singular with higher terms. When φ 6= 0, scale invariance is spontaneously

broken.

Of course, the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance does not necessarily exclude conformal

invariance (which is again spontaneously broken). One example is

S =

∫

d4xφ4f

(

(�φ)

φ3

)

. (4.35)

36This example is not topological at all, so it is a misnomer. When the energy-momentum tensor is exact with respect
to the topologically twisted scalar supersymmetric charge, the theory becomes topological.
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Here the theory can be made manifestly Weyl invariant in the curved background by replacing

� with �− 1
6R.

• Liouville theory coupled with matter

The analogue of the above example in d = 2 dimension is the Liouville action.

S =
1

4π

∫

d2x
√

|g|
(

∂µϕ∂µϕ+R(b+ b−1)ϕ+ λe−2bϕ
)

. (4.36)

It is Weyl invariant and importantly, the conformal invariance is not spontaneously broken,

which is a special feature of d = 2. The quantization of the Liouville theory can be performed

without breaking the conformal invariance (see e.g. [144] and references therein).

Once we couple the Liouville theory to a non-linear sigma model with the specific interaction

S =
1

4π

∫

d2x
√

|g|
(

GIJ(X)∂µX
I∂µXJ + h(X)∂µϕ∂

µϕ+R(b+ b−1)ϕ+ λe−2bϕ
)

, (4.37)

the theory is scale invariant but not conformal invariant classically [145]. In [146], we have

shown that by considering the light-like wave form for h(X), we may be able to preserve the scale

invariance without conformal invariance after quantization. The model breaks the assumption of

discreteness of spectrum as well as unitarity (in the light-like wave case) to avoid Zamolodchikov-

Polchinski theorem that claims scale invariance implies conformal invariance in d = 2 dimension.

• The above mentioned Liouville theory and Riegert theory were studied in the context of gen-

erating classical effective action (so-called Wess-Zumino action) for the Weyl anomaly. If we

restrict ourselves to the A-type Weyl anomaly (Euler density term), the Wess-Zumino action is

invariant under the constant Weyl transformation due to the space-time integration, but it is

not invariant under the non-constant Weyl transformation.37 This Wess-Zumino action plays a

significant role in the next section. To avoid a confusion, in flat space-time, one can always make

the Riegert and Liouville action conformal invariant. This is because the Weyl non-invariance

is proportional to the curvature.

• As a simple generalization of the free Maxwell theory example discussed in section 4.1, in d-

dimensional space-time, among various Abelian free form fields, only zero-form field (scalar),

d/2-form field and d − 1 form field (dual to scalar) are conformal invariant (see e.g. [147]). In

the first quantized approach, this was discussed in [148]. Note that except for the conformal

case, the scale current (rather than charge) in these examples is not well-defined.

• Within the Lagrangian formulation in d = 4 dimension, it was mentioned in [149][150] that

the non-gauge invariant interaction terms such as φ∂µφAµ is scale invariant but not conformal

invariant. It violates unitarity.

4.4. Theory without action

As mentioned in section 2.3, it is possible that theories are scale or conformal invariant without

having local currents. In particular, this is the case when the action principle does not exist.

37The author would like to thank I. Shapiro for the comment and discussion.
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In d = 4 dimension, conformally covariant massless wave-equations (known as Bargmann-Wigner

equation) must take the form [151]

∂µσαβ̇µ Ψαβγ··· = 0 , (4.38)

where Ψαβγ··· has completely symmetric spinor indices and σαβ̇µ is the Pauli matrix. The CPT conjugate

equation is obtained with dotted spinors. We note that except for helicity 0, 1/2, 1, there is no simple

Lagrangian formulation whose equations of motion are equivalent to (4.38) with the local energy-

momentum tensor. After the second quantization, the theory is conformal invariant in the sense that

all the correlation functions transform in a conformally covariant manner as the helicity h field Ψαβγ···

being conformal primaries with conformal dimension h+ 1.

An interesting observation is that the massless rank-four spinor Ψαβγδ, which has helicity two,

can be regarded as the linearized Weyl tensor around the Minkowski vacuum. Indeed, the linearized

Einstein equation makes the other components of linearized curvature tensor vanish, and the Bianchi

identity is nothing but the conformal wave equation (4.38). Therefore, the linearized Einstein gravity is

on-shell conformal invariant. However, there is no conserved energy-momentum tensor, nor conformal

current, so the Noether assumption is clearly violated [112].38 Relatedly, the off-shell action does not

have conformal invariance, and the scale current is not gauge invariant.

The discussion also applies to helicity 3/2 massless rank-three spinor Ψαβγ with the conformal

wave-equation (4.38). The theory is equivalent to the on-shell Rarita-Schwinger theory of a massless

spin 3/2 particle. Combining it with the above helicity 2 wave-equation, we can conclude that the

linearized supergravity around the Minkowski vacuum is on-shell superconformal invariant. Again, we

do not have a conserved supercurrent supermultiplet nor a superconformal current.39

Without assuming the existence of the action, or more precisely the existence of the energy-

momentum tensor, it seems possible to construct unitary scale invariant field theories without con-

formal invariance by considering so-called generalized free field theories [112]. For instance, we start

with the two-point functions of the vector operator

〈Aµ(x)Aν(0)〉 =
1

x2∆

(

αηµν − 2
xµxν
x2

)

(4.39)

and demand that the higher point functions are defined by the Wick contraction. One could write

down the formal (possibly non-local) free action from the inverse of the two-point function (4.39).

Unless we take a very particular value for α (e.g. α = 1 or α = 1/∆), the theory is not conformal

invariant. Note that for a sufficiently large value of ∆, the unitarity is preserved irrespective of

the conformal invariance (see section 2.4.1). Here we should note that the unitarity only refers to

the positivity constraint on the two-point functions mentioned in section 2.4.1. We may have other

pathologies in relation to unitarity. Since the theory does not seem to possess the energy-momentum

tensor, we do not know how to couple it to gravity, and this peculiar property will enable us to evade

various assumptions in the proof of the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal field theories.

Indeed, we will see that the existence of the energy-momentum tensor plays a crucial role in our

arugment for the enhancement.

38The vacuum Einstein equation Rµν = 0 is not Weyl invariant, so the Minkowski vacuum after Weyl transformation
would not solve the vacuum Einstein equation. The conformal transformation here only acts on the linearized variation
from the Minkowski vacuum. We also note that Ψαβγδ has the conformal dimension 3, which may be unexpected from
the non-linear Einstein gravity.

39To some extent, this is just a peculiar coincidence in d = 4 dimension. In higher dimensions, not all massless
equations (like Maxwell theory or linearized gravity) are conformal invariant [148].
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4.5. Controversial examples

In this subsection, we have tried to collect the list of all the known scale invariant but non-conformal

field theories. Here, we will list some more controversial ones.

• In this review, we do not discuss a subtle aspect of global conformal invariance in Minkowski

space-time. The problem is that the global conformal transformation (2.13) can affect the causal

structure by making the space-like separation into the time-like one and vice versa. We are

satisfied with the infinitesimal conformal symmetry, and do not discuss the global aspects (with

possible breakdowns). See [101][170][171][172][173] for reference and possible resolutions.40

• In [9], a non-unitary example of supersymmetric scale invariant but non conformal field theories

was constructed. The structure of the renormalization group flow is Jordan block type, which

we never expect in unitary conformal field theories.

• An interesting but confusing example of possible scale invariant but not conformal field theories

in d = 2 dimension is the so-called time-like Liouville theory obtained by a certain “analytic

continuation” of the conventional Liouville theory. It was observed in [174][175][176], the two-

point functions are not diagonal with respect to the operator dimension, suggesting a possible

violation of conformal invariance. An alternative interpretation was presented in [177], but the

situation is not conclusive.

• In [178][179], it was pointed out that a certain hermitian deformation of the unitary minimal

model shows the periodic structure in its S-matrix, suggesting that the renormalization group

flow is cyclic. A similar idea appeared in Zamolodchikov’s work [180]. The result seems to be

inconsistent with the c-theorem we will discuss in section 5, and the author would be happy to

know the resolution of the puzzle.41

• As we will discuss in section 6, the analogue of c-theorem in d = 4 dimension is known as the

a-theorem and it has a deep connection with the problem of the enhancement of conformal

invariance from scale invariance. From time to time, the violations of the weak version of the

a-theorem were reported. In most cases, it turned out that either such hypothetical theories did

not exist or computations of the central charge were erroneous in a subtle way. One example of

the former is given by the series of AdS/CFT dual pairs with a certain Sasaki-Einstein manifold

induced from the cone zk1 + z22 + z23 + z24 = 0 [265][266][267] whose dual field theory construction

can be found in [268]. The naive conclusion of the AdS/CFT correspondence is a is increasing

as k decreases when k ≥ 4, which is supposed to be a relevant flow. What is happening here

is that such a Sasaki-Einstein manifold does not exist due to a geometrical obstruction [265].

From the dual field theory perspective, the assumption of the existence of the non-trivial fixed

point in a-maximization was incorrect. Another example would be certain N = 1 gauge theories

obtained from the strongly coupled cousins of N = 2 gauge theories induced by M5-branes

wrapping around Riemann surfaces. Those theories do not possess the Lagrangian description,

but some of the flow among them seem to violate the a-theorem. It was interpreted in [269] that

such theories should not exist, and it would be interesting to see what was wrong with them.

40The author would like to thank Prof. Hortacsu for pointing out the reference.
41The current understanding of the author is as follows: in the perturbative regime, their renormalization group flow

satisfies the gradient formula, and Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem applies. The cyclic structure necessarily brings us to the
non-perturbative regime, in which something wrong (e.g. confinement) could occur.
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An example of the latter was reported in [267], which was later rebutted in [270]. The problem

was due to a subtlety in taking the IR limit and the assumption that the IR fixed point is

described by a single superconformal field theory (rather than many superconformal field theories

weakly coupled with each other). It is important to note that after the physical proof of the

a-theorem which we will review in section 8, our gears are shifted so that we use the a-theorem to

exclude these hypothetical possibilities by seeking the flaw in the arguments rather than claiming

them as counterexamples (see e.g. [271][272] for such attempts in the recent literature).

Birth of conformal symmetry and Weyl symmetry

The conformal invariance in relativistic systems was (as far as the author knows) first discussed

in the context of the symmetry of the Maxwell theory (with massless matters) at the very

beginning of the 20th century [165][166]. We have learned that this discovery is essentially due

to the fact that the dimensionality of our space-time is precisely d = 4 dimension. A legend says

that Poincaré should have known the special relativity before Einstein because he knew that the

Maxwell equation is not invariant under the Galilei group, but is invariant under the Lorentz

group. The author wonders what people had imagined for the discovery of the further symmetry

there.a

Weyl, on the other hand, studied the space-time dilatation, and he introduced the concept of Weyl

transformation [167]. His motivation was to explain the electromagnetism from geometry. He

was the first one who introduced the concept of gauge invariance, and he believed that the Weyl

transformation gµν → e2σgµν is related to the electro-magnetic gauge invariance Aµ → Aµ+∂µσ.

Actually, he further noticed that this idea crucially relies on the fact that our universe is d = 4

dimension. Otherwise, the Maxwell theory is not invariant under the Weyl transformation. We

refer to [168] for more details on the historical development.

By themselves, the Weyl invariance is given by the transformation of the metric, and the con-

formal invariance is given by the transformation of the field in flat space-time and they are

different symmetries. These two are, however, related by the diffeomorphism invariance of the

underlying quantum field theory coupled with the gravity. As far as the author knows, the clear

understanding of this connection was presented by Zumino in [52].

Apart from the historical origin, The author cannot help but to think that the structure of the

space-time is deeply related to the (non-existence) of the scale invariant quantum field theories

without enhanced conformal symmetry. As a related observation, non-trivial existence of in-

teracting quantum field theories in general crucially depends on the space-time dimensionality.

The power-counting in relavitistic Lagrangian field theory (with unitarity) demands that all the

interations become irrelevant in dimension greater than d = 6 dimension in perturbation theory.

We refer to [169] for an interesting application of this idea to supersymmetric theories. Of course,

these questions are ultimately related to the renormalization group flow through our attempts

to classify all the quantum field theories. A possible constraint on the classification will be the

main subject of the following sections.

aThe Maxwell theory has yet another mysterious symmetry “electric-magnetic duality”, which has its own
theoretical impact afterwards.
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5. Proof in d = 2 dimension

Starting from this section, we would like to discuss a possible proof of enhancement from scale

invariance to conformal invariance. In this section, we begin with the well-established situation in

d = 2 dimension, and expand our surveys in higher dimensions in later sections, in which we have

partial but promising results. Various attempts are reviewed in relation to the higher dimensional

analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem.

5.1. Zamolodchikov-Polchinski theorem

In d = 2 dimension, we can give a rigorous argument that scale invariance is enhanced to conformal

invariance under the following assumptions [6][38] (see also [181])

• unitarity

• Poincaré invariance (causality)

• discrete spectrum in scaling dimension

• existence of scale current

• unbroken scale invariance

Most interesting classes of two-dimensional quantum field theories satisfy these assumptions, but we

should remember that if we violate one of them, we may construct counterexamples (see various

examples in section 4.3). One important class of exceptions is the string world-sheet theory, in which

the assumption of unitarity and the discreteness of the spectrum are both violated. Thus in string

perturbation theory, it is not enough to check the scale invariance, but we have to show the conformal

invariance for its consistency.

Let us present the proof. In d = 2 dimension, it is convenient to use the complex coordinate

notation z = σ + iτ . Accordingly, the energy-momentum tensor is denoted as T = Tzz and Θ = T µ
µ.

The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor gives

∂̄T + 4∂Θ = 0 , (5.1)

and similarly for its “complex conjugate” T̄ = Tz̄z̄. Following Zamolodchikov [6], we introduce

F (|z|2) = (2π)2z4〈T (z, z̄)T (0)〉
G(|z|2) = (2π)2z3z̄〈Θ(z, z̄)T (0)〉
H(|z|2) = (2π)2z2z̄2〈Θ(z, z̄)Θ(0)〉 , (5.2)

which only depend on |z| (from Euclidean invariance) by the combination log |z|Λ, where Λ is the

renormalization scale.42 Let us define the c-function

C = 2

(

F − 1

2
G− 3

16
H

)

. (5.3)

The response to the renormalization group flow is fixed by the conservation (5.1) as

dC

d log |z|2 = −3

4
H ≤ 0 (5.4)

42We use the convention that all the coupling constants are dimensionless.
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from the positivity of the two-point function for Θ. This is celebrated Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem:

the c-function decreases along the renormalization group flow, and it agrees with the central charge

at the fixed point (since H = G = 0 at the fixed point as we will see).

At the scale invariant fixed point, one can assume that the energy-momentum tensor shows canon-

ical scaling behavior (see section 5.2 for a further discussion), so Tµν has a canonical scaling dimension

of 2, and hence C is a constant. Then

〈Θ(z, z̄)Θ(0)〉 = 0 (5.5)

which means from unitarity and causality (according to Reeh-Schlieder theorem [182]), Θ(z, z̄) = 0 as

an operator identity. Since Θ is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, the scale invariance implies

conformal invariance in d = 2 dimension.

For later purposes, let us expand Θ with respect to the operators in the theory Θ = BIOI , where BI

can be interpreted as the same B function introduced in section 3.3. The c-theorem can be expressed

as

dc

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ ≥ 0

χIJ =
3

2
(2π)2|z|4〈OI(z, z̄)OJ (0)〉||z|=µ−1 . (5.6)

At this point, we identify C defined in (5.3) with c(g(µ)) as an interpolating function between the

central charges c at conformal fixed points. The manifestly positive definite metric χIJ is known as

Zamolodchikov’s metric. Since it is positive definite, the c-function stays constant along the renor-

malization group flow if and only if BI vanishes and the theory is conformal invariant.

There is a physical meaning in c as counting degrees of freedom. If we quantize the conformal

field theory on a cylinder with the radial quantization, the scaling dimension of the operator in R
1,1 is

identified with the energy spectrum on the cylinder. The modular invariance of the partition function

dictates that the asymptotic density of states with a given radial energy E is

ρ(E) ∼ exp

(

4π

√

cE

6

)

. (5.7)

This is known as Cardy formula [183], and it tells that the central charge dictates the effective degrees

of freedom of the conformal field theory. It is therefore reasonable that the central charge decreases

along the renormalization group flow from our intuition that the renormalization group flow gives a

coarse graining and the effective reduction of the degrees of freedom.

We have one comment on Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem. A priori, we know that the c-function

(5.3) at |z| = µ−1 is a function of the energy scale µ, but it is not immediately obvious if it is a

function of the running coupling constants alone (i.e. c(µ) = c(gI(µ)) evaluated at the energy scale

µ, and does not depend on the energy scale µ explicitly. An intuitive reason why the dependence is

only through the running coupling constants gI(µ) is the renormalizability. Since the renormalized

two-point functions do not depend on the renormalization scale Λ, we obtain the Callan-Symanzik

equation for the two-point functions, or more general correlation functions of the energy-momentum

tensor (by assuming that there is no anomalous dimension for Tµν):

d

d log Λ
〈Tµν · · · 〉 =

(

∂

∂ log Λ
+ βI

∂

∂gI

)

〈Tµν · · · 〉 = 0 . (5.8)
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In particular it applies to the above c-function constructed out of energy-momentum tensor two-point

functions. On the other hand, since c at |z| = µ−1 is a dimensionless quantity, we have the Euler

identity

(

∂

∂ log µ
+

∂

∂ log Λ

)

c = 0 . (5.9)

This explains the simple chain rule

d

d log µ
c = βI

∂

∂gI
c

(

= BI ∂

∂gI
c

)

(5.10)

with the running coupling constants gI(µ). Note that when Tµν is a singlet under the “flavor” rotation,

there is no distinction between beta function and B function here. We also know that at the fixed

point, c(µ) is a function of the running coupling constants and does not depend on the trajectory of

the renormalization group flow since it is specified by the Weyl anomaly and therefore it is intrinsic

to the conformal fixed point.

Indeed, the local renormalization group analysis (as we will review in section 7) tells that the

c-function is actually a function of the running coupling constants alone and does not depend on the

trajectory of the renormalization group flow. In particular, within the power-counting renormalization

scheme, one can show the “gradient formula” [80]:

8∂I c̃ = (χg
IJ + w[IJ ])BJ + (ρ̂Ig)

JwJ , (5.11)

where w[IJ ] = ∂IwJ − ∂JwI , and ρ̂I is the vector beta function we introduced in section 2.3 that gives

an extra “flavor” rotation. These renormalization group functions will be further explained in more

detail later in section 7. By multiplying it with BI , we obtain (we use ρ̂IBI = 0 which we will prove

later in section 7)

dc̃

d log µ
= BI∂I c̃ = BIχg

IJBJ (5.12)

with the fact that c̃ only depends on µ through the running coupling constants gI(µ). In addition,

we can use a certain freedom in local renormalization group flow in order to make χg
IJ coincide with

the Zamolodchikov metric χIJ in (5.6). Therefore, Zamolodchikov’s c-function coincides with the

c̃-function that appeared in the local renormalization group analysis, and the c-function is really a

function of the running coupling constants.

The flow equation (5.11) is known as the “gradient formula”. It would have been a true gradient

formula if there would be no wJ . See also [184] for further details on the validity of the gradient

formula in general quantum field theories in d = 2 dimension.

5.2. Canonical scaling of Tµν

In Zamolodchikov’s argument, we tacitly assumed that the energy-momentum tensor has a canon-

ical scaling dimension. This assertion can be proved in d = 2 dimension with the assumption of the

discreteness of scaling dimensions of operators in the theory (in particular, there is no dimension zero

operator other than the identity operator) [38]. The canonical scaling of the energy-momentum tensor

is violated when Tµν is not an eigenoperator under dilatation:

i[D,Tµν ] = xρ∂ρTµν + dTµν + ya∂
σ∂ρŶ a

µσνρ , (5.13)
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where Ŷ b
µσνρ is the complete set of tensor operators (excluding the trivial contribution from the identity

operator) that have the symmetry of Riemann tensor and the scaling properties

i[D, Ŷ a
µσνρ] = xλ∂λŶ

a
µσνρ + γ̂abŶ

b
µσνρ . (5.14)

This is still consistent with the scale invariance because the algebra of D and Pµ is not affected from

this mixing thanks to the space integration.

Polchinski argued that in d = 2 dimension, one can always improve the energy-momentum tensor

so that it has a canonical scaling dimension as long as there is no dimension zero operators than the

identity operator. He introduced the improved energy-momentum tensor by

Θ′
µν = Tµν + ya(d− 2− γ̂)−1

ab ∂
σ∂ρŶ b

µσνρ . (5.15)

The discreteness of the scaling dimensions, and the absence of dimension zero operators allows us

to invert the matrix in d = 2 dimension, so the energy-momentum tensor with canonical scaling

dimension always exists.

In the other dimensions, this argument is subtle because if the scaling dimension matrix γ̂ has

an eigenvalue d − 2, then one cannot invert the matrix. Within power counting renormalization

scheme in d = 4 dimension, in many non-trivial examples [96][97], one can explicitly construct the

energy-momentum tensor that is not renormalized and finite, and therefore it has the canonical scaling

dimension. On the other hand, the new improved energy-momentum tensor [51] is defined so that its

trace vanishes at the conformal fixed point and can be renormalized. Indeed, at the conformal fixed

point, the Wess-Zumino consistency condition of the local renormalization group flow (see discussions

in section 7) constrains the mixing of operators in a non-trivial way, and it makes it possible to choose

a basis in which energy-momentum tensor has a canonical scaling dimension (see [111][186]), where

the new improved energy-momentum tensor has the canonical scaling dimension. However, at the

merely scale invariant fixed point without conformal invariance, there is no a priori guarantee that we

can choose the renormalization scheme so that the energy-momentum tensor has the canonical scaling

dimension.

5.3. Alternative approach

5.3.1. Simple alternative derivation

Without referring to the c-theorem, there is a more direct way to derive the enhancement from

scale invariance to conformal invariance in d = 2 dimension.43 For this purpose, we study two-point

functions of the energy-momentum tensor in momentum space. The point is that the conservation

and the canonical scaling of the energy-momentum tensor gives the unique structure of the two-point

functions so that the trace must vanish.

The assumption of the canonical scaling dimension in position space of the energy-momentum

tensor leads to the requirement that the momentum space energy-momentum tensor two-point function

must show (we use the complex momentum k = kσ + ikτ and k̄ = kσ − ikτ )

〈T (k)T (p)〉 = c
k3

k̄
δ(k + p)

〈T (k)Θ(p)〉 = ek2 log |k|2δ(k + p)

〈Θ(k)Θ(p)〉 = h|k|2 log |k|2δ(k + p)

〈T (k)T̄ (p)〉 = w|k|2 log |k|2δ(k + p) , (5.16)

43The argument here is close to the historically original one presented in [181].
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where we have neglected the contact terms that are polynomial in k and k̄.

The appearance of log |k|2 is not in contradiction with the assumed scale invariance because the

scale transformation only gives the extra ultra local contact terms. These are related to the anomalous

contribution in the local Callan-Symanzik equations.

The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor (again up to the contact terms) requires

e = 0 , h = 0 , w = 0 . (5.17)

From the Reeh-Schlieder theorem by going back to the position space, we conclude that Θ(x) = 0 as

an operator identity. Thus, the scale invariance implies conformal invariance. If we had kept track of

the contact terms, we could see 〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉 contains the contact term proportional to c, which can be

related to the Weyl anomaly from the second variation of the effective action with the metric.

We may attempt a similar derivation in higher dimensions [38][112]. However, we can immediately

realize that the number of independent two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor is larger

than the constraint from conservation and unitarity even if we assumed the canonical scaling of the

energy-momentum tensor, so we cannot derive the similar result in this way. We will explicitly see

what happens in section 6.3. In retrospect, we have a good reason for this: two-point functions of

the energy-momentum tensor do not seem to be a good barometer to show the higher dimensional

analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem as we will see.

Let us briefly discuss what would happen if we relaxed the condition of the canonical scaling

of the energy-momentum tensor. For the simplest example, suppose the energy-momentum tensor

renormalization has the Jordan block form (see section 7.2 for more general situations)

d

d log µ
Tµν = η(∂µ∂ν − ηµν�)O

d

d log µ
O = 0 (5.18)

where O has the scaling dimension zero so that the scaling dimension matrix is not diagonalizable

for non-zero η. We have relaxed the assumptions in Polchinski’s argument (see section 5.2) to allow

dimension zero operator. This may happen in bosonic string theory with tachyon operators in the

non-compact target space-time.

After imposing the conservation and the dilatation Ward-identity (with local anomalous sources),

the momentum space two-point functions are given by

〈O(k)O(p)〉 = cOO

|k|2 δ(k + p)

〈O(k)T (p)〉 =
(

cOT − 4ηcOO log |k|2
) k

k̄
δ(k + p)

〈O(k)Θ(p)〉 = ηcOO log |k|2δ(k + p)

〈T (k)T (p)〉 =
(

c− 8ηcOT log |k|2 + 16η2cOO(log |k|2)2
) k3

k̄
δ(k + p)

〈T (k)Θ(p)〉 = (2ηcOT log |k|2 − 4η2cOO(log |k|2)2)k2δ(k + p)

〈Θ(k)Θ(p)〉 =
(

−1

2
ηcOT log |k|2 + η2cOO(log |k|2)2

)

|k|2δ(k + p) (5.19)

up to contact terms. We may improve the energy-momentum tensor so that cOT vanishes, but η

remains non-zero. Irrespective of the improvement, we see that the conservation of the energy-
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momentum tensor alone does not lead to the conclusion Θ = 0 as an operator identity.44 Note

that Zamolodchikov’s argument still holds, but the (effective) central charge can decrease with an

arbitrary amount suggesting the violation of the unitary or the discreteness of the spectrum.45

We have one technical comment on the Weyl anomaly. If there were no mixing due to η, the

logarithmic term in the third equation in (5.19) would suggest that the Weyl anomaly contains the

“tachyon coupling”
∫

d2x
√

|g|Φ, where Φ is the source for the dimension zero operator O (see section

7.2 and [80]). However, the violation of the naive scaling symmetry in log here is cancelled by relating

it to the other correlation functions from the non-diagonal scaling dimension matrix (i.e. wavefunction

renormalization) rather than contributing to the Weyl anomaly
∫

d2x
√

|g|Φ. The similar comments

apply to the other terms in (5.19) so that the Weyl anomaly is actually local.

5.3.2. Averaged c-theorem

Zamolodchikov’s argument can be presented in a slightly different way [184]. Define

cM(2) = −
∫

d2xG(µ)〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉

Θ = BIOI

χIJ = − d

d log µ

∫

d2xG(µ)(x)〈OI(x)OJ (0)〉 (5.20)

where

G(µ)(x) = 3πx2θ(1− µ|x|) , (5.21)

with θ(x) being the step function so thatG(µ)(x) has only support |x| ≥ µ−1. The metric χIJ is positive

definite from unitarity (no dangerous contact term will contribute because
dG(µ)

d log µ has a support only

when OI are separated). It can be easily shown that

dcM(2)

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ ≥ 0 . (5.22)

We note that this cM(2)-function is equivalent to the one in section 5.1.

One can now repeat the same analysis in d ≥ 2. We define

cM(d) = −
∫

ddxG
(d)
(µ)〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉

Θ = T µ
µ = BIOI

χIJ = − d

d log µ

∫

ddxG
(d)
(µ)〈OI(x)OJ (0)〉 (5.23)

44However, we may suspect that the appearance of (log |k|2)2 is inconsistent with the locality of the correlation
functions. If this additional locality constraint is imposed, either (cOO, cOT ) or η must vanish at the scale invariant
fixed point. In the former case, the unitarity is violated as in log CFT, and in the latter case, the scaling dimension
matrix must be diagonalizable and reduced to the original argument. The author would like to thank A. Bzowski and
K. Skenderis for the related discussions.

45Physically, this is not unexpected because with a dimension zero operator at hand, one can make the effective central
charge arbitrarily large by improvement (e.g. in Liouville theory), and what η term does is the renormalization of the
improvement term, so the effective central charge should change with an arbitrary amount during the renormalization
group.
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where

G
(d)
(µ)(x) = 3πxdθ(1− µ|x|) . (5.24)

The metric is again positive definite from unitarity. It can be easily shown that

dcM(d)

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ ≥ 0 . (5.25)

Can we declare the proof of c-theorem in any dimension? Does it mean scale invariance implies

conformal invariance in any dimension?

A related idea was explored in [187]. The integrated cM(d) is known as the averaged c-function. In

the later works [188][189][190], it was argued that the integral of the two-point functions of the trace

of the energy-momentum tensor (5.3.2) is directly related to the difference of b̃ coefficient in the Weyl

anomaly in d = 4 dimension.46 It was also argued that although b̃ itself is scheme dependent, the

ambiguity cancels in the difference of the UV fixed point and IR fixed point, and the integral only

depends on the trajectory of the renormalization group flow. Since it depends on the trajectory, the

quantity has a very different nature than Zamolodchikov’s c-function in d = 2 dimension. We have no

direct way to connect the averaged c-function to the local correlation function so we cannot use the

Callan-Symanzik equation to trade the µ dependence with beta functions.

What is special in d = 2 dimension is the identity [184]

∂µ[(2xνxρxσ − 2x2xνηρσ − x2xσηνρ)〈Tµν(x)Tρσ(0)〉] = −3x2〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉 . (5.26)

It enable us to integrate cM(2) by part to rewrite the averaged quantity (5.20) into the local form

cM(2)(µ) = 2π2(2xµxνxρxσ − x2xµxνηρσ − x2xρxσηµν − x2xµxσηνρ)〈Tµν(x)Tρσ(0)〉|µ|x|=1 , (5.27)

which is nothing but the one defined by Zamolodchikov. The application of the Callan-Symanzik

equation leads to the claim that µ dependence is only through the running coupling constants.

We will come back to this point later when we discuss the renormalization scale dependence in the

proof of the higher dimensional analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem and its application to scale

invariance and conformal invariance. Here we only emphasize that the crucial distinction between

d = 2 and d > 2 in relation to the argument of this section is that the so-defined averaged c-function is

not an intrinsic quantity of the fixed point, but it is a quantity of the flow. In particular, the equation

(5.25) by itself is consistent with the cyclic renormalization group flow with BI 6= 0 because there is

no reason why cM(d) should take a constant value when the theory is scale invariant. However, it is

remarkable to mention that within a few orders in perturbation theory when the theory is classically

conformal invariant, (5.25) gives the same renormalization scale dependence as that for the higher

dimensional analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-function we will discuss in the next section, which only

depends on the running coupling constants at the scale µ.

46More precisely, we had to fine-tune local counterterms (see section 7) to achieve this claim.
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6. Conjecture in d > 2

6.1. Scale invariance vs Conformal invariance

Given a proof in d = 2 dimension reviewed in section 5, and various examples studied in section

4, we conjecture that any scale invariant quantum field theory (in d > 2) is conformal invariant under

the following assumptions

• unitarity

• Poincaré invariance (causality)

• discrete spectrum in scaling dimension

• existence of scale current

• unbroken scale invariance

The necessity of these assumptions may be found in examples listed in section 4. Our focus in the

following is d = 4 dimension, but we will add some remarks for the other dimensions in section 9.

In terms of the property of the energy-momentum tensor, the claim is that under the above

assumptions, whenever the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is a divergence of the virial current

T µ
µ = ∂µJµ , (6.1)

the virial current can be removed by the improvement. Or equivalently, it is a derivative of a certain

local scalar operator

T µ
µ = ∂µ∂µL . (6.2)

6.2. Cardy’s conjecture (a.k.a “a-theorem”)

In d = 2 dimension, the proof of the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance

was almost identical to that of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem. It may be natural to look for a hint

for the possible enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance in higher dimensions by

considering the natural generalization of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem in higher dimension.

Cardy conjectured [191] that in d = 4 dimension, the higher dimensional analogue of Zamolod-

chikov’s c-function is given by the Weyl anomaly coefficient a. As discussed in section 3.2, the Weyl

anomaly in d = 4 dimension is given by

〈T µ
µ〉 = c(Weyl)2 − aEuler + b̃�R+ dǫµνρσR αβ

µν Rαβρσ . (6.3)

We know b̃ is not universal because it can be changed by a local counterterm, and c does not show mono-

tonicity along the renormalization group flow (see the examples below) so they cannot be the candidate.

The remaining possibility is a. We recall that in d = 2 dimension, the scalar curvature R can be also re-

garded as the Euler density, and it shares the common feature with the a anomaly term in d = 4 dimen-

sion. In general even dimensions, the Euler density (A-type Weyl anomaly in the classification of [84])

seems to be a good candidate for the analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-function. Cardy formulated it as

a = − 1
2·32π2

∫

S4
d4x
√

|g|〈T µ
µ〉 because we can see that Weyl tensor vanishes on S

4 since it is conformally

flat and �R term is zero after integration (and we assumed d = 0). Note that the Euler characteristic

of S2n is given by χ(S2n) =
∫

S2n
d2nx

√

|g| 1
(8π2)Γ(n+1)ǫµ1···µ2nǫν1···ν2nR

µ1µ2ν1ν2 · · ·Rµ2n−1µ2nν2n−1ν2n = 2.

The conjecture can be stated in different versions.
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• Weak version: aIR ≥ aUV between the flow of two conformal field theories, which is proved in

[192][193] recently.

• Strong version: da(g(µ))
d log µ ≥ 0 along the renormalization group flow.

• Gradient formula: BI = χIJ∂Ja (we will make more precise about the statement).47

The gradient formula suggests da(g(µ))
d log µ = BIχIJBJ , so it is also called the strongest version (with a

tacit assumption χIJ is positive definite). The gradient formula for the renormalization group flow in

d = 4 dimension was first discussed in [194][195].

So far, we have introduced the a-function that can be a candidate for the higher dimensional

analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-function from the Weyl anomaly. Since Weyl anomaly appears once

we put our conformal field theories on a curved background, we have a natural question if we can read

the Weyl anomaly coefficients a and c from correlation functions in the flat space-time. We know that

in d = 2 dimension, the Weyl anomaly c is related to the two-point function of the energy-momentum

tensor. The point is that the Weyl anomaly c appears in the contact terms of two-point functions of

the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in d = 2 dimension, and the conservation condition relates

it to the two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor Tzz. Therefore, we can compute the

Weyl anomaly c by studying the two-point functions of Tzz.

In d = 4 dimension, the situation is more complicated. We can show that the two-point function

of the energy-momentum tensor for conformal field theories is completely fixed by the Weyl anomaly

c. The three-point function of the energy-momentum tensor depends on three independent numbers,

which are determined by a and c (and one additional parameter). The way to read a from the three-

point functions of the energy-momentum tensor has been developed in [53][196] (see also Appendix

A.2).

What else do we know about a and c? In [197], the general bound on the value of a and c has been

derived. The bound on c ≥ 0 is easily obtained from the positivity of the energy-momentum tensor

two-point function. The bound on a is more non-trivial: they studied the energy flux operator

E(θ) =

∫

dtr2niT t
i(t, r~n)|r→∞ (6.4)

and assumed its positivity from the averaged null energy condition. Then by imposing the condition

of the positivity of the energy flux operator for the state constructed out of the energy-momentum

operator Tµν , they schematically required

〈Tµν |E(θ)|Tµν〉 ≥ 0 , (6.5)

which is related to a and c from the three-point functions of Tµν . The resulting condition is

31

18
c ≥ a ≥ 1

3
c . (6.6)

Since c is bounded from below c ≥ 0, a is also bounded from below a ≥ 1
3c ≥ 0. The bound of a

will be important in our later discussions. The bound a ≥ 0 was also discussed in the paper [198] by

assuming the “quantum modified null energy-condition”.

47Even in d = 2 dimension, the proof of the gradient formula is much more non-trivial than that of the c-theorem
discussed in section 5.1. Within the power-counting renormalization scheme it was discussed in [80]. With relevant
perturbations, we find more recent discussions in [184].
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Let us come back to the comparison between a and c under renormalization group flow. To

motivate a rather than any other linear combinations of the Weyl anomaly coefficients, we will now

show examples of renormalization group flow in which c increases. We consider SU(Nc) SQCD with

Nf fundamental flavors within conformal window 3
2Nc ≤ Nf ≤ 3Nc. Supersymmetry allows the exact

computation of a and c both in UV and IR (see section 8.1).

aUV =
1

48
(9N2

c − 9 + 2NfNc)

cUV =
1

16
(3N2

c − 3 + 2NfNc) (6.7)

and

aIR =
3

16

(

2N2
c − 1− 3

N4
c

N2
f

)

cIR =
1

16

(

7N2
c − 2− 9

N4
c

N2
f

)

. (6.8)

One can see that near Nf ∼ 3Nc, cUV − cIR ≤ 0 so c cannot be monotonically decreasing along the

renormalization group flow [199]. On the other hand, one can check that aUV − aIR ≥ 0 always hold

in the above SQCD example. By taking Nf → 3Nc limit, we can further conclude that any other

combinations of a+ kc are not monotonically decreasing for k > 0.

6.3. Scale invariant energy-momentum tensor

Let us try to generalize the argument given in section 5.3.1 in higher dimensions. While we will not

be able to derive the conformal invariance from the following argument alone, we learn some interesting

structures of the dilatation anomaly in two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor.

For simplicity, we assume that the energy-momentum tensor has a canonical scaling dimension d

under the assumed dilatation symmetry. This may not necessarily hold in general when the theory

contains dimension d−2 scalar operators as mentioned in section 5.2. When this happens the two-point

function may contain log in the position space.

In the momentum space, with the scale invariance, the two-point function of the energy-momentum

tensor must take the form [112]

〈Tµν(k)Tλσ(p)〉 = δ(k + p)fd(k
2)
[

A1k
2(ηµληνσ + ηνληµσ) +A2k

2ηµνηλσ

+A3(ηµλkνkσ + (3 perms)) +A4(ηµνkλkσ + ηλσkµkν) +A5kµkνkλkσ/k
2
]

, (6.9)

where the scale invariance demands fd ∝ (k2)d/2 when d is odd, and fd ∝ (k2)d/2 log k2 when d is even

(up to contact terms). The fact that fd with even d contains log is due to the conformal (or more

precisely dilatation) anomaly manifested in the momentum space.

The conservation ∂µTµν = 0 demands

A1 +A3 = A2 +A4 = 2A3 +A4 +A5 = 0 . (6.10)

On the other hand, the trace component of the two-point function is given by

〈T µ
µ(k)T

µ
µ(p)〉 = δ(k + p)(d− 1)(2A1 + (d− 1)A2)fd(k

2) , (6.11)

which does not vanish automatically. The unitarity and the Reeh-Schlieder theorem demand that

the trace of the energy-momentum tensor vanishes (and hence conformal invariant) if and only if
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2A1 + (d − 1)A2 = 0. There is an additional unitarity condition A1 ≥ 0 by studying the traceless

component of the energy-momentum tensor two-point function.

In d = 4 dimension, one can relate the two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor to the

Weyl anomaly coefficients. The traceless component of the two-point function is related to cWeyl2

term in the trace anomaly (see Appendix A.2) while the trace component of the two-point function is

related to bR2 term in the trace anomaly. The above discussion concludes that unitary scale invariant

field theories is conformal invariant if and only if bR2 anomaly vanishes when the energy-momentum

tensor has the canonical scaling dimension (see also [200][202][201] for more recent discussions).
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7. Local renormalization group and perturbative proof in d = 4 dimension

7.1. Local renormalization group

Local renormalization group analysis gives a very strong constraint on the renormalization group

flow even in the flat space-time limit. Indeed, the analysis gives a perturbative proof of the strong

version of Cardy’s conjecture [158][80] as well as the gradient formula. Since the argument is based

on the generic consistency conditions of the effective action, the positivity of the target space metric

appearing in the effective action, for instance, was not derived (because their argument works also

in non-unitary field theories). Nevertheless, it was shown that perturbatively, a-theorem is true, and

scale invariance implies conformal invariance from the subsequent result.

The idea to use the local renormalization group in this problem is to generalize the Wess-Zumino

consistency condition for the Weyl anomaly mentioned in section 3.2 not only in the non-trivial metric

background but with the space-time dependent coupling constants (a.k.a Schwinger’s source theory).

This is conceptually very natural because if we consider the non-trivial renormalization group flow,

the Weyl transformation acts on coupling constants non-trivially, so the coupling constants must be

treated in a space-time dependent way after the Weyl transformation even if we started with a constant

background. In addition to the space-time dependent coupling constants, for each (conserved or non-

conserved) current operators, we will introduce the background gauge field aµ. If the currents are non-

conserved, we further transform the coupling constants under the background gauge transformation so

that the theory is spuriously invariant. We also note that the space-time dependent source is natural

in AdS/CFT correspondence as we will discuss in section 10.

As a consequence of the space-time dependent sources, in order to properly reguralized and renor-

malize the theory, we have to introduce various additional counterterms that are not present in the

flat space-time limit, and the consistency of the renormalization group flow will give more non-trivial

constraints, whose consequence will be the main subject of our analysis. Unfortunately, the entire

analysis is slightly complicated partly because there are many terms, which is not essential but tech-

nical, so we will focus on the points relevant for our discussions, and leave the other aspects to the

original literature [80] (see also Appendix A.3).

Let us first revisit the operator Weyl anomaly. In addition to the scalar beta functions correspond-

ing to background coupling constants gI , we have to introduce the term given by the beta function

for the background currents aaµ. Within power-counting renormalization scheme, we have the field

dependent part of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor as

T µ
µ;field = βIOI + ρaI(g)(Dµg)

IJµ
a +Dµ(v

a(g)Jµ
a ) (7.1)

up to the terms that vanish upon using the equations of motion. The second term is particular to the

space-time dependent coupling constants, and the third term is related to the divergence part of the

vector beta function term discussed in section 4.2.

As discussed in section 2.3, due to the operator identities, or in this case, due to the background

gauge independence, the last term (7.1) can be removed

T µ
µ;field = BIOI + ρ̂aI(g)(Dµg)

IJµ
a (7.2)

up to the term that vanishes by equations of motion, where BI = βI−(vg)I and ρ̂aI (Dµg)
I = ρaI (Dµg)

I+

(Dµv
a). This is nothing but the broken current conservation, and BI are the same B functions

introduced in section 3.4.
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Correspondingly, the local renormalization group generator is given by

δσ(x) = −
∫

d4x
√

|g|σ(x)
(

2gµν
δ

δgµν
− BI δ

δgI
− ρ̂aIDµg

I δ

δaaµ

)

. (7.3)

If there were no anomaly, the Schwinger functional would satisfy

δσ(x)W [gµν , g
I , aµ] = −

∫

d4x
√

|g|σ
(

T µ
µ − BIOI − ρ̂aI (g)(Dµg)

IJµ
a

)

= 0 , (7.4)

and this would be nothing but the trace identity. Physically, it means that the change of the space-

time dependent renormalization scale can be cancelled by the change of the scalar as well as vector

sources with the amount given by the beta functions. In the following, we study consistency condition

on the anomalous terms in the Weyl variation.

To go further, we demand the Wess-Zumino consistency condition as in section 3.2,

[δσ(x), δσ̃(x′)]W [gµν , g
I , aaµ] = 0 , (7.5)

but now the Schwinger functional W [gµν , g
I , aaµ] depends not only on the background metric but also

background space-time dependent coupling constants as well as background gauge fields.

In section 3.2, we wrote down all the possible first order variation ofW from the background metric

alone as a candidate for the Weyl anomaly. Similarly, we should consider all the possible invariant

terms (within power-counting renormalization scheme) from gµν , g
I and aaµ, and study the consistency

equations. We only focus on three terms that are relevant for our discussions:

−δσ(x)W [gµν , g
I , aaµ] = −

∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

aσEuler +
1

2
σGµνχg

IJDµg
IDνg

J + ∂µσG
µν(wIDνg

I) + · · ·
)

,

(7.6)

where we recall Gµν is the Einstein tensor. The right hand side is regarded as the Weyl anomaly on

the curved background with space-time dependent coupling constants because (7.3) gives the trace of

the energy-momentum tensor from the left hand side of (7.6). A particular class of the Wess-Zumino

consistency condition demands (we refer [80] and Appendix A.3 for the full details)

8∂Ia = χg
IJBJ − ∂JwIBJ − ∂IBJwJ + (ρ̂Ig)

JwJ

BI ρ̂aI = 0 . (7.7)

Here (ρ̂Ig)
J = habρ̂

a
IT

bJ
Kg

K with some representation matrix T a of the “flavor symmetry”. The

former equation in (7.7) comes from the term proportional to GµνDµg
Iσ∂ν σ̃, and the latter comes

from the consistency of

0 =

[
∫

d4x
√

|g|σ(x)
(

BI δ

δgI
+ ρ̂aIDµg

I δ

δaaµ

)

,

∫

d4y
√

|g|σ̃(x′)
(

BI δ

δgI
+ ρ̂aIDµg

I δ

δaaµ

)]

=

∫

d4x
√

|g|(σ∂µσ̃ − σ̃∂µσ)BI ρ̂aI
δ

δaaµ
. (7.8)

It is instructive to see that these conditions are indeed satisfied in the conformal perturbation theory

results in section 3.5 (while we did not specify the space-time dimension there).

Now we proceed to the physical interpretation of the Wess-Zumino consistency condition. If we

define ã = a+ 1
8wIBI , the first line of (7.7) gives the flow equation or “gradient formula”

8∂I ã = (χg
IJ + w[IJ ])BJ + (ρ̂Ig)

JwJ

= (χg
IJ + w[IJ ] + ρ̂[IQJ ])BJ (7.9)
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where w[IJ ] = ∂IwJ − ∂JwI , and in the second line, we have used the formula in A.24 in Appendix.

Explicit checks of the consistency conditions in perturbation theory can be found in [86][87][223].

One important consequence of the “gradient formula” is

dã

d log µ
≡ BI∂I ã = BIχg

IJBJ (7.10)

from BI ρ̂aI = 0. This means that ã-function would be decreasing monotonically along the renormaliza-

tion group flow (defined by dgI

d log µ = BI) if the metric χg
IJ is positive definite. Since we have not assume

any physical requirement such as unitarity, the argument here cannot say the positivity of the metric,

but in perturbation theory, we can check that this metric is positive definite in all known unitary

renormalizable quantum field theories.48 This gives the perturbative proof of strong a-theorem by

identifying ã as the interpolating a-function. Note that ã coincides with the trace anomaly coefficients

a proposed by Cardy at the conformal fixed point.

The ã-function of the local renormalization group flow is not unique. The flow equation itself is

invariant under the dressing transformation

δχg
IJ = LBCIJ = BK∂KCIJ +CKJ(∂IBK − (ρ̂Ig)

K) + CIK(∂JBK − (ρ̂Jg)
K)

δwI = −8∂IA+ CIJBJ , δã = BICIJBJ , (7.11)

where CIJ and A are curved space-time counterterms that can be chosen as an arbitrary tensor of

coupling constants. Note that (ρ̂Jg)
K∂KA = 0 due to the gauge invariance of A.

The reason why we have this ambiguity is that we can add coupling constant dependent local

counterterms

Sct = −
∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

−1

2
GµνCIJ(g

I)Dµg
IDνg

J −A(gI)Euler

)

, (7.12)

which generates the additional terms in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor so that we have

the dressing transformation as in (7.11). These are related to the ambiguities in the contact terms in

various correlation functions among T µ
µ and OI (see [80] for details). There are more terms we could

add than (7.12) but they do not contribute to our discussions on our a-theorem.49

Let us point out one important consequence of the formula (7.10). As pointed out in [204][9][11],

the scale invariance demands that Osborn’s ã-function must take a constant value. By assuming the

positivity of χg
IJ , it means that BI = 0 with the scale invariance, forbidding the cyclic behavior [11].

The trace identity (7.2) tells that the energy-momentum tensor is traceless in the flat space-time limit,

and the theory must be conformal invariant.

The similar ambiguity existed in d = 2 dimension [80], in which we can introduce the scheme

dependent c̃-function from the local renormalization group analysis with the ambiguity as in (7.11).

From this viewpoint, the main claim of Zamolodchikov is that one can choose a good counterterm

CIJ so that χg
IJ agrees with Zamolodchikov metric and positive definite. Or more precisely what

Zamolodchikov did is he first read the counterterms from the two-point functions and then defined the

48Indeed, we can show χg
IJ is always positive definite at the unitary conformal fixed point when BI = 0 (with a suitable

choice of counterterms). Thus, the deviation is small as long as BI are small in perturbation theory.
49By using such ambiguities, one can show that the R2 Weyl anomaly is given by BIχa

IJB
J , which is expected because

when a theory is conformal invariant (i.e. BI = 0), R2 anomaly must vanish. This is in accord with our discussions at
the end of section 6.3. We note that 2χa

IJ agrees with χg
IJ in a certain order of perturbation theory (indeed 2χa

IJ = χg
IJ

when BI = 0 and if we set SIJ = 0 by using the further ambiguity), but they can deviate at the higher order.
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monotonically decreasing c-function by considering a particular combination to cancel the ambiguity.

We may not be able to remove the antisymmetric part wIJ (as well as ρ̂[IQJ ] term) unless wI is exact,

but this is unimportant for the strong version of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem which we derived in

section 5.1. Also note the above ambiguity does not affect the value of the a-function at the conformal

fixed point because BI = 0 there. It is consistent with the fact that at the conformal fixed point the

trace anomaly does not have a local counterterm (except for �R term in d = 4 dimension).

7.2. Mixing of energy-momentum tensor with scalars and improvement

As one technical side remark, we would like to discuss the improvement of the energy-momentum

tensor and a possible choice of “canonical scaling” mentioned in section 5.2 from the viewpoint of

the local renormalization group approach. In section 7.1, we have only considered the dimensionless

coupling constants, and the energy-momentum tensor is not renormalized. However, as discussed in

section 5.2 the presence of the dimension d − 2 operators (e.g. scalar mass operator) will introduce

the renormalization of the energy-momentum tensor with its associated ambiguity.

In order to understand the mixing, we introduce the source for the dimension d− 2 operator δS =
∫

ddx
√

|g|M iOi. The mixing is generated by the additional contribution to the local renormalization

group operator as

∆σ,M = −
∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

σ(d− 2− γij(M))M
j +

1

2(d− 1)
σRηi + σδiI(D

2gI) + σǫiIJ(D
µgIDµg

J)

+2∂µσ(θ
i
ID

µgI) + (D2σ)τ i
) δ

δM i

)

.

(7.13)

By studying the local Callan-Symanzik equation, we find that there is a further renormalization of

the operators by

d

d log µ
O

(M)
i = γ

j

i(M)O
(M)
j

d

d log µ
OI = γJI OJ + δiID

2O
(M)
i

d

d log µ
Ja
µ = γab J

a
µ + 2θiI(T

aI
Jg

J)DµO
(M)
i

d

d log µ
T µ

µ = ηi�O
(M)
i (7.14)

in the flat space-time limit with no space-time dependence on coupling constants. However, one may

use the ambiguity in the renormalization group so that we may make some of the mixing vanish. Such

ambiguity was called Class 2 ambiguity (scheme ambiguity) of the local renormalization group in [203].

In addition, for these equations to be consistent with the trace identity, the coefficients satisfy the

integrability conditions which may be found in [80][85][203].

For instance, we can always set τ i = 0 by using the local counter-term of the form
∫

ddx
√

|g|hiRO(M)
i .

This convention is know as the Callan-Coleman-Jackiw improved energy-momentum tensor [51]. One

advantage of the choice is that when BI = 0 at the fixed point, the theory is manifestly conformal

invariant in the flat space-time and we keep the same property during the renormalization group flow

by adjusting hi at each energy scale.

However, away from the conformal fixed point, this improved energy-momentum tensor may be

renormalized according to (7.14) due to the operator mixing from ηi 6= 0 in (7.14). For this reason, it
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may be sometimes more useful to define the non-renormalized energy-momentum tensor by demanding

ηi = 0 rather than τ i = 0. This is known as Zamolodchikov’s canonically scaling energy-momentum

tensor [6][38] (see also [186]). As argued by Polchinski,50 this is always possible by adjusting hi when

d − 2 − γ(M) does not contain any zero eigenvalues, being invertible. Otherwise, due to a potential

obstruction to choose ηi = 0, it is logically possible that the theory is scale invariant, but the energy-

momentum tensor is still logarithmically renormalized. When the theory is conformal invariant (i.e.

BI = 0) then such a possibility is unavailable from the consistency conditions in agreement with

the fact that in unitary conformal field theory, the energy-momentum tensor cannot mix with any

other operators. In any case, away from the fixed point, it is important to understand that the

Callan-Coleman-Jackiw improved energy-momentum tensor and Zamolodchikov’s non-renormalized

energy-momentum tensor (if any) may differ. Note however that this ambiguity does not affect the

main part of the argument in section 7.1 within the power-counting renormalization scheme.

50There is a typo in eq (18) of [38]. We would like to thank Z. Komargodski for the related discussion.
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8. Nonperturbative aspects, a-theorem, and dilaton scattering amplitudes

In section 7, we have discussed the perturbative proof of the a-theorem as well as the enhance-

ment from scale invariance to conformal invariance. In this section we will further discuss the non-

perturbative aspects of a-theorem and its implication in the question about the enhancement of con-

formal invariance from scale invariance in relativistic quantum field theories.

8.1. a-maximization

In supersymmetric field theories, the conformal anomaly is directly related to the anomaly of the

superconformal R-current. From the structure of the superconformal supermultiplet [199], we can

show that a and c coefficients in Weyl anomaly in d = 4 dimension are related to the R-current

anomaly as

a =
9

16 · (8π)2
(

3TrR3 − TrR
)

c =
9

16 · (8π)2
(

3TrR3 − 5

3
TrR

)

. (8.1)

The Tr here means a schematic notation to compute the triangle anomaly of the R-currents. By

using the formula, once we can determine the superconformal R-current, we may compute a and c.

In particular, if the conformal R-symmetry is a well-defined symmetry in the UV theory, we can

use the ’t Hooft anomaly matching argument [205] and evaluate (8.1) by using the free field theory

computation.

To compute a (and c), all we need is to determine the superconformal R-current, and there is a

principle so called “a-maximization” [206]. The principle gives a three-line proof of the weak version

of Cardy’s conjecture in supersymmetric field theories under some technical assumptions. The idea

of a-maximization is that under all possible candidates of U(1)R symmetry, the superconformal one

is the one that maximizes the “trial a-function”: atrial = 3TrR3 − TrR. Since relevant deformations

generically break the flavor symmetries, the set for candidates of the R-symmetry in IR is a subset of

that in UV. Thus, the maximized a must satisfy aUV ≥ aIR.

While a-maximization is very powerful in practice, we have a limitation. One limitation is that we

might have accidental symmetries in IR that could spoil the above argument because the set for the

candidate R-symmetry is no longer a subset of that for UV. However, since we have a more general

proof of the a-theorem, this means that the mixing of accidental symmetry at the superconformal fixed

point is somehow bounded (see [207] for discussions). We also note that the a-maximization argument

relies on the existence of the superconformal fixed point, so we cannot exclude scale invariant but

non-conformal supersymmetric field theories from this argument (see e.g. [208][9]). Furthermore,

in principle, supersymmetric field theories can be scale invariant without any R-symmetry [9]. For

instance, the non-renormalizable theory with the supersymmetric action

S =

∫

d4xd4θ|Φ|2(Φ2 + (Φ†)2) +

∫

d4xd2θΦ6 + c.c , (8.2)

where Φ is a chiral superfield, is classically scale invariant, but not R-symmetric, and therefore it is

not superconformal invariant [9].

8.2. Proof of weak a-theorem

There have been various attempts to prove the a-theorem in d = 4 dimension. Finally, Komargodski

and Schwimmer gave a reasonable and ingenious physical argument for the weak version of the theorem
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[192]. Consider the renormalization group flow from CFTUV to CFTIR in d = 4 dimension. For

technical simplicity, we assume that both are Weyl invariant for a while. We assume that the flow

is induced by adding a relevant deformation O with the conformal dimension ∆ to the UV CFT so

that under the Weyl transformation gµν → e2σgµν it transforms as O → e−∆σO.51 From unitarity,

the deformation must be a conformal primary operator.

The deformed theory is no-longer Weyl invariant, but we may introduce the “dilaton” τ to compen-

sate the violation of the Weyl invariance due to the deformation. We can always do it by dressing the

deformation with e−(4−∆)τO. Under the Weyl transformation, we assume that the dilaton transforms

as τ → τ + σ to make the deformation spuriously Weyl invariant:
√

|g|e−(4−∆)τO →
√

|g|e−(4−∆)τO.

The dilaton compensated UV action is schematically given by

SUV = SCFTUV
+

∫

d4x
√

|g|e−(4−∆)τO + Sct + f̃2
∫

d4x
√

|g|e−2τ

(

(∂µτ)
2 +

1

6
R

)

+ S̃nu , (8.3)

where Sct is the dilaton compensated (relevant) counterterms that contain various relevant operators

in the UV CFT (including cosmological constant) that will be fine-tuned during the renormalization

group flow so that it will end up with the desired IR fixed point. The kinetic term for the dilaton

(added by hand) is Weyl invariant by itself. Here f̃ is arbitrarily large dimensionful decay constant of

the dilaton, which we could add if we wish. S̃nu is Weyl invariant non-universal dilaton counterterms

that can again be introduced by hand.

The dilaton is very weakly coupled as long as we take large f̃ (or we can even regard it as an

external source in the extreme limit) so it will not affect the dynamics or the properties of the IR

CFT. This is equivalent to the claim that the dilaton will decouple in the IR physics so that the IR

effective action has the decoupled form

Seff = SCFTIR
+ f2

∫

d4x
√

|g|e−2τ

(

(∂µτ)
2 +

1

6
R

)

+ SWZ + Snu . (8.4)

The dilaton decay constant f and the non-universal term Snu can be different from those of UV, but

this does not affect the following discussions. In addition, we may want to introduce counterterms that

are associated with the position dependent coupling constants in relation to the local renormalization

group flow discussed in section 7. As will be discussed in section 8.3.2, these do not affect the analysis

in this section basically because we assume UV and IR theories are Weyl invariant and B function

vanishes.

The ’t Hooft anomaly matching condition [205] (for Weyl invariance [209]) fixes the form of the

Wess-Zumino term SWZ

SWZ =

∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

(aUV − aIR)
(

τEuler + 4Gµν∂
µτ∂ντ − 4(∂µτ)

2
�τ + 2(∂µτ)

4
)

− (cUV − cIR)τ(Weyl)2

−(b̃UV − b̃IR)
R2

12

)

. (8.5)

If the theory breaks CP invariance, there is a potential addition of Pontryagin term

(dUV − dIR)τ(ǫ
µνρσR αβ

µν Rαβρσ) (8.6)

51Depending on the regularization scheme we choose, we implicitly add all the relevant counterterms to arrive at the
fixed point CFTIR we desired.
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but it will play no role in the following (see footnote 53). The necessity of the anomaly matching

is as follows. Suppose we would like to hypothetically gauge the Weyl symmetry. We had to cancel

the Weyl anomaly of the UV theory. We do it by adding (non-unitary) spectator Weyl invariant

theory with the opposite Weyl anomaly. The consistency of the gauging suggests that the IR theory

must show the same anomaly (’t Hooft matching condition) to cancel the contribution from the added

spectators. Because the anomaly of the IR theory with SCFTIR
is different than that of the original

theory, it must be somehow compensated. This is precisely what Wess-Zumino terms do. Under the

classical Weyl variation gµν → e2σgµν and τ → τ + σ, the Wess-Zumino terms give

δσSWZ =

∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

(aUV − aIR)σEuler − (cUV − cIR)σ(Weyl)2 + (b̃UV − b̃IR)σ�R
)

. (8.7)

The Wess-Zumino term can be obtained by trial and error or by using the Wess-Zumino trick [209]

(see also [212] for higher dimensional computations)52

SWZ = (aUV − aIR)

∫ 1

0
dt

∫

d4xτ
√

|g|Euler(g → ge−2tτ )

− (cUV − cIR)

∫ 1

0
dt

∫

d4xτ
√

|g|Weyl2(g → ge−2tτ ) (8.8)

and it is constructed so that it cancels the Weyl anomaly at the conformal fixed point. The relation

of this extra integration over t in (8.8) and the holographic direction was discussed in [213].

The non-universal terms contain all possible Weyl invariant counterterms

Snu =

∫

d4x
√

|ĝ|
(

âcEuler(ĝ) + ĉc(Weyl2(ĝ)) + b̂cR̂
2
)

. (8.9)

We define R̂ = ĝµνRµν [ĝ] with ĝµν = e−2τgµν , which is the Weyl compensated metric so that ĝµν → ĝµν
under the Weyl transformation. We cannot determine these terms from the symmetry alone. In UV,

we can just add them by hand, and in IR, they can be generated from the renormalization group flow.

This ambiguity will turn out to be irrelevant for our argument in this section.

Indeed, one may use the counterterms to rewrite the above Wess-Zumino term in the Riegert form

∫

d4x
√

|ĝ|a
(

τ( ˆEuler− 2

3
�̂R̂) + 2τ∆̂4τ

)

, (8.10)

where ∆4 is the Riegert operator [129]

∆4 = �
2 + 2RµνDµDν −

2

3
R�+

1

3
(DµR)Dµ . (8.11)

See [215][209] for more details. This dilaton effective action with this Riegert form does look like that

for a (higher derivative) free field for τ in the flat-space limit, but the following dilaton scattering

argument is not affected after imposing the second order on-shell condition.

Following the strategy of Komargodski and Schwimmer [192], we will study the scattering ampli-

tudes of the dilaton in the flat Minkowski background gµν = ηµν .

52Up to the non-universal term, the Wess-Zumino action itself was known in [129]. See also [214][215][71].
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We focus on the two-two dilaton scattering amplitudes. In particular, we are interested in the s-

channel forward scattering amplitude (t = 0) in the leading order of s (see Appendix A.4 for a

brief review of the scattering theory). For this purpose, we can assume the on-shell dilaton condition

(∂µτ)
2 = �τ . In other words, we introduce the canonically normalized dilaton field ϕ defined by

e−τ = 1 + ϕ
f with �ϕ = 0 as the on-shell condition. The error of using the on-shell condition in the

interaction term is suppressed by s
f2 compared with the leading term we are interested in. With the

on-shell condition, the flat space-time IR effective action is given by53

Seff = SCFTIR
+

∫

d4x
(

f2e−2τ (∂µτ)
2 − 2(aUV − aIR)(∂µτ)

4
)

. (8.12)

In the following, we would like to argue that the coefficient of (∂µτ)
4 must be negative definite54

from causality and unitarity so that the weak version of the a-theorem aUV ≥ aIR must hold for its

consistency. A quick heuristic way to show the necessity of the requirement is the following argument:

if we consider a particular non-trivial background ϕ = cµx
µ for the dilaton effective action (8.12)

with small cµ/f , then the propagation of the dilaton ϕ around the background is superluminal unless

aUV − aIR ≥ 0, suggesting the violation of causality [216].

A more rigorous argument can be made by using the dispersion relation [192][193] (see also [10]).

We study the forward scattering (t = 0: see again Appendix A.4 for a brief review of the scattering

theory) of the two-two dilaton scattering in the s → 0 limit. The behavior of the forward scattering

amplitude A4(s) = A(s, t = 0) in the s→ 0 limit is governed by the IR effective action (8.12) and

A4(s) = 8(aUV − aIR)
s2

f4
+O(s∆IR−2) , (8.13)

where ∆IR > 4 is the lowest dimension of the irrelevant deformations at the IR fixed point. Note that

relevant deformations are fine-tuned to be absent (otherwise it does not flow to the fixed point we are

focusing on).

From Cauchy’s theorem and analyticity of S-matrix in the upper half plane, we have (see fig 3 for

the contour)

0 =
1

2πi

∮

ds
A4(s)

s3
. (8.14)

Around the s = 0 pole, we have I1 = −8(aUV−aIR)
2f4 . Just above the cut on the real axis, by noting that

A4(s) = A4(−s) from crossing symmetry (see Appendix A.4 for more details), we obtain

I2 =
1

π

∫ ∞

ǫ
ds

ImA4(s)

s3
=

1

π

∫ ∞

ǫ
ds
σ(s)

s2
(8.15)

The integral is convergent both in UV and IR. Here, σ(s) is the total cross section of ϕϕ→ CFT from

the optical theorem (A.33),55 so it must be manifestly positive from unitarity. Finally, the large semi

53It is instructive to see what happened to the other trace anomaly terms. The Wess-Zumino terms for c(Weyl)2 and
b̃R2 vanish by gµν = ηµν . Similarly, that for Pontryagin term (if any) does not affect the dilaton scattering amplitudes.
The non-universal term Snu does not contribute either due to the on-shell condition (∂µτ )

2 = �τ .
54Our metric convention is opposite to that used in [192], and we have a negative sign here.
55Although in perturbative examples, we can directly check it from Feynmann diagrams, the validity of the usage of

optical theorem may cause some suspicion because the dilaton is not physical, and the use of the unitarity may be invalid
(in particular due to non-renormalizability). It would be more desirable if we had a better understanding.
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Figure 3: The s channel scattering amplitude shows positivity of aUV − aIR.

circle contribution is zero by noting in UV there is no irrelevant deformation from renormalizability.

Thus aUV ≥ aIR.

The above discussion applies when B function near the fixed point has a first order zero both

in UV and IR, but we can study the case with higher order zero (which corresponds to marginally

relevant/irrelevant couplings like UV gauge coupling constants), and we can still prove the convergence,

so the proof is also valid [10] in more generality.

We may wonder whether the argument here suggests a possibility to define the a-function not

only at the fixed point but also along the renormalization group flow to derive the strong version of

the a-theorem: da(g)
d logµ ≥ 0. One candidate [192] is aKS(µ) =

∫∞
µ dsσ(s)

s2
. As we will see in the next

subsection, this behaves very similarly to Osborn’s ã-function at least within perturbation theory, and

since σ(s) ≥ 0, it is manifestly monotonically decreasing. However, we still have to show that this is

a function of the running coupling constants at the energy scale µ alone, and does not depend on the

path of the renormalization group flow to get the precise equivalence. Otherwise, the monotonicity

along the renormalization group flow itself is not physically relevant (see also our discussions in section

5.3.2 on averaged c-theorem).56

56For instance, we can always define 2a(µ) = (aUV − aIR) tanh(log µ) + (aIR + aUV). as “c-function” in any renormal-
ization group flow (without unitarity, Poincaré invariance and so on), which is monotonically decreasing by definition
(one can even choose whatever number for aUV ≥ aIV here). This does not reflect the intrinsic properties of the flow, and
it is completely useless. Needless to say, we cannot conclude anything about scale invariance and conformal invariance
from this function.
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The discussion here is made sharper in [10]: They introduced the averaged amplitude over the

semi-circle C(µ) of radius µ as

ᾱ(µ) = −2f4

π

∫

C(µ)

ds

s3
A4(s) (8.16)

with the differential relation

dᾱ(µ)

d log µ
=

2f4

πµ2
ImA4(µ) . (8.17)

The optical theorem implies that ᾱ is a monotonically decreasing function of µ. By Cauchy’s theorem,

ᾱ(µ) is same as aKS(µ) up to a constant. The relevance of this quantity in relation to the enhancement

of conformal invariance from scale invariance will be discussed below.

8.3. Scale vs Conformal in d = 4 dimension

Given the non-perturbative proof of the weak version of the a-theorem, can we say anything about

scale invariance vs conformal invariance? Recall that in d = 2 dimension, the argument was essentially

based on the strong version of the c-theorem as discussed in section 5.1, so we can imagine we have

to be a little bit more creative here since the strong version of the a-theorem is not proved yet.

Let us suppose the IR limit of the deformed theory is not Weyl invariant but only scale invari-

ant.57 Can we infer any inconsistency to exclude such a possibility? Note this is a slightly more

subtle problem because we allow non-Weyl invariant but conformally equivalent IR fixed point such

as Nambu-Goldstone bosons, which must be, of course, consistent.

The first thing we have to notice is that the dilaton does not decouple from the IR effective action

of the matter when the IR theory is not Weyl invariant [217]. The reason is that we are enforcing the

Weyl invariance, so the non-zero trace of the energy-momentum tensor of the IR limit of the deformed

theory with non-trivial virial current (recall T µ
µ = ∂µJµ) must be cancelled by the coupling between

the dilaton and the matter:

Seff = SSFTIR
+ Sdilaton +

∫

d4x
(

τ∂µJµ +O(τ2)OSFTIR

)

, (8.18)

where SSFTIR
is the effective action for the scale invariant field theory (SFT). The first order term

τ∂µJµ is uniquely specified by the Noether procedure, but the O(τ2) terms are non-universal and

model dependent. It is related to the Weyl transformation property of Jµ and it is not specified by

the scale invariance, so we have a certain degree of freedom here. In addition, we recall that Jµ is

determined up to the equations of motion of SSFTIR
with τ = 0. After the inclusion of τ coupling, the

“up to EOM” term contributes to the higher order contact terms so we cannot say much about what

O(τ2) are from the generic argument alone. In principle, in a given theory, one can determine these

terms order by order (while they may not be unique).

For instance, within the powercounting renormalization, the renormalization of the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor can be specified by

δσT
µ
µ = σηi�O

(M)
i +O(∂µσ) (8.19)

57Here we still assume that the UV theory is conformal invariant, but one may relax the condition. In this case, it
may be more convenient to introduce the external gauge field Cµ corresponding to the virial current to compensate the
Weyl transformation [10]. Since Cµ and ∂µτ transform in the same way under the Weyl transformation, we have some
freedom to choose.
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with operator O
(M)
i whose tree-level scale dimension is 2 (e.g. scalar mass term), so at least we have

to add τ2ηi�O
(M)
i to cancel the scale variation. We should stress that this effect did not include the

possibility that under the non-constant Weyl transformation, T µ
µ could contain the additional terms

proportional to ∂µσ. One important remark here is that if we choose the renormalization scheme so

that T µ
µ = BIOI , then the consistency requires ηi is always proportional to BI multiplied by an extra

loop factor [80] so that this contribution is always small in perturbation theory. Furthermore, we have

discussed in section 7 that ηi depends on the renormalization scheme.

The second thing we have to notice is that the structure of the Weyl anomaly is modified. For

instance, the scale invariant but non-conformal invariant field theory introduces additional terms such

as R2 (see non-conformal scalar example). This may raise a puzzle in deriving the dilaton effective

action: R2 does not satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency condition, so is there any SWZ[τ ] that

reproduces the R2 Weyl anomaly? This seems impossible without introducing any other background

fields as is clear from the fact that Wess-Zumino consistency condition is not satisfied. The naive try

and error immediately reveals that there is no completion that depends only on metric and dilaton by

starting from τR̂2.

The solutions to these problems are related. Now the IR theory is modified by the external source

coupling to the dilaton, we have to reconsider the Weyl anomaly of the dilaton coupled scale invariant

field theories.

There are two approaches we can take:

• The first approach is to assume that the dilaton is fully dynamical. Then the total theory is Weyl

invariant by construction [217]. The Wess-Zumino consistency condition dictates that there is

no R2 anomaly. The on-shell Wess-Zumino action is given by SWZ = −2
∫

d4x(aUV− âIR)(∂µτ)4.
Here âIR may be different from aSFTIR

.

• The second approach is to assume that the dilaton is still an external source. The possible Weyl

anomaly is larger than without dilaton because we can construct more non-trivial solutions to

the Wess-Zumino consistency condition. Note that ĝ is always Weyl invariant, so for instance

Tnew = be−2τ R̂2 = b(R + 6(�τ) − 6(∂µτ)
2)2 (8.20)

are completely allowed trace anomaly term. The above mentioned R2 anomaly is completed to

be R̂2 by adding extra dilaton depending terms so that it satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency

condition. If we assume that these have local Wess-Zumino action, there are 11 terms that could

appear in the dilaton effective action (see Appendix A.3 and the discussions in section 8.3.2: for

instance the dressing transformation by Cg
IJ induces (�τ)2 term in the dilaton effective action

and the corresponding Weyl anomaly term). Alternatively, we can compensate the anomaly

from the of the virial current Cµ by replacing ∂µτ by Cµ.

If we impose the on-shell condition, the Wess-Zumino terms that contribute to the two-two

dilaton scattering all reduce to

SWZ = −2

∫

d4x(aUV − âIR)(∂µτ)
4 . (8.21)

Here âIR may be different from aIR which gives the pure Euler term in the Weyl anomaly. We

realize that R̂2 in the Weyl anomaly did not matter, but there are many other terms that could

contribute to the dilaton scattering amplitudes. We will discuss relevant terms coming from the

space-time dependent coupling constant counterterms later in section 8.3.2. The complete dilaton
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effective action in this case was presented in [223][224] within the power-counting renormalization

scheme.

Presumably, this modification of the four-dilaton scattering amplitude explains the “modification” of ã

from a away from the fixed point to see the monotonicity in Osborn’s argument (see [11] for the similar

argument).58 In the following argument, we do not need the precise relation, but the only crucial thing

is that the dilaton scattering amplitudes must be bounded. As emphasized in [11], actually we do not

need the explicit form of the Wess-Zumino terms, either, for the following argument. We will identify

â with the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ(µ) in (8.16).

In either approaches we take, the dilaton does not decouple and we have to regard the action (8.18)

as the effective action renormalized at a particular energy scale µ. We now argue that generically âIR
is logarithmically renormalized [217] suggesting its inconsistency with the strict scale invariance [10].

To see this, we again compute the two-two forward dilaton scattering amplitude. From the effective

action (8.18), we know that the computation of the S-matrix schematically follows from the matrix

element of

A4 =

∫

〈ϕϕ|TT |ϕϕ〉 +
∫

〈ϕϕ|TTTT |ϕϕ〉 +
∫

〈ϕϕ|OO|ϕϕ〉 + · · · . (8.22)

The first two terms come from universal coupling to the virial current, and the last term comes from

the non-universal terms in the dilaton effective action. We again emphasize that T µ
µ is determined up

to the equations of motion, so there is an intrinsic ambiguities in defining T µ
µ correlation functions.

In particular, away from the fixed point, the contact terms contain various ambiguities from the

renormalization group prescriptions. These explain the presence of the last term in (8.22). We note

that the on-shell condition makes this ambiguity milder as we will further discuss in the following.

Whenever the two-two dilaton scattering amplitude A4 has a logarithmic divergence in IR, it is

inconsistent with the assumption of scale invariance.59 The optical theorem tells that logarithmic

divergence comes from the on-shell ϕϕ → SFT amplitudes and they must vanish. The cancellation is

very unlikely unless T = 0 (and O = 0) [10] up to improvement, and this is how the scale invariance

without conformal invariance may be excluded. Alternatively speaking, generically, â is monotonically

decreasing along the renormalization group flow for scale invariant but non-conformal field theory, and

as long as we demand that â is determined by the local running coupling constants, it must be finite

and the logarithmic divergence here is inconsistent. If we can modify the IR behavior of the scale

invariant but not conformal theory by adding further relevant deformations so that it will flow to a

conformal invariant fixed point (which could be a trivial one), the inconsistency is more transparent:

at the conformal fixed point, â or ᾱ is identical to a and is bounded from below (recall a ≥ 0 as

discussed in section 6.2) so â cannot decrease forever.

To make the above discussion more precise, we assume that T µ
µ is small and O is negligible. Recall

that T µ
µ = BIOI , so in perturbation theory, the first assumption is valid. The second assumption

is more tricky, but in dimensional regularization with the most generic renormalizable action (as

discussed in section 3.4), it is true as long as we use the suitably renormalized new-improved energy-

momentum tensor.

58We should note that the amplitude is now scheme dependent because of the existence of trivial anomaly terms
involving τ . This is rather consistent with local renormalization group analysis, in which Osborn’s ã-function away from
the conformal fixed point is not unique. We will revisit the effect in section 8.3.2 from the space-time dependent coupling
constant counterterms.

59We refer to [10] for the absence of scale anomaly for the on-shell dilaton scattering amplitudes.
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Under these assumptions, the two-two dilaton scattering amplitude is dominated by 〈ϕϕ|TT |ϕϕ〉.
Then the logarithmic divergence of the scattering amplitude is equivalent to

dâIR
d log µ

=
dᾱ

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ +O(B4) , (8.23)

where T = BIOI , and χIJ ∼ 〈OI(x)OJ (0)〉x8||x|=µ−1 . As discussed, we cannot absorb the logarithmic

divergence in running coupling constants, so for the scale invariance, it must vanish, which means

BI = 0 and the theory is conformal invariant.

Therefore under some technical assumptions, scale invariant fixed points must be conformal invari-

ant, and the strong a-theorem (or more precisely strong ã-theorem) must hold in perturbation theory.

Beyond the perturbation theory, the proof is not complete because although implausible TTTT and

OO term might cancel the divergence (the latter may be more dangerous because it can be only pro-

portional to BI). This is related to the open question of the positivity of the metric in the strong

a-theorem from the local renormalization group flow analysis.

Clearly, there is a parallel between the dilaton scattering amplitude and ã-function discussed in the

local renormalization group flow. There is a slight difference, however, beyond the leading order in BI

discussed above. One advantage of the dilaton scattering amplitude is that the derivative with respect

to the energy scale is always positive (if we assume the optical theorem) unlike ã-function of Osborn.

One disadvantage, on the other hand, is that it is not obvious whether the averaged amplitude is a

function of the running coupling constants. We will give a further comment on this point below.

In relation to the running coupling constant dependence on the ã-function as well as ᾱ from

the dilaton scattering amplitude, it is crucial that the dependence is not a multi-valued function

without any monodromy. Clearly, if we allow the monodromy structure, the monotonically decreasing

function along the renormalization group flow is consistent with the cyclic renormalization group flow

[187][218][219]. We have implicitly assumed this in the local renormalization group flow analysis but

indeed we can check that ã-function in perturbation theory is a single-valued function on gI . In any

perturbation theory, we have an explicit power series expansion of ã with respect to coupling constants.

We expect the multivaluedness does not happen in the dilaton scattering amplitude either because it

is a physical observable at a given energy. Furthermore when there is a monodromy in the a-function,

it is inconsistent with the further possibility to deform the theory so that it flows to a well-defined

conformal fixed point (in particular the trivial fixed point by mass deformation) with a fixed value

of a. We will continue to assume that a-function is a single-valued function of the running coupling

constants.

8.3.1. Some technical comments on possible cancellation

We recall that in section 8.2, we assumed that the IR theory under study is Weyl invariant. We

might ask a pedantic question if all the IR fixed points of unitary quantum field theories are Weyl

invariant (say in d = 4 dimension). The answer to this question is no. Take massless QCD for

example. In the IR limit, the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, and the IR theory is described

by Nambu-Goldstone bosons. They possess the shift symmetry, so the natural energy-momentum

tensor is not traceless (such a question was raised in [220][221] in the discussion of the a-theorem).

After all, the scale transformation as well as Weyl transformation do not commute with the shift

symmetry because the improved curvature coupling Rφ2 is incompatible with the shift symmetry.

Note however, all the flat space local correlation functions of the Nambu-Goldstone bosons may be

embedded in those of the conformal field theories (in the strict IR limit), so we do not call it as a

counterexample.
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We wanted to use the consequence of the a-theorem in the above examples. For instance, the

weak a-theorem (if applied) gives a constraint on the possibility of symmetry breaking: too many

spontaneous symmetry breaking could be inconsistent with the constraint from the a-theorem [222]

etc. Note that we can compare the Weyl anomaly of Nambu-Goldstone bosons with that of conformally

coupled scalar to see the difference is only in R2 term. In particular a is same. From the viewpoint

of counting degrees of freedom, it seems natural to count the Nambu-Goldstone boson and conformal

scalar with the same unit.

We may see a possible complication in general, but we would like to focus on the simplest Nambu-

Goldstone boson case to see what we would expect. The action for the Nambu-Goldstone boson has

a “trivial” virial current, so the coupling with the dilaton is non-zero
∫

d4xτ∂µJµ with Jµ = φ∂µφ.

Since we have used the equations of motion to derive Jµ, we have to augment the contact terms. Also

the virial current does not transform covariantly under the Weyl transformation, so we have to add

higher terms. In the end, we obtain the complete coupling between the dilaton and Nambu-Goldstone

boson as

S = f̃2
∫

d4xe−2τ (∂µφ∂µφ) , (8.24)

which is Weyl invariant and shift-symmetric. Note that the Weyl weight of φ becomes zero by higher

dilaton couplings, which should be contrasted with the usual free scalar whose Weyl weight is one in

d = 4 dimension.

The two-two dilaton scattering may obtain logarithmic divergence due to the intermediate Nambu-

Goldstone boson channel. However, we can easily see that various terms cancel against the virial

current exchange so that the total cross-section is zero [217], and there is no logarithmic divergence,

which would lead to the same inconsistency that we encountered in the perturbative study of scale

but non-conformal IR theories due to ϕϕ→ SFT channels. A more direct way to see the cancellation

is to realize that we can perform a simple field redefinition of dilaton and Nambu-Goldstone boson so

that they are completely decoupled (by going to “Cartesian coordinate” in (8.24)).

This is an example in which the cancellation of various terms can occur in (8.22) when the con-

tribution of each term is of same order (even in unitary examples). As emphasized in [10], this kind

of cancellation is generically very unlikely with no good physical reason (in the example here because

of the Nambu-Goldstone symmetry). In non-unitary scale but non-conformal field theory such as

Riva-Cardy model, we also encounter a similar cancellation.

As we have discussed, in perturbation theory, the cancellation does not occur as long as we use

the new-improved energy momentum tensor. See also general arguments in [10] how the improvement

terms such as
∫

d4x
√

|g|RO term in the effective action do not affect the argument for the weak

a-theorem. We see that the terms that can be improved away and the terms that cannot be improved

away give qualitatively different contributions to the dilaton scattering amplitude. Thus we conclude

that the non-zero dilaton scattering is really an obstruction not only for the Weyl invariance but

also for the conformal invariance up to the improvement since it is insensitive to the improvement

terms. The converse, however, is slightly subtle because it is harder to tell if vanishing of the dilaton

scattering directly means that the energy-momentum tensor is always improved to be zero as we will

further discuss it in section 8.4.

This types of coupling between dilaton and Nambu-Goldstone boson naturally appear in super-

symmetric extension of our construction because the dilaton must accompany the R-axion from super-

conformal symmetry, and the supersymmetric extension of the dilaton effective action always contains

such couplings (see e.g. [209] and more recent discussions in [225]).
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8.3.2. Space-time dependent coupling constant counterterms

One of the key ingredients in local renormalization group flow analysis is the introduction of

the space-time dependent coupling constants. In particular, we recall that the local counterterms

associated with the space-time dependent coupling constants introduce the ambiguity in ã-function.

We would like to argue that the similar ambiguity can be introduced in the dilaton effective action as

well as in the dilaton scattering amplitudes away from the conformal fixed point.

We recall that the effective action of the original theory (before the Weyl compensation) may

contain additional space-time dependent coupling constant counterterms (in d = 4 dimension) [80]

Sct =

∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

1

2
Cg
IJ(g)Dµg

IDµgJGµν +A(g)Euler

−Ca
IJ(g)D

2gID2gJ − 1

4
Cc
IJKL(g)Dµg

IDµgJDνg
KDνgL + · · ·

)

. (8.25)

These counterterms are related to various contact terms of operator OI and Tµν in the flat space-time

limit (see [80] for details). Once they are at the fixed point, the counterterms are Weyl invariant

since BI = dgI

d log µ = 0, so the introduction of these counterterms does not change the dilaton effective

action. However, away from the conformal fixed point, the counterterms are not Weyl invariant, and

we need the dilaton compensation so that they will give extra contributions to the dilaton scattering

amplitudes. Alternatively speaking, the counterterms (8.25) parametrize the ambiguities of the dilaton

coupling beyond the leading order, which we have mentioned in (8.18).

Let us focus on the first two terms Cg
IJ and A, which will be the most important ones for our

discussions.60 For the Cg
IJ term, within the order of perturbation we are interested in, one can replace

Dµg
I with Dµg

I + BI∂µτ and replace Gµν with Ĝµν to make it Weyl invariant. Once we impose the

on-shell condition and restrict ourselves to the flat space-time (i.e. gµν = ηµν and DµgI = 0), we

obtain the additional four-dilaton terms

Sct =

∫

d4x2(Cg
IJBIBJ)(∂µτ)

4 . (8.26)

This is nothing but the ambiguity in defining ã-function in local renormalization group flow (see

section 7) because ã appearing in the Wess-Zumino action is modified by the extra contribution

BICg
IJBJ . Correspondingly, the energy scale dependence of the dilaton scattering amplitude must be

modified by various terms as in (7.11). Similarly, A term (after dilaton compensation by replacing

A→ A− τBI∂IA in the leading order) does not contribute to the dilaton scattering amplitude to the

order we are interested in, which corresponds to the fact that A term gives no correction to ã (but not

in a !) in local renormalization group flow. However A does change the form of the gradient formula.

It will give the gauge transformation to wI .

The origin of these terms are the contact terms in higher order interaction terms in defining the

dilaton scattering amplitudes. Although we may implicitly fix the scheme as in [10] or [186], we need

not. A different renormalization group prescription gives different dilaton scattering amplitudes, and

in d = 2 dimension, we have used this ambiguity to demonstrate that the metric χIJ is manifestly

positive definite.

We should realize that by choosing the counterterms, it is possible to make the (∂µτ)
4 term positive

in the dilaton effective action at a certain energy scale if we wish. Apparently, such a choice would

60Most of the other terms will not contribute to the dilaton scattering amplitudes in flat space-time in the leading
order O(B2) once we impose the on-shell condition. See the argument below. The complete form of the integrated
dilaton effective action away from the conformal fixed point can be found in [223][224].
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be inconsistent with the unitarity and the optical theorem that follows. The contact terms must be

chosen so that the unitarity of the dilaton scattering amplitudes must be intact at any energy scale

(and we believe there is such a choice). At this point, one may rephrase one of the implicit assumptions

of [10]. There are good choices of counterterms so that the dilaton scattering amplitudes are unitary.

Essentially, this is a different way to impose the positivity of the metric in the strong a-theorem.

Obviously the renormalization by itself may not know the unitarity, and we have to respect it by

choosing the good counterterms.

We emphasize that at the conformal fixed point, there is no such ambiguity, so our discussion

for the weak a-theorem in section 8.2 is not affected. At the UV conformal fixed point, the space-

time dependent counterterms for irrelevant perturbations are fine-tuned away because they are non-

renormalizable, and those for relevant perturbations are zero because they have vanishing beta func-

tions at the UV fixed point. Similarly, at the IR conformal fixed point, the space-time dependent

counterterms for relevant perturbations are fine-tuned away because they must sit at the fixed point,

and those for irrelevant perturbations are zero because they have vanishing beta functions at the IR

fixed point.

As for the other terms (e.g. second line of (8.25)), Osborn [80] used the freedom to cancel various

local Weyl anomaly terms with space-time dependent coupling constant. In spirit, it is close to

removing �R term in Weyl anomaly. In this prescription, the remaining ambiguity in the dilaton

scattering amplitudes from the counterterms (8.25) is the above mentioned ambiguity in ã-function

from Cg
IJ . If we did not use this particular prescription, then the relation between ã and dilaton

scattering amplitude is less clear. They seem to deviate at order O(B4).

There are some other subtleties in identifying the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ and

ã-function. As mentioned at the end of section 7, ã-function is a function of the running coupling

constants alone and does not depend on the energy scale µ explicitly, while it is not immediately

obvious whether the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ can be written as a function of the

running coupling constants alone and does not depend on the energy scale in addition.

Indeed, if we truncate the computation at order O(B2) as was done in [10] and use the leading

order Zamolodchikov metric, the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ is nothing but the averaged

c-function discussed in section 5.3.2 (by assuming that the energy-momentum tensor used there was

suitably improved). Thus it may seem more natural to identify the dilaton scattering amplitudes with

the averaged c-function. As discussed in section 5.3.2, however, the averaged c-function is known to

depend on the trajectory of the renormalization group flow, which is equivalent to our concern that

the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ is not a function of the running coupling constants alone,

but it may depend on the energy scale µ separately or on the renormalization group trajectory.

The reason why this kind of complication happens is that the renormalization group flow
dcMd
d logµ of

the averaged c-function (assuming the improved energy-momentum tensor) and that of Osborn’s ã-

function dã
d log µ as well as that of the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude dᾱ

d log µ all coincide with one

another up to the order we have computed. In particular, the “Zamolodchikov metric” χIJ appearing

in the averaged c-function (as well as in the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ) is essentially

identical to the metric χg
IJ appearing in the ã-flow equation in many usual renormalization schemes

such as dimensional regularization (at least up to two-loops). In [11], however, they pointed out that

the “metric” χIJ for the averaged dilaton scattering amplitude at the leading order (which is identical

to that for the averaged c-function in section 5.3.2) is related to χa
IJ , and it can be different from that
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of the ã-function, namely χg
IJ , at the third order or higher.61

Of course, we have neglected the higher order corrections in the dilaton scattering amplitudes,

too. The “metric” that appears in the dilaton scattering amplitude can be different from χIJ in

the averaged c-theorem beyond the leading order. In addition, the ambiguities discussed here are not

treated carefully, so it is premature to say whether or not there is a good “scheme” in which the metric

in the dilaton scattering amplitude and χa
IJ really coincide to give a clue for the non-perturbative result

as in d = 2 dimension.

Let us summarize the non-perturbative situation. Osborn’s ã-function is a function of the running

coupling constants at the given energy scale alone, but it is not obvious if it shows monotonicity. The

averaged c-function cMd is by definition monotonically decreasing, but it is not (a priori) defined as

a function of the running coupling constants alone and presumably it is not. Finally, the averaged

dilaton scattering amplitude ᾱ is monotonically decreasing once we assume the optical theorem, but

it is again not (a priori) obvious if it is a function of the running coupling constants alone. In the

perturbative approach, they differ at O(B3) or higher but we could not see this distinction at O(B2).62

In principle, the counterterms discussed here might modify the argument for the enhancement

from scale invariance to conformal invariance, but the effect is always higher order ∼ O(B4), so it

does not change the perturbative conclusion in section 8.3. The perturbative proof — both from the

analysis of ã-function [11] based on the local renormalization group analysis [80] and from the dilaton

scattering amplitude [10] — that scale invariance implies conformal invariance is therefore robust.63

8.4. n− n dilaton scattering amplitude

We have seen that the on-shell two-two dilaton scattering amplitude must vanish for the scale

invariant field theories due to the absence of the scale invariant local counterterms. Generalizations

to n− n dilaton scattering amplitudes are possible [201] and they give a further severe constraint on

the scale invariant but non-conformal field theories.

In perturbation theories, these higher generalizations can be intuitively understood as follows. We

recall that the on-shell dilaton ϕ couples to the beta function as
∫

d4x log(1+ϕ/f)BIOI in the leading

order. We can clearly see that the leading contribution to the n−n dilaton scattering amplitude comes

from BIBJ〈OIOJ 〉 as in two-two dilaton scattering amplitude whenever beta functions are small in

the perturbative regime. We will see that the same logic for the two-two dilaton scattering amplitude

applies here and all of them must vanish. The vanishing of n−n dilaton scattering amplitude for any

n seems unlikely unless the on-shell contribution from the energy-momentum tensor is trivial, which

is nothing but the condition for the conformal invariance upon improvement.

A more precise discussion on the generalization to the n− n scattering amplitude goes as follows

[201]. We first note that once we impose the on-shell condition �ϕ = 0, there is no scale invariant local

counterterms for the dilaton scattering amplitude. In particular, the forward scattering amplitude,

where p1 = −pn+1, p2 = −pn+2 · · · must have a finite dispersion relation. The dimensional analysis

61We recall χa
IJ is derived from D2gID2gJ term in the Weyl anomaly, so it governs the Weyl non-invariance of the

contact terms in 〈OI(x)OJ(0)〉. Thus, it is related to the Weyl non-invariance of 〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉. On the other hand χg
IJ

appears at higher point functions of Tµν and OI . See [80] for more details.
62The difference in the integrated form was discussed in [189] as a sum rule. The positivity of the difference is tricky

due to the contact terms.
63See also appendix of [204] for the comment that Osborn’s argument essentially implies that scale invariance must be

enhanced to conformal invariance in perturbation theory. The argument there is not modified either.
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tells that the n− n dilaton forward scattering amplitude A2n must satisfy the canonical scaling

ImA2n(λp) = λ2ImA2n(p) , (8.27)

but this can be consistent with the finiteness of the dilaton scattering amplitude from the dispersion

relation as discussed in section 8.2 in the case of n = 1 if and only if ImA2n(p) = 0. Otherwise, the

dispersion integral is logarithmically divergent. This could only mean that the S-matrix is not well

defined. However, the following heuristic argument applies. Suppose we reguralize our scale invariant

field theory both in IR and UV. The low energy n − n on-shell dilaton scattering amplitude are

completely specified by the IR Wess-Zumino term in the dilaton effective action with finite aUV − aIR
coefficients, but the difference must be finite and cannot be arbitrarily large. If the unregulated

amplitude is logarithmically divergent, we could make it arbitrarily large and it is inconsistent.

Now we can use the unitarity and optical theorem to argue that on-shell n dilaton does not couple

to any physical states. Apparently, the infinitely many conditions like this is very hard to achieve

unless the on-shell dilaton is essentially a free field, and the theory is improved to be conformal with

BI = 0. However, note again that this still does not exclude the possibility that the higher order

contributions (with possible semi-local contact term contributions from the operators other than the

energy-momentum tensor) do cancel against the leading contributions from the beta functions with

effectively degenerate metric χIJ for all n−n dilaton scattering amplitudes simultaneously.64 In non-

unitary scale invariant but non-conformal field theories, this simultaneous cancellation indeed does

happen.

The folklore in quantum field theories says that the triviality of the on-shell scattering amplitude

implies that the coupling can be completely removed by the field redefinition. In our case, this field

redefinition is nothing but the improvement transformation. Within the class of theories for which

this argument applies, the scale invariance is equivalent to conformal invariance in d = 4 dimension.

We emphasize the role of the on-shell condition �ϕ = 0. First of all, we do not expect to be able

to show T µ
µ = 0 as an operator identity directly in higher dimensions because of the improvement

ambiguities. In d = 2 dimension, it was possible because the unitarity does not allow non-trivial

improvement at the fixed point, but we cannot expect the similar argument in higher dimensions. The

on-shell condition is convenient for this purpose because it precisely encodes the possibility that T µ
µ

can be non-zero but can be improved to be traceless (at the leading order). At least, on-shell dilaton

scattering amplitudes are not affected by the improvement. On the other hand, one drawback is we

cannot use the powerful field theory theorem like Reeh-Schlieder theorem for the on-shell restricted

correlation functions, so we had to resort to a more intuitive argument of triviality of physical S-

matrix. In relation, the triviality of the S-matrix may be explained by assuming the trace of the energy

momentum tensor T µ
µ is a generalized free field (see e.g. section 4.4) rather than being improved to

be traceless because the S-matrix has a contribution from the “connected” correlation functions, and

the generalized free field gives only disconnected correlation functions although the operator itself is

non-zero [201]. If there are no dimension 2 scalar operators, however, such a possibility can be ruled

out by studying the dilatation anomaly in three-point functions as pointed out in [55] (see also [202]).

64A similar analysis was done in the momentum space correlation functions with careful treatment of the semi-local
terms in [202], where they have found that the semi-local term not encoded in the dilaton scattering amplitudes may
explain the dilatation anomaly so that the relation between vanishing of the on-shell dilaton scattering and vanishing of
the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is not direct from the operator analysis alone. Their analysis revealed that
the dimension 2 scalar operator, which is related to the second variation of the energy-momentum tensor under Weyl
transformation that we have mentioned in section 8.3, is needed to explain the semi-local terms.
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Finally, as a technical remark, we note that the use of S-matrix may have an intrinsic problem if the

theory cannot be IR regularized because due to the possible IR divergence it may not be well-defined.

Most of the known scale invariant quantum field theories can be deformed in the IR so that the IR

theory is gapped, but this is not always the case like chiral gauge theories. Without the assumption

of the existence of the IR regularization, the claim that the dilaton scattering amplitude must be

bounded is not obvious.65

8.5. Physical reason why scale invariance implies conformal invariance in perturbative fixed point

In the last couple of sections, we have discussed how scale invariant but non-conformal field theories

are inconsistent with the perturbative a-theorem. We have showed that the suitably defined a-function

(whose particular realization is the dilaton scattering amplitudes) decreases at the rate dominantly

proportional to the bilinear of B-functions in perturbation theory. In order to achieve the finite

dilaton scattering amplitude, it must be accompanied with vanishing B functions near the asymptotic

IR region, and therefore it must show conformal invariance (up on possible improvement of the energy-

momentum tensor).

If we perform an explicit computation, however, we may realize something a little bit more about

the structure of the renormalization group flow. We realize that B functions in certain directions are

identically zero irrespective of if the coupling constants are at the fixed point or not. In addition,

within a few orders of perturbation theory, the zero-directions directly correspond to the “would-be”

virial current direction that may induce scale invariance without conformal invariance by using the

equations of motion. We have seen this phenomena explicitly in section 3.5 when we discussed the

conformal perturbation theory.

This may sound unexpected because we are solving the weaker equation T µ
µ = ∂µJµ rather than

T µ
µ = 0 by introducing extra parameters in Jµ (as many as the number of non-conserved current). Why

can’t we expect more solutions generically? The argument based on the a-theorem gives the constraint

near the fixed point, but what is the origin of these zero directions during the entire renormalization

group flow?

To see it in a simple example, we consider Yukawa interaction yφψ2 in d = 4 dimension. The

Yukawa interaction has the one-loop B function

T µ
µ = BIOI =

|y|2
16π2

y(ψψφ) + c.c. +O(φ4) . (8.28)

We realize that the B function is orthogonal to the direction iy(ψψφ) + c.c., which can be rewritten

as the divergence of the non-conserved current (which is given by i∂µ(ψ̄γµψ)). In other words, the

phase of the Yukawa coupling constants are not renormalized (as observed in [112][113]), and this is

the reason why the “would-be” virial current does not appear in this one-loop computation. We can

easily see that the phase of the Yukawa coupling is unphysical from the beginning because we can

remove it by a field redefinition of ψ. Since the phase is not a parameter of the theory nor does it affect

any observables of the theory, it had better not show any physical consequences in the renormalization

group flow. Of course, the strong a-theorem dã
d log µ ∼ 1

16π |y|6 does tell that the ã-function must be

decreasing along the renormalization group flow, but again note that the phase of the Yukawa coupling

does not appear in the ã-function, either.

65Actually, the same subtlety appeared in Zamolodchikov’s argument in d = 2 dimension. His c-function is not
manifestly positive definite in its definition away from the conformal fixed point, so it is logically possible that it
decreases forever because there is no way to make the theory gapped by deformations.
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As discussed in section 3.5, the B function that can be completely rewritten as a divergence of

a virial current is related to redundant directions in the renormalization group flow. The physical

reason why the scale invariant but non-conformal field theory is difficult to achieve in perturbation

theory can be understood as the claim that redundant directions do not acquire B functions as can

be checked directly within a first few orders of perturbation theory. At higher orders, B functions in

the virial current direction can be non-zero, but they still possess the zero directions in the B function

flow, which essentially excludes the cyclic renormalization group flow.

The above observation can be made more precise when we can find the counterterm in which

wI = 0 in local renormalization group flow discussed in section 7.66 In this situation, the B functions

must have the same number of zero directions from the consistency condition BI = gIJ∂J ã together

with the fact that ã is a singlet under the “flavor” symmetries generated by the candidates of the

virial current.

Let us label i, j as the direction corresponding to the “would-be” virial current direction, andM,N

as the direction that cannot be transformed to currents. The Wess-Zumino consistency condition of

the local renormalization group and the “flavor” invariance of ã requires

0 = ∂iã = giMβ
M + gijBj . (8.29)

Suppose βM = 0 but Bi 6= 0 so that we obtain scale invariant but non-conformal fixed point. This

cannot occur because it is inconsistent with the expected zero directions in B function flow (8.29) as

long as gij is non-degenerate (as expected because gij must be isometric under the “flavor” symmetry

group).

Even when wI is not zero, we know that BI functions are not independent because ∂iã = 0 gives

the constraint along the renormalization group flow, which reflects the fact that there are as many

redundant perturbations in renormalization group flow as the number of candidates for the virial

current. The condition (8.29) is replaced by

0 = ∂iã = (giM +wiM )βM + (gij + wij)Bj + (ρ̂ig)
jwj (8.30)

By demanding βM = 0 and contracting it with Bi, we obtain the same conclusion that Bi = 0 (and

hence it must be conformal invariant) as long as gij is non-degenerate.

In summary, we have two physical intuitions for non-existence of (perturbative) scale invariant but

non-conformal field theories in power-counting renormalization scheme. The first one is the a-theorem:

the dilaton scattering amplitude (or Osborn’s ã-function) must be bounded and it cannot decrease

forever from non-trivial B functions in scale invariant but non-conformal field theories. The second

one is that B functions in the directions that might be used to construct a non-trivial virial current

are actually redundant directions in perturbation theory. Even at higher orders, we expect to keep

the same number of zero directions in the B function flow as the number of redundant directions. The

both intuitions are beautifully realized by the generalized “gradient formula” if true. In holographic

computations, we will precisely see both obstructions if we try to construct the gravitational dual of

scale invariant but non-conformal field theories.

In the above argument, we have not talked about the importance of dimension 2 operators in

d = 4 dimension, and the argument is very similar to the one in d = 2 dimension. Within power-

counting renormalization scheme, the dimension 2 operators do not show any essential contributions

66This is shown to be possible within the first few orders in perturbation theory. The superpotential flows in holography
also suggest this is the case in explicit holographic models. In general this may not be true unless wI is exact, but the
author does not know any explicit examples that show wI is not exact.
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to the structure of the local renormalization group in relation to the a-theorem, but the mixing with

the energy-momentum tensor may give additional subtlety in our discussions on the relation between

scale invariance and conformal invariance beyond perturbation theory as we have mentioned a few

times in this section. Clearly, the possibility of the renormalization of the energy-momentum tensor

is one novel complexity in higher dimensions that did not appear in d = 2 dimension, and it has given

a small gap between the establishment of a-theorem and the enhancement of conformal invariance in

higher dimensions compared with the situations in d = 2. It would be very interesting to obtain more

intuitive physical understanding of the role of these dimension 2 operators.
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9. Other dimensions or less symmetry

We have discussed the problem of the possible enhancement of conformal invariance from scale

invariance mainly in d = 2 and d = 4 dimensions. In this section, we would like to review the situations

in the other dimensions, which is less understood. Also we would like to review the extension of our

program in less symmetric situations e.g. without assuming the full Poincaré invariance.

9.1. Summary of the situations in other dimensions

Let us first summarize the situations of scale invariance vs conformal invariance in various dimen-

sions other than d = 2 and d = 4 dimensions.

• In d = 1, due to the lack of Poincaré invariance, we cannot use the Reeh-Schlieder theorem.

This is a major drawback. If we assume its validity then scale invariance implies conformal

invariance [226]. Similarly, the boundary g-theorem [227], which claims that boundary entropy

of the two-dimensional system is monotonically decreasing along the renormalization group flow,

can be proved [228][229]. On the other hand, a quantum field theory in d = 1 is equivalent to a

simple quantum mechanical system, and there are examples of cyclic renormalization group flow

[230] realized in non-relativistic field theories [231] as well as the system with scale invariance

without conformal invariance [226]. In these cases, the Reeh-Schlieder theorem does not hold so

the formal argument does not apply.

• In d = 3 dimension, a candidate of Zamolodchikov’s c-function is the finite part of the S3 partition

function F = − logZS3 |reg as we will elaborate a little more in section 9.2.1. This is equivalent

to the finite part of the entanglement entropy of the half S3 when the theory is at the conformal

fixed point. It is an interesting open question if there is a strong version of the F -theorem that

would imply enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance in d = 3 dimension. We

have more to say in section 9.2.1.

• In even dimensions, Cardy’s conjecture (or a-theorem) has a natural generalization: the coeffi-

cient in front of the Euler density in the Weyl anomaly must be monotonically decreasing along

the renormalization group flow. In d = 6 dimension, so far we have not been successful in using

the dilaton-scattering argument to show the weak version of the a-theorem. A reported prob-

lem [232] is that it is hard to show the positivity of the dilaton scattering amplitudes in d = 6

dimension. On the other hand, there is no counterexample of a-theorem reported and there is

no known scale invariant but non-conformal invariant field theories (with gauge invariant scale

current). Within perturbation theory, the argument similar to the one presented in section 7

can be found in [248] and will be reviewed in the following. In d = 6 dimension, a possible

non-trivial (super)conformal fixed point may be related to the so-called little string theory67

• In higher dimension d ≥ 7, it is likely that there is no interacting unitary conformal field theory,

but there is no proof of it. Certainly, there is no classical scale invariant Lagrangian with

two-derivative kinetic terms other than free field theories. The reason why higher dimensional

free Maxwell theory cannot be conformal invariant is consistent with the fact that there is no

superconformal algebra in d ≥ 7, but we know supersymmetric Maxwell theories exist in d ≤ 10.

67We believe that the little string theory with (2, 0) supersymmetry becomes superconformal in the IR limit. On the
other hand, the little string theory with (1, 1) supersymmetry becomes free super Yang-Mills theory in the IR limit,
which is scale invariant but not conformal invariant. We refer [233] for a review of the little string theory.
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If it were conformal, it would be inconsistent with the non-existence of the superconformal

algebra [234] (unless it breaks supersymmetry). We note that Nahm’s classification is based

on the assumption of the existence of the S-matrix, so it does not exclude the possibility of

superconformal membrane field theories in higher dimension than 6.

9.2. Possible directions

9.2.1. F-theorem in d = 3 dimension

In section 8.1, we briefly discussed the relation between the problem of finding the superconformal

R-symmetry in superconformal field theories and the a-theorem via the a-maximization principle. A

similar question arises in the other dimensions. In d = 2 dimension, we can apply the completely

similar argument: in order to determine the superconformal R-symmetry, we can maximize the trial

c-function [235], and it gives a new perspective of the c-theorem in supersymmetric field theories in

d = 2 dimension. What about the situation in d = 3 dimension, where we have no Weyl anomaly

constructed out of the background metric?

The question was answered in the paper [236] by Jafferis. He proposed that in order to determine

the superconformal R-symmetry of N = 2 superconformal field theories in d = 3 dimension, we

can minimize the (real part of the) supersymmetric free energy on S
3 (hence it is known as F -

theorem, F referring to the free energy). Due to a subtle anomaly in the contact terms in N = 2

superconformal field theories in d = 3 dimension, the partition function acquires a non-trivial phase

[88], but the phase is irrelevant for the discussion here. The derivation is based on the supersymmetric

localization technique to compute the partition function and the holomorphic dependence on the real

mass parameters of the N = 2 supersymmetric field theories. We refer to [236] for the discussions.

Given the analogy with Cardy’s conjecture in even dimensions, it is natural to conjecture that the

free-energy on S
3 should give a natural candidate for Zamolodchikov’s c-function in d = 3 dimension

[237][238]. Indeed, there have been various non-trivial checks if this is indeed the case. Perturbative

arguments have been presented both with slightly relevant deformations [238] as well as with marginal

deformations in [186]. Unlike the supersymmetric situation, where the localization computation is

available, the regularization can be very tricky and there are some issues [239].68 However, the formal

argument that the S
3 partition function is related to the entanglement entropy at the conformal

fixed point suggests that it seems a promising direction to pursue (see the following sections on the

entanglement entropy). The establishment of the strong F -theorem is related to the question of

enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance in d = 3 dimension (see e.g. [226][186] for

perturbative argument), and the non-perturbative understanding is desirable.

The heuristic argument goes as follows. We first note that the conformal invariance and the absence

of the conformal anomaly in d = 3 dimension dictate that if we evaluate the one-point function of a

conformal primary operator on S
3, it must vanish. This means that the sphere partition function does

not depend on the exactly marginal deformation (by assuming the deformation is given by conformal

primary operators from unitarity):

∂

∂gI
ZCFT
S3

= 0 . (9.1)

68It is important to note that the topological Chern-Simons gauge theories give non-zero contributions to the S
3

partition function although they do not carry any dynamical degrees of freedom. Thus, the argument based on the local
properties of the theory may not capture some physics here.
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Near the conformal fixed point,69 the one-point function does not vanish, but the deviation must be

proportional to BI function:

∂

∂gI
ZS3 = BJ ĝIJ . (9.2)

We can show (e.g. [226][186]) that in perturbation theory ĝIJ is equivalent to the Zamolodchikov

metric in certain loop orders, but it can contain the antisymmetric part at higher loop orders.

We now compute the scale dependence of the sphere partition function. Since T µ
µ = BIOI , we can

derive

∂

∂ log µ
ZS3 = BI ĝIJBI , (9.3)

which gives the perturbative F-theorem with the renormalizability as long as ĝIJ is positive definite.

On the other hand, if the theory is scale invariant (but not necessarily conformal invariant), the

energy-momentum tensor is divergence of a certain current: T µ
µ = DµJµ. Thus, the partition function

cannot depend on the scale as long as the virial current is well-defined.70 Therefore we should obtain

∂

∂ log µ
ZSFT
S3

= BI ĝIJBI = 0 , (9.4)

which is possible only if BI = 0 as long as the metric ĝIJ is positive definite. Therefore, we can

conclude that scale invariance must imply conformal invariance within perturbation theory in d = 3

dimension.

For a consistency check of the above argument, we would like to point out the effect of the operator

identity BIOI = βIOI+v
a∂µJ

µ
a . Since the total derivative does not contribute to the partition function

after spatial integration, (9.5) can be also written as

∂

∂ log µ
ZS3 = βI ĝIJBI . (9.5)

However, the partition function is invariant under the “flavor rotation” induced by Jµ
a , so (9.2) tells

that βI ĝIJBI = BI ĝIJBI . At the scale invariant fixed point, BI = 0 and the conformal invariance is

recovered irrespective of our gauge freedom in the definition of the beta functions. The structure is in

complete parallel with that in d = 4 dimension.

9.2.2. In relation to entanglement entropy

It was observed that the Weyl anomaly is intimately related to the entanglement entropy of the

vacuum states in relativistic field theories (see e.g. [240] for a review of the entanglement entropy in

quantum field theories). The entanglement entropy is defined as follows. We first divide the space into

two domains A and Ā. We compute the partial density matrix ρA = TrĀρtot, where ρtot is the density

matrix of the total system, and in particular in our case it is the pure vacuum state ρtot = |0〉〈0|. The
entanglement entropy is given by

SA = −TrAρA log ρA . (9.6)

69Once we are away from the conformal fixed point, there is a certain ambiguity in defining the partition function.
The improvement terms in the action do change the partition function itself, but it will not change the expectation
value of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. In addition, there are counterterm ambiguities that may introduce
ambiguities in ĝIJ .

70A counterexample is the three-dimensional free Maxwell field theory because the virial current in the dual frame is
not gauge invariant as we showed in section 4. The author would like to thank Z. Komargodski for pointing out the fact.
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It satisfies various interesting properties such as

SA = SĀ . (9.7)

In particular, the so-called strong subadditivity holds (see e.g. [241] for a review. See [242] for its

original derivation):

SA+B+C + SB ≤ SA+B + SB+C . (9.8)

In relativistic quantum field theories on R
d−1 ×R

t, one can argue that the (regularized) entangle-

ment entropy has the following structure

S = · · ·+ (−1)
d
2
−1ad log(RIR/ǫ) + · · ·

(9.9)

for even dimension d, and

S = · · ·+ (−1)
d
2
−1ad + · · ·

(9.10)

for odd dimension d, where RIR is a typical IR scale of the entangling surface ∂A that divides A and Ā,

and ǫ is the UV cut-off to regularize the trace over the field theory Hilbert space. In these expressions,

we have neglected both the UV diverging terms a2

(

RIR
ǫ

)d−2
+ a3

(

RIR
ǫ

)d−3
+ · · · and the finite terms

ad+1

(

RIR
ǫ

)−1
+ ad+2

(

RIR
ǫ

)−2
· · · . The leading diverging part is known as the “area law” because it

is proportional to the area of the entangling surface.

The universal contribution ad does depend on the shape of the entangling surfaces ∂A as well as

the background geometry, but if we take ∂A to be (d − 2) dimensional sphere S
d−2 inside R

d−1, it

can be argued that in even dimension d, the coefficient ad coincides with the coefficients of the Euler

density in the Weyl anomaly if the quantum field theory under consideration is a conformal field theory

[243][244]. Thus we have an alternative way to define the a-function in even dimension by using the

universal part of the entanglement entropy of the vacuum state divided by S
d−2.

Moreover, in d = 2 dimension, one may even prove the inequality aUV ≥ aIR by using the strong

subadditivity condition (9.8) together with the Lorentz invariance in a clever way [245]. Here the

strong subadditivity is replacing the unitarity condition in Zamolodchikov’s argument: of course the

unitarity (in the sense that there is no negative norm state) was crucially assumed in the derivation

of the strong subadditivitiy. It is an open question if the similar argument is possible in d = 4

dimension to derive the weak a-theorem. It is also an interesting question if there is any pathology

if we consider the scale invariant but non-conformal field theory and study the properties of the

entanglement entropy. In a recent paper [246], the author computed the entanglement entropy of the

dilaton compensated effective field theories in the flat Minkowski space-time in d = 4 dimension, and

argued that it is governed by the Gµν∂
µτ∂ντ term in the dilaton effective action. The evaluation of

the term led to the similar expression to the averaged c-function cMd .71

In odd dimensions, there is no Weyl anomaly, but it is conjectured that the universal part of

the entanglement entropy can be used as a candidate of the a-function. There are some supporting

71Again, we should point out that the effective action term has the contact term ambiguity as discussed in section
8.3.2.
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evidence from AdS/CFT correspondence [244]. In d = 3 dimension, more detained analysis is needed,

but there have been some attempts in this direction, suggesting that the (renormalized) entanglement

entropy is monotonically decreasing along the holographic renormalization group flow [247]. Again,

it is an interesting question to ask if the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance

follows from such an argument.

One remark is that away from the conformal fixed point, the entanglement entropy and the c-

function may differ. Of course, with the dimensionful parameters, the way to assign the “diverging

part” of the entanglement entropy is ambiguous. However, one important observation made in the

literature is that the monotonically decreasing entanglement entropy in d = 2 dimension is slightly dif-

ferent from Zamolodchikov’s c-function defined away from the critical point by the two-point functions

of the energy-momentum tensor [245]. By itself, it is not so crucial because after all, the interpolat-

ing c-function has some arbitrariness associated with the renormalization group ambiguities, and the

monotonically decreasing one is not unique. However, it was argued that the gradient properties do

not seem to hold for the entanglement entropy [239] and it means that there may be no good renor-

malization scheme that gives the direct relation to the c-function. Because of these subtleties, it is not

obvious if the argument from the entanglement entropy (even if proved to be monotonically decreasing

under the renormalization group flow) can be used to show the enhancement of conformal invariance

from scale invariance. Even in d = 2 dimension, the direct argument has not been established yet.

9.2.3. Local renormalization group in other dimensions

The local renormalization group analysis discussed in section 7 can be generalized to the other

dimensions, possibly to argue for the enhancement of conformal invariance from scale invariance by

providing a suitable generalization of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem. The generalization depends on the

dimensionality of the space-time.

In any space-time dimension, the consistency of the local renormalization group demands that the

local renormalization group operator ∆σ must commute. This leads to many constraints on various

renormalization group beta functions. For instance, if we consider the not-necessarily conserved vector

operators in any d-dimension, their beta functions ρ̂aIDµg
I must be orthogonal to the scalar beta

functions.

ρ̂aIBI = 0 . (9.11)

On the other hand, the consistency conditions coming from anomaly depends on the dimension of

the space-time, in particular under the assumption of power-counting renormalization. The situations

drastically differ in odd and even dimensions as we have already discussed from different viewpoints

in this section.

In odd dimension, there is no CP even trace anomaly in massless local renormalization group.72

However, there can be CP violating trace anomaly such as

T µ
µ = −ǫµνρCIJKDµg

IDµg
JDρg

K − ǫµνρfµνCIDρg
I (9.12)

in d = 3 dimension [203]. Beta functions must satisfy various consistency conditions from the Wess-

Zumino integrability condition. In the above case, integrability condition demands

3BICIJK + ρ̂JCK − ρ̂KCJ = 0

BICI = 0 . (9.13)

72There exists CP even trace anomaly once we include the dimensionful coupling constants.
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These consistency conditions give non-trivial constraint on the local renormalization group flow, but

it is not immediately obvious if we could derive the analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem or en-

hancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance.

In even dimensions, the situation is more similar to d = 2 and d = 4 dimensions discussed in

section 7. The only main difference is that we have terms with more and more derivatives in the

trace anomaly (even within the power-counting renormalization scheme). The most important term

we should consider is the Euler term as a natural generalization of Cardy’s conjecture:

T µν = aEuler + χH
IJ∂µg

I∂νg
JHµν +Dµ(wI∂νg

IHµν) , (9.14)

where Hµν is the divergence-free tensor that appear in the Weyl variation of the Euler density

δσ(
√

|g|Euler) =
√

|g|HµνDµ∂νσ . (9.15)

In d = 4 dimension, Hµν is the Einstein tensor as can be seen from the formula in Appendix A.1.

Here, we only consider the massless renormalization group flow without any non-conserved vector

operators with engineering dimension d − 1. In [248], it was shown that the a-function satisfies the

gradient property

∂I ã = (χH
IJ + ∂[IwJ ])β

J (9.16)

with ã = a+wIβ
I similarly to the situation in d = 4 dimension discussed in section 7. If we assumed

that χH
IJ is positive definite, it shows the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance

in the massless renormalization group flow. See also [186] for the approach from the dilaton scattering

amplitude in the perturbative regime. The argument here is very formal because there are very limited

number of examples (e.g. φ3 interaction in d = 3) dimension for which we can compute the metric

χH
IJ in perturbation theory.

9.3. Reduced symmetry

• For chiral field theories in d = 2 dimension, we actually have two central charges, c and c̄, which

are the central charges for the (left-moving and right-moving) independent component of the

energy-momentum tensor and can take different values (modulo gravitational anomaly). It is

easy to generalize our argument in section 5.1 by taking CP transformation and see that both c

and c̄ are monotonically decreasing with the same rate governed by 〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉 [249]. Thus the
difference c− c̄ is a constant along the renormalization group flow, which is consistent with the

’t Hooft anomaly matching condition for the gravitational anomaly. In our discussions in d = 4

dimension, we have not discussed the gravitational anomaly but it is possible to incorporate the

gravitational anomaly in our discussions of the local renormalization group flow of section 7. See

also [10] for a related discussion on the gravitational anomaly in dilaton scattering amplitudes.

• In finite temperature situations, thermodynamic c-theorem was proposed in [250]. See also [251]

for applications in condensed matter physics. Note that it is known that the naive free energy

does not decrease along the renormalization group flow.

• It is an interesting question whether the scale invariant boundary conditions will lead to the

conformal invariant boundary condition. Let us consider a d-dimensional bulk conformal field

theory and put a (d−1)-dimensional Poincaré invariant boundary at r = 0 in (t, x1, · · · , r) plane.
The condition for the Poincaré invariant boundary is given by [252][253]

Tri(r = 0) = ∂jτji , (9.17)
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where Tri(r = 0) is the bulk energy-momentum tensor evaluated at the boundary and τji is the

symmetric “boundary energy-momentum tensor”, where i runs through (0, · · · d− 1).

The boundary scale invariance further requires

τ i i = ∂iji , (9.18)

where we call ji the boundary virial current. Much like in the bulk situation, if we can improve

the boundary energy-momentum tensor so that it is traceless, then the boundary is conformal

invariant.

With the assumption of the canonical scaling of the (boundary) energy-momentum tensor, we

can argue that Cardy’s condition [254] Tri(r = 0) = 0 is a necessary condition for the conformal

boundary. This is because boundary conformal invariance demands τij is a symmetric traceless

tensor whose conformal dimension is d − 1. The unitarity of the boundary conformal algebra

then demands it must be conserved. The Poincaré invariance (9.17) furthermore dictates that

Tri(r = 0) = 0, and Cardy’s condition follows.

The sufficiency of Cardy’s condition is more non-trivial. We believe that the scale invariant

boundary condition (with some extra assumptions) implies the conformal boundary condition

as in the bulk case, but no rigorous derivation is available (in d > 3). In d = 2 dimension,

the argument on the boundary g-theorem implies that the scale invariance without conformal

invariance is inconsistent as in the bulk situation. We have already addressed that the boundary

g-theorem can be proved as long as we assume the analogue of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem. In

d = 3 dimension, we can show that Cardy’s condition is a sufficient condition, but it has not

been proved whether this can be derived from the scale invariance alone.

Within the boundary perturbation theory, one can show that the higher dimensional analogue of

the g-theorem should apply in boundary deformations, and therefore, the scale invariance must

imply vanishing of the boundary B function, resulting in the boundary conformal invariance

[226]. It would be very interesting to see if this argument can hold beyond the leading order in

perturbation theory.

• The chiral scale invariance studied in [255] (see also [256]) states that the theory is invariant

under the translation

t→ t+ ǫt , x→ x+ ǫx , (9.19)

and the chiral dilatation

t→ λt (9.20)

in (1+ 1) dimensional local quantum field theories. Correspondingly, the theory possesses three

conserved charges H, P , and D with the commutation relation

i[D,H] = H , i[D,P ] = 0 , i[H,P ] = 0 . (9.21)

We assume that all the symmetries are linearly realized in a unitary manner.

From the Noether assumption, the translational invariance requires the existence of a conserved

energy-momentum tensor

∂xTtx + ∂tTxx = 0 , ∂xTtt + ∂tTxt = 0 , (9.22)
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which is not necessarily symmetric Txt 6= Ttx due to the lack of Lorentz invariance. The chiral

scale invariance implies that the “trace” of the energy-momentum tensor must be given by the

“divergence” of the “virial current”:

Txt = ∂tJx + ∂xJt . (9.23)

Then the chiral dilatation current

Dt = tTtt − Jt , Dx = tTxt − Jx (9.24)

is conserved: ∂xDt + ∂tDx = 0.

As discussed in [255], we can always remove Jt by defining the new conserved energy-momentum

tensor

T̃tt = Ttt + ∂tJt , T̃xt = Txt − ∂xJt . (9.25)

When, in addition, ∂tJx vanishes, the theory possesses the chiral special conformal transforma-

tion induced by the conserved current

Kt = t2T̃tt , Kx = 0 (9.26)

together with the infinite tower of the chiral Virasoro symmetry (Ln
t = tnT̃tt, L

n
x = 0). The chiral

special conformal transformation K with the chiral dilatation will generate the SL(2) × U(1)

subalgebra

i[K,H] = D , i[D,K] = −K , i[K,P ] = 0 . (9.27)

The vanishing of ∂tJx in unitary quantum field theories comes from the fact that the chiral

scale invariance demands 〈Jx(x, t)Jx(0)〉 = f(x), indicating ∂tJx(x, t)|0〉 = 0 from the unitarity

and translational invariance [255]. Furthermore, if the analogue of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem

[182] is true, then ∂tJx(x, t)|0〉 = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the local operator itself

∂tJx(x, t) = 0 (in any correlation functions): in relativistic field theories, the proof requires the

microscopic causality in addition to the unitarity (see section 2.4). This shows that the chiral

scale invariant field theories in (1+1) dimension are automatically invariant under the full chiral

conformal transformation (with various technical assumptions). However, we should stress that

without assuming Lorentz invariance, the role of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem is not obvious.

• Since our primary interest in this review article is relativistic field theories, we have little to say

about the non-relativistic scale invariance and conformal invariance. Some interesting classes

of scale invariant algebra in non-relativistic systems include Schrödinger algebra [257][258], Lif-

shitz algebra [259], and Galilean conformal algebra [260][261] with rotation, time-translation,

and space-translation in common. The Lifshitz algebra does not contain “special conformal

symmetry”, so indeed we have an example of scale invariant but non-conformal field theories

simply because there is no way to enhance the symmetry.

Let us consider the Galilean invariant field theories with scale invariance. We can ask the

question if we automatically obtain the non-relativistic conformal transformation, leading to the

Schrödinger algebra [263]. The question is very similar to the one we have been working on in

this review article with Poincaré invariance.
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We begin with a (possibly non-symmetric) conserved energy-momentum tensor (see e.g. [262])

from time-translation and space-translation

∂tT
0i + ∂jT

ji = 0

∂tT
00 + ∂iT

i0 = 0 . (9.28)

The U(1) particle number conservation demands

mρ̇ = −∂iT 0i , (9.29)

where m is the mass “central charge” of the Galilean algebra. Then, the Galilean boost density

Gi = tT 0i −mxiρ is conserved. Note in general T 0i 6= T i0 in non-relativistic systems.

Suppose the energy-momentum tensor satisfies the condition

2T 00 − T ijδij = ∂tS + ∂jA
j , (9.30)

then the dilatation density D = tT 00 − 1
2xiT

0i − S
2 is conserved. We can always improve the

energy-momentum tensor to remove Aj by 2T 00 → 2T 00 + ∂jA
j. When S is a total divergence

S = ∂iσ
i, one can further improve the energy-momentum tensor by T 00 → T 00 + ∂j∂iσ

j so that

the right hand side of (9.30) is zero [263].

When we can improve the energy-momentum tensor in this way, we are able to construct the

non-relativistic special conformal density

K = t2T 00 − txiT
0i +

m

2
x2ρ , (9.31)

which is conserved. We see that the structure of the symmetry enhancement is very close to the

relativistic situation.

It would be interesting to prove if the non-relativistic special conformal invariance can be derived

from the non-relativistic scale invariance possibly with additional assumptions. We have tried

some perturbative searches in [263], and as far as we are aware, there are no known counterexam-

ples. Again, it seems that the absence of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem can be a major obstruction

for the proof. Once normal ordered, the two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor

vanishes in vacuum in stark contrast with the relativistic cases. Another difficulty would be the

absence of the analogue of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem. In non-relativistic systems, it would be

possible to have limit cycles in renormalization group flow, and it would make it more difficult

to imagine the proof similar to the one for the relativistic field theories.
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Renormalization group and irreversibility

The main subject of the previous sections has been the irreversibility of the renormalization group

flow. Presumably, the concept of the irreversibility was not envisaged when the terminology of the

renormalization group (by Stueckelberg and Petermann [264]) was first invented in the context

of the quantum field theories with high energy physics in mind.

What do they mean by “group” in the renormalization group? Can a group transformation be

irreversible? These are interesting questions, and a formal answer is that if we throw away the

irrelevant parameters (as we implicitly did in our studies when we interpret the renormalization

group flow in Wilson’s sense), then the transformation is only semi-group, and clearly there is a

preferred direction. In the conventional field theory language, the renormalization group was just

the U(1) Abelian group of the scale transformationa, but the gradient property makes it possible

to introduce the notion of the preferred direction. In a sense, the Wess-Zumino consistency

condition is the most advanced way to use the “group properties”. We should recall that we

have to supplement the unitarity constraint to say anything about the irreversibility.

With this respect, it is very much similar to time. The time translation is Abelian, and from the

group structure, there seems no preferred direction. However, if we throw away information along

the evolution, the entropy increases, and there is a preferred future direction. We have seen that

the notion of “time” (or unitarity and causality) actually played a hidden but crucial role in our

discussions of the irreversibility of the renormalization group flow. For instance, our argument

based on the correlation functions or dilaton scattering amplitudes relies on the assumption of

unitarity and causality.

The absence of scale invariant field theories without conformal invariance may be tightly related

to the irreversibility of the renormalization group flow. It will be interesting to see if we could

understand the nature of time in this way. Does the hidden enhanced symmetry tell us the

nature of the time? We will see the concept of emergent space-time in holography in the following

section. There again, the holographic argument crucially depends on the notion of time. While

the discussion is yet to be scrutinised, it seems a promising direction to pursue.

aAt that time, because of the “Gruppen Pest”, The author imagines everyone wanted to use the terminology
“group”.
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10. Holography

In this section, we study the relation between scale invariance and conformal invariance from

the holographic perspective. The holography is an alternative but powerful way to understand the

strongly coupled quantum field theories in d-dimension by using the gravitational system in d + 1

(or higher) dimension. We discuss the holographic realization of the higher dimensional analogue of

Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem and the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance based

on the energy-condition in general relativity. We will mention the validity and a possible violation of

the energy-condition and its consequence in the holographic argument.

The purpose of the holographic study is two-fold. The first obvious one is to understand the field

theory better to give more confidence in the enhancement of conformal invariance from scale invariance

through our experience in the holographic dual. By examining the holographic argument, we may learn

what would be the crucial point in the possible field theory argument. The second one is more related

to the structure of the quantum gravity itself. We would like to understand the fundamental properties

of emergent space-time from the renormalization group flow of the dual field theories. Even without

the definite answer from the field theory side (so far), this poses a novel question in quantum gravity,

which could be answered by itself, and might lead to our deeper understandings of quantum gravity.

10.1. AdS/CFT and holography

Holography is one of the most powerful guiding principles to understand the fundamental aspects

of quantum gravity [273][274]. Roughly speaking, the holography dictates that d + 1 dimensional

physics of the quantum gravity (referred to as “bulk” hereafter) is described by d dimensional non-

gravitational physics (referred to as “boundary” hereafter), typically realized by non-gravitational

quantum field theories. The (in)consistency of the dual field theory would yield strong constraints

on the properties of quantum theories of gravity in the bulk. For example, the information paradox

of black holes is supposed to be resolved in the dual field theory via holography because the time

evolution is manifestly unitary in the dual quantum field theory side. Conversely, we may be able to

answer some unsolved problems in boundary field theories by using the holographic bulk argument.

One of the most established examples of the holography is the duality between a gravitational

theory on d + 1 dimensional AdS space-time and a non-gravitational conformal field theory on d

dimensional boundary of the AdS space-time (AdS/CFT correspondence [275]: see e.g. [276] for an

earlier review). AdS space-time is defined by the maximally symmetric space-time with constant

negative curvature. In Poincaré coordinate, the d + 1 dimensional metric of the AdS space-time is

given by

ds2 = gMNdx
MdxN = L2dz

2 + ηµνdx
µdxν

z2
. (10.1)

It solves the Einstein equation73 Rµν − R
2 gµν + Λgµν = 0 with negative cosmological constant Λ =

−d(d−1)
2L2 .

As its name suggests, Poincaré coordinate has the manifest d dimensional Poincaré invariance

acting on xµ. We can easily see that the metric (10.1) is also invariant under the scaling transformation

z → λz , xµ → λxµ . (10.2)

73We suppress the d-dimensional Planck constant throughout the review article.
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Thus, the dual field theory is expected to be scale invariant. The corresponding killing vectors satisfy

the commutation relation of the scaling algebra (2.2) acting on the Poincaré symmetry. It is less

obvious but the metric (10.1) is invariant under the “special conformal transformation”

δxµ = 2(ρνxν)x
µ − (z2 + xνxν)ρ

µ , δz = 2(ρνxν)z . (10.3)

The full isometry group of the AdS space-time is SO(2, d) and it agrees with the conformal group

of d-dimensional quantum field theories. This leads to the first conjecture by Maldacena that the

(d+ 1)-dimensional gravitational theory on AdS space-time describes a d-dimensional conformal field

theory.

In AdS/CFT correspondence, we identify the SO(2, d) isometry of the AdS space-time with the

conformal group of the dual conformal field theories. From the scaling transformation (10.2), it is

natural that we identify the holographic direction z with the direction of the renormalization group

flow of the dual quantum field theory. The boundary z → 0 corresponds to the UV limit of the dual

field theory, and z → ∞ corresponds to the IR limit of the dual field theory. For a later purpose, we

note that the simple coordinate transformation (i.e. z = e−ArA−1 with A = L−1) makes the Poincaré

metric (10.1) into the warped metric

ds2 = dr2 + e2Arηµνdx
µdxν . (10.4)

We will identify Ar with the energy scale of the renormalization group flow Ar ∼ log µ. We will

assume A and L are both positive hereafter.

The most studied example of AdS/CFT correspondence is the duality between the type IIB string

theory on AdS5 × S
5 background with the N unit of Ramond-Ramond five-form flux, and the N = 4

supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with SU(N) gauge group in d = 4 dimension. The underlying

string theory construction allows us to identify various parameters in the both sides (e.g N2 = 4π2L3

for the above N = 4 Yang-Mills case). In our following discussions, we do not specify the concrete

realization of the AdS/CFT correspondence from the string theory construction. We rather take an

effective field theory approach of (quantum) gravity, and we will study the required consistency of the

properties of the (quantum) gravitational system from the existence of the consistent dual quantum

field theory interpretation. Of course, the following argument should apply to the string theory

construction. Indeed, the validity of various assumptions such as the energy-condition or unitarity

can be directly checked within the allegedly consistent string theory background.

To be more concrete, let us consider how to compute correlation functions via AdS/CFT corre-

spondence. For this purpose, we recall that one of the most basic recipes in AdS/CFT correspondence

is the Gubser-Klebanov-Polyakov-Witten (GKP-W) prescription [277][278] that connects the compu-

tation of the generating function of correlation functions in the dual conformal field theory and the

computation of the partition function in the gravity side. Schematically, we postulate the relation
〈

exp

(
∫

ddxφ(0)(x)O(x)

)〉

CFTd

= e−Sgrav [φ(x,z)|z=0=φ(0)(x)] (10.5)

within the classical approximation of the gravity side. Here O(x) are operators in the dual conformal

field theory and φ(0)(x) are corresponding source functions. Obviously we should regard it as a certain

hypothetical classical limit (saddle point approximation) of the quantum gravity “path integral” in the

right hand side. It is not obvious such “path integral” exists, or we should do the path integral from

the beginning, but we do believe that the right hand side should exist in a string theory context while

the details are not well-established because of the difficulty in quantizing strings in AdS background

with the Ramond-Ramond background.
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Within the classical approximation, we can use the prescription (10.5) for the study of correlation

functions of conformal field theories from the corresponding classical equations of motion of the bulk

theories. For instance, let us demonstrate it in a free massive scalar field φ(xµ, z) in AdSd+1 with the

minimally coupled action

Sbulk =

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

∂Mφ∂
Mφ+m2φ2

)

. (10.6)

The asymptotic solution (z → 0) of the equations of motion gives

φ ∼ φ(0)z∆− + 〈O〉z∆+ (10.7)

with

∆± =
d

2
±
√

d2

4
+m2L2 . (10.8)

The scaling shows that the dual operator O has the scaling dimension ∆+ and the coupling constant

φ(0) has the scaling dimension ∆−. We are able to check that the GKP-W prescription gives the scalar

two-point function

〈O(x)O(y)〉 = c∆d
(x− y)2∆+

, (10.9)

by functionally differentiating the GKP-W partition function (10.5) twice with respect to the source

φ(0)(x). Here c∆d is a calculable number that depends on ∆ and d, but after all it can be changed by

the overall normalization of the scalar action, so we will not care at this point.

We have seen that scalar fields such as φ(xµ, z) in the bulk correspond to scalar operators in the

dual conformal field theories. The other important classes of fields that we typically encounter in

the bulk is the graviton (d+ 1 dimensional metric) and gauge fields. Since the graviton couples with

the conserved energy-momentum tensor and the gauge field couples with the conserved current, it is

natural to postulate the duality between the d+ 1 dimensional metric fluctuation and d dimensional

energy-momentum tensor, and the duality between d + 1 dimensional bulk gauge field with the d

dimensional conserved current. Indeed, the dimensional analysis similar to the above scalar example

suggests that massless graviton must have ∆+ = d, and massless gauge field must have ∆+ = d − 1,

which are precisely the values for the scaling dimension of the energy-momentum tensor and the

conserved current of the dual d-dimensional conformal field theories.

It is important to realize that the GKP-W formalism of computing the generating function for the

correlation functions by adding space-time dependent source terms (near z = 0) is very similar to the

introduction of space-time dependent coupling constants discussed in the local renormalization group

flow introduced in section 3 and developed in section 7. The GKP-W partition function is nothing

but the (renormalized) Schwinger functional. In the following part of this section, we will see how the

consistency condition for the local renormalization group flow is related to the dynamics of the d+ 1

dimensional space-time through gravity.

In the actual computation of the GKP-W partition function, we encounter various divergence in

the on-shell action due to the integration near z → 0 limit (typically when the conformal dimension ∆

takes an integer value). The resolution is obtained by first adding the finite cut-off at z = ǫ and add

local counterterms at the boundary of the AdS space-time. They are given by the boundary fields such

as boundary metric or the value of the scalar fields at the boundary and their derivatives. Note that

they are local functional of the boundary fields, and they only changes the GKP-W prescription in
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contact terms. The structure of the holographic counterterms are very similar to the one we discussed

in section 7 in relation to the local counterterms for the quantum effective actions with space-time

dependent coupling constants. The procedure is called holographic renormalization and systematically

developed in [279][280].

Generically, we have to impose boundary conditions to solve the second order equations of motion

in gravitational theory. In the following, we will be mostly interested in the so-called domain wall

solution that interpolates two AdS space-time (with different cosmological constants). Suppose the

gravitational theory under consideration admits multiple AdS vacua. We can consider the domain

wall connecting the two different vacua in the radial (i.e. r or z) direction. By assuming that the

domain wall preserves the d-dimensional Poincaré invariance, the metric must take the form

ds2 = dr2 + e2A(r)ηµνdx
µdxν , (10.10)

where A(r) approaches AUVr in r → ∞ and AIRr in r → −∞ limit. It will interpolate the two different

AdS vacua with different cosmological constants. As we will see, the holographic interpretation of the

domain wall solution is the renormalization group flow between a UV conformal field theory described

by one particular AdS vacuum (with e2AUVr as the warp factor) and an IR conformal field theory

described by another particular AdS vacuum (with e2AIRr as the warp factor).

In this flow, the boundary condition is fixed both at r → ±∞, and the solution is uniquely

specified by the choice of the vacua. The details of the flow depends on the potential of the theory

that determines vacua, and it may not be simple to solve the equations of motion with the fixed

boundary conditions both at UV and IR. However, there is a beautiful simple realization of such a

flow by using the (fake) superpotential as we will review. Such a simple flow is motivated by the

Hamilton-Jacobi formalism of the flow [281] (see e.g. [282][283] for reviews) as well as the stability of

the vacua in AdS space-time [284], and of course supersymmetry when available.74 In section 10.2, we

will argue that it has a holographic interpretation as the gradient renormalization group flow of the

corresponding dual quantum field theories.

10.2. Holographic c-theorem

As we mentioned, in the AdS/CFT correspondence, we can regard the radial direction r as

renormalization scale log µ of the dual quantum field theory. The dynamics of the r direction is

governed by the gravitational equations of motion, and our task is to relate the gravitational dy-

namics with the renormalization group equation. In the holographic renormalization group flow

[285][286][287][288][289], we consider the metric

ds2 = dr2 + e2A(r)ηµνdx
µdxν , (10.11)

special case of which corresponds to the domain wall solution discussed at the end of section 10.1.

When A(r) = A∗r, the metric describes the Poincaré patch of the AdS space-time and the dual field

theory is conformal invariant because of the AdS isometry. Here we consider the generalization with

a non-trivial warp factor, which describes the renormalization group flow of the dual quantum field

theory.

The first observation is that without any matter, in diffeomorphism invariant gravitational theories,

the requirement of the scale invariance is equivalent to the requirement of the AdS isometry. Indeed,

under the scale transformation xµ → λxµ, the Minkowski metric ηµνdx
µdxν acquires λ2. On the other

74However, we emphasize the (fake) superpotential flow is not limited to supergravity.
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hand, we can always assume that the scaling transformation acts on r as the shift transformation

r → r + c log λ with a certain constant c. We see that the condition of the isometry under the scale

transformation fixes the metric to be AdS space-time

ds2 = dr2 + e2A∗rηµνdx
µdxν (10.12)

so that the isometry vector fields give the desired scaling transformations of the Poincaré algebra (2.2).

We realize that the geometry is nothing but the AdS space-time, and we have obtained the enhanced

AdS isometry SO(2, d) even though we did not require the invariance under the special conformal

transformation.

Once we have understood the scale invariant vacuum solutions, we would like to take a further look

at the non-trivial flow solution with the metric ansatz (2.2). Here, we will see the holographic analogue

of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem. To be concrete, our starting point is a gravitational theory described

by the classical Einstein Hilbert action (with negative cosmological constant) minimally coupled with

a classical matter sector (we will relax some of the conditions in later sections by introducing higher

derivative terms or quantum corrections).

S = −1

2

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

R+
d(d− 1)

L2

)

+ Smatter . (10.13)

In this setup, we define the holographic c-function ad(r) by (hereafter prime denotes the derivative

with respect to the radial direction: A′(r) ≡ dA(r)
dr )

ad(r) =
πd/2

Γ(d/2)((A)′(r))d−1
. (10.14)

The overall normalization factor is fixed from the holographic Weyl anomaly argument we will explain

a few paragraphs below. Then by using the Einstein equation, we obtain

dad(r)

dr
= − (d− 1)πd/2

Γ(d/2)(A′(r))d
A′′(r) = − πd/2

Γ(d/2)(A′(r))d
[T t

t − T r
r] ≥ 0 . (10.15)

In the last equality we have assumed the null energy condition (NEC).75 Therefore, the holographic

c-function ad(r) is monotonically decreasing along the renormalization group flow.

The null energy condition is the condition for the energy-momentum tensor: for all null vectors

kM such that gMNk
MkN = 0, the energy-momentum tensor satisfies kMkNTMN ≥ 0. In the fluid

frame, it requires that sum of the energy and pressure is semi-positive: ǫ + p ≥ 0. By using the

Einstein equation, it constrains possible geometries through relating it with the constraints on the

energy-momentum tensor: kMkNRMN ≥ 0.

Apart from the holographic c-theorem, the requirement of the null energy-condition leads to a

deep consequence in general relativity. Einstein equation itself allows many seemingly pathological

solutions like worm-hole, superluminal propagation of information, classically decreasing black hole

horizon, time-machine and so on because it is always possible to declare that such geometries are

supported by the corresponding energy-momentum tensor if we have no restrictions on the energy-

momentum tensor. However, the null energy condition forbids them (see e.g. [291][292][293][294]).

At the conformal fixed point, we can relate the above defined holographic c-function ad(r) to the

Weyl anomaly when space-time dimension of the dual field theory d is even. The idea is to replace the

75When d is even, the positivity of the factor in front is obvious. When d is odd, we can still argue [290] that the sign
of A′(r) cannot change along the renormalization group flow. We will also see it from (10.23).
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boundary Minkowski metric ηµν with a general weakly curved metric gµν and study the expectation

value of Tµν through the GKP-W prescription. We will not go into the detailed computation (see

[295] for the original computation), but we only quote the result in d = 4 dimension. For the Einstein

gravity, the holographic Weyl anomaly is given by

〈T µ
µ〉 =

L3

16
(Weyl2 − Euler) . (10.16)

We see that the Einstein gravity predicts a = c = L3

16 = a4
16π2 in holography. This holographic

computation indeed suggests that the central charge a has a natural interpolation function, which is

monotonically decreasing along the holographic renormalization group flow. However, at this stage,

we cannot distinguish two different Weyl anomaly coefficients a and c in the Einstein gravity.

Let us discuss more details on the structure of the holographic c-theorem. Suppose the matter

action is given by a generic non-linear sigma model (possibly with a potential):

Smatter =

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

GIJ(Φ)∂
MΦI∂MΦJ + V (Φ)

)

. (10.17)

Then the explicit computation of the energy-momentum tensor gives76

T t
t − T r

r = −grrGIJ∂rΦ
I∂rΦ

J . (10.18)

We may regard ∂rΦ
I as the beta function βI for the coupling constant corresponding to ΦI under

AdS/CFT correspondence (up to a choice of the renormalization scheme). We may also regard the

target space metric GIJ as the Zamolodchikov metric χIJ (up to a choice of the renormalization scheme

and the associated constant multiplicative factor ad(r) we will discuss below). Indeed, at the conformal

fixed point, GIJ determines the two-point function via the GKP-W prescription.

Under the holographic renormalization group flow, the Einstein equation demands

dad
dr

=
πd/2

Γ(d/2)(A′(r))d
grrGIJ∂rΦ

I∂rΦ
J , (10.19)

which is interpreted as

dã

d log µ
= βIχIJβ

J . (10.20)

This is nothing but the strong c-theorem (or what we called the strong ã-theorem in d = 4 dimension)

we have discussed in section 6.

To be more precise, we have to make the relation between the renormalization group scale log µ and

the radial direction r because away from the scale invariant fixed point, there is some arbitrariness.

The standard choice would be the so-called holographic scheme [296]:

log µ ≡ A(r) , βI =
dΦI

dA(r)
, (10.21)

in which “Zamolodchikov metric” χIJ is given by adGIJ . The proportional factor by a4 ∼ N2 (in

d = 4 dimension) can be well-understood in the large N CFT (e.g. N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills

theory), in which supergravity light operators are described by single trace operators like Tr(F 2
µν).

76Here, we assume the canonical (non-improved) energy-momentum tensor that corresponds to the Einstein frame of
gravity. This is reasonable because we use the gravity equations in the Einstein frame.
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We also note that the coupling constant dependent Weyl anomaly we have discussed in section

7 can be computed by assuming (nearly) massless fields ΦI are space-time dependent at boundaries

[297][298][299]. In particular, it turns out that the Weyl anomaly with βI = 0 in d = 4 dimension is

governed by the (boundary) Riegert operator ∆4 in (4.30) as GIJΦ
I∆4Φ

J (up to boundary countert-

erms), which is reasonable because the Wess-Zumino consistency condition is trivially solved due to

the Weyl invariance of ∆4 then. Thus, by comparing it with the result in section 7, we see that the

AdS/CFT at the conformal fixed point predicts χa
IJ = 2a4GIJ and χg

IJ = 4a4GIJ .
77 The computation

can be generalized in which βI are small but non-zero and it agrees with our discussion in section 7.

In addition, the holographic renormalization group flow shows the gradient property whenever the

potential takes a “holographically renormalizable form”. Suppose the potential admits the “superpo-

tential” W (Φ) so that

V (Φ) = GIJ∂IW (Φ)∂JW (Φ)− d

4(d − 1)
W (Φ)2 , (10.22)

then the flow of the scalar field ΦI turns out to be a gradient flow:

∂rΦ
I = GIJ∂J |W |

A′(r) =
1

d− 1
|W |. (10.23)

The first formula corresponds to the gradient formula of the renormalization group. Indeed, the

second formula suggests that the holographic c-function (10.14) is proportional to |W |−d+1 and with

the holographic scheme (10.21), we can precisely reproduce the gradient formula of the field theory.

Note that for a given V (Φ) there could be many different superpotentials W that satisfy (10.22)

and each gives a different flow. On the other hand, not every V (Φ) possess the corresponding fake

superpotential W (Φ). The potential flow (10.23) has a natural interpretation as the gradient formula

of the beta function. We recall that the gradient formula in the renormalization group could contain

the antisymmetric part. If there were “B-field”, then it would have an antisymmetric part in GIJ

(which is related to wIJ = ∂IwJ − ∂JwI in the local renormalization group discussed in section 7),

but the significance is not so clear at this point. It seems that the antisymmetric part vanishes in

holographic computation.78

From the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of the holographic renormalization group flow [281], the

condition (10.22) is regarded as a holographic renormalizability from adding the boundary countert-

erms of scalar fields. In the literature it was suggested that the condition (10.22) is probably a

necessary condition to guarantee a consistent stable renormalization group flow [281]. For instance,

the form of the potential (10.22) automatically guarantees the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [300]:

m2 ≥ − d2

4L2 that assures the unitarity bound of the scaling dimensions of operators at the conformal

fixed point. It seems remarkable that the consistency of the renormalization group interpretation gives

a constraint on the possible potential in the bulk gravity.

Before going on, let us say a few words about the situation in the case with odd d. When d is odd,

we do not have (holographic) Weyl anomaly, so the question arises what is the physical interpretation

of the monotonically decreasing holographic c-function (10.14). A priori, there are many physical

77The proportional relation χa
IJ = 1

2
χg
IJ at the conformal fixed point may be explained by the Wess-Zumino consistency

condition of the local renormalization group.
78Another interesting feature of the holographic computation is χa

IJ = 1
2
χg
IJ in a natural holographic scheme as we

mentioned above. Of course, this relation can be modified by adding local counterterms, so it is not a robust prediction.
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quantities related to the number: two-point functions (or higher-point functions) of energy-momentum

tensor, thermal free-energy, entanglement entropy79 and so on. At the level of the Einstein gravity,

however, they are indistinguishable. The study of the higher order derivative corrections revealed that

it is related to the Euclidean S
d partition function and the entanglement entropy at the conformal

fixed point. We refer to [244] for more details.

So far, we have not considered the beta function for the vector operators. In our applications

of scale invariance vs conformal invariance, it is important to realize the operator identity such as

βIOI = −va∂µJµ
a as discussed in section 2.3. The redundant operators in the conformal field theory

are realized by gauge symmetries in the holographic renormalization group flow. Suppose we gauge

the non-linear sigma-model by requiring it is invariant under the gauge transformation Φ → eiΛΦ and

A → A+ dΛ (we can easily generalize the situations with non-Abelian symmetry). Then the gauged

non-linear sigma model is described by the action

Smatter =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

GIJ(Φ)DMΦIDM Φ̄J + V (Φ)
)

, (10.24)

where DM = ∂M − AM contains the gauge connection, and the kinetic term GIJ and the potential

V (Φ) must be gauge invariant.

Now, the energy-momentum tensor appearing in the holographic renormalization group flow is

replaced by the gauged one

T t
t − T r

r = −grrGIJDrΦ
IDrΦ̄

J . (10.25)

We can regard DrΦ
I as the gauge invariant BI function rather than the beta function βI ∼ ∂rΦ

I .

Indeed, as we will discuss, the arbitrary separation of BIOI = βIOI + va∂µJ
µ
a is the corresponding

gauge transformation of the Scwhinger functional that makes the beta functions ambiguous. By

substituting the energy-momentum tensor (10.25) into the holographic renormalization group flow

(10.15), we interpret the holographic renormalization group flow in the gauged non-linear sigma-model

dad
dr

=
πd/2

Γ(d/2)(A′(r))d
grrGIJDrΦ

IDrΦ
J , (10.26)

as the holographic realization of the strong c-theorem with respect to the B function flow

dã

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ (10.27)

as expected from field theory discussions of the strong c-theorem in the previous sections.

It is interesting to observe that the gauge invariance of the action imposes some interesting restric-

tions of the holographic renormalization group flow with the operator identity BIOI = βIOI+v
a∂µJ

µ
a .

First of all, the holographic c-function does not depend on the coupling constant that can be removed

from the gauge transformation. This is due to the gauge invariance, and the holographic c-function has

flat directions corresponding to the redundant perturbations. If the gradient formula holds, then this

further suggests that the BI functions have as many zero directions as the gauged directions. These

directions must be in contrast with exactly marginal directions that are not gauged: physics changes

along the exactly marginal but non-redundant directions. One example of the exactly marginal direc-

tion is the dilaton in type IIB string theory on AdS5 × S
5 which corresponds to the coupling constant

79The holographic discussions on the entanglement entropy first appeared in seminal papers by Ryu and Takayanagi
[301][302]. See e.g. [303] for a review.
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of the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. On the other hand, the redundant directions appear in N = 8

gauged supergravity in which various scalar fields are gauged under the R-symmetry [288]. These

gauge directions in holographic renormalization group flow precisely correspond to redundant pertur-

bations, and the flow in that direction (if any) should be regarded as physically equivalent. Indeed,

the argument here is in complete parallel with the one in section 8.5. In particular, wI is exact

in holographic computation and can be gauged away, so the gradient formula does not contain the

inhomogeneous terms in the holographic scheme.

10.3. Scale vs Conformal from holography

As we have mentioned, the scale invariance dictates that the metric must take the form

ds2 = L2dz
2 + ηµνdx

µdxν

z2
(10.28)

up to diffeomorphism invariance. It is accidentally invariant under the full AdS isometry. The full

AdS isometry means that without any other fields, the holographic dual would be invariant under the

full conformal symmetry. The holographic interpretation is obvious: only with the gravity, there is

no other operators than the energy-momentum tensor in the dual field theory, and in particular there

is no candidate for the virial current. Without the candidate for the virial current, the only possible

way to realize scale invariance is T µ
µ = ∂µJµ = 0, and the theory is conformal invariant.

In order to break the conformal invariance, therefore, we need the matter sector that represents

a non-trivial existence of the virial current. As discussed in [306][307], a certain non-trivial configu-

ration of the matter may break the isometry corresponding to the special conformal transformation

while preserving the isometry corresponding to the scale transformation. Some examples are vector

condensation

A = AMdx
M = α

dz

z
(10.29)

and the scalar condensation (with gauge invariance)

Φ = γziα (10.30)

in the AdS background. The gauge invariance is needed because under the scale transformation

z → λz, Φ acquires the phase: Φ → λiαΦ, and we need to cancel it by the gauge transformation on

Φ. Since the physical observations do not depend on the gauge, this recovers the invariance under

the scale transformation. Without the gauge invariance, it is only invariant under the discrete scale

transformation.

Clearly these configurations are invariant under the scaling transformation, but it is not invariant

under the AdS isometry that corresponds to the special conformal transformation (10.3). As we will

discuss, such configurations are directly related to the non-zero contribution to the trace of the energy-

momentum tensor of the dual field theory and gives a non-trivial existence of the virial current realized

in the holographic renormalization group.

In the previous section, we have introduced the gauged non-linear sigma-model to realize the

operator identity of the dual field theory, which is crucial to understand the emergence of the virial

current as discussed in section 2.3. From this perspective, the above two configurations (10.29) and

(10.30) are mutually related by the gauge transformation. Indeed, suppose Φ and AM are related by

the gauge transformation:Φ → eiΛΦ and AM → AM + ∂MΛ, then the configuration

Φ = γziα

AMdx
M = 0 (10.31)
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which can be interpreted as βg = iαg with va∂µJ
µ
a = 0 in the dual field theory, is gauge equivalent to

Φ = γ

AMdx
M =

αdz

z
(10.32)

which can be interpreted as βg = 0 with va∂µJ
µ
a 6= 0 in the dual field theory.

The former shows a cyclic renormalization group flow because the phase of the field Φ (phase of the

dual coupling constant) is rotating along the evolution in z direction in the holographic renormalization

group flow from our identification βI ∼ ∂rΦ
I discussed in section 10.2. On the other hand the latter

gives the non-zero background gauge field renormalization with the identification ∂µjµ with Az, which

is eventually related to the non-zero virial current. Of course, the gauge invariant quantity BI that

appears in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor of the dual field theory is non-zero whichever

gauge one uses because of the gauge invariant identification BI ∼ DrΦ
I .

Our central question is whether such a flow is possible in a reasonable theory of holography. We

argue that there are two main obstructions. The first one is that the potential of the gauge direction

is always zero from the gauge invariance, so it is unlikely that such a flow is generated from the

beginning. In particular in the superpotential flow or gradient flow, the radial evolution of the field

ΦI is uniquely specified by the gradient of the gauge invariant superpotential, and the field theory

discussions in section 8.5 directly applies. The second one is the inconsistency with the holographic

c-theorem. Suppose that the metric of the non-linear sigma-model in the holographic renormalization

group flow is positive definite. Then such a scale invariant but non-conformal background gives a

non-trivial flow for the warp-factor: we derived the holographic c-theorem

dad
dr

=
πd/2

Γ(d/2)(A′(r))d
grrGIJDrΦ

IDrΦ
J , (10.33)

or its field theoretic interpretation

dad
d log µ

= adBIGIJBJ (10.34)

but whenever DrΦ
I 6= 0 these are inconsistent with the scale invariance because the warp-factor

does not take the scale invariant form e2A∗r as long as the metric is non-degenerate. Note that the

requirement of the positivity of the metric is natural because of the unitarity of the bulk theory

although strictly speaking it is not guaranteed by the null energy-condition alone. We will introduce

the notion of the strict null energy-condition to give a sufficient condition for the unitarity as well as

the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance.

In retrospect, the “counterexample” of the scale invariant but non-conformal field theory in beta

function flow (see section 4.2) can be understood in holography as follows. We start with the manifestly

conformal invariant background

Φ = γ

AMdx
M = 0 (10.35)

and perform the gauge transformation

Φ = γziα

AMdx
M = −αdz

z
(10.36)
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so now we interpret that beta function is non-zero βg = iαg and the renormalization group flow

appears to be cyclic from dgI

d log µ = βI because the eigenvalues under the scale transformation is pure

imaginary. However, there is an extra contribution from the beta function for the background vector

fields and the total trace of the energy-momentum tensor is zero and the theory is conformal invariant

as it must be. In spirit, this is close to the artificial separation between the scalar beta functions and

vector beta functions we did in section 3.5.

The gauge transformation in effective d + 1 dimensional gravity may be seen as the coordinate

transformation in the higher dimensional gravity. Take AdS5 × S5 solution in type IIB string theory

with the metric

ds2 = L2

(

dz2 + ηµνdx
µdxν

z2
+ dγ2 + cos2 γdϕ2 + sin2 γ(dψ2 + cos2 ψdθ21 + sin2 ψdθ22)

)

(10.37)

and perform the coordinate transformation ϕ→ ϕ+ α log z:

ds2 = L2

(

dz2 + ηµνdx
µdxν

z2
+ dγ2 + cos2 γ(dϕ+

αdz

z
)2 + sin2 γ(dψ2 + cos2 ψdθ21 + sin2 ψdθ22)

)

.

(10.38)

The geometry is still manifestly scale invariant, but the isometry corresponding to the special conformal

transformation is obscured. The ϕ direction was isometry so we are mixing the dilatation current

with the conserved current. If we shifted the non-isometric direction, say γ with log z, we would

have non-zero artificial virial current that is not conserved and it would induce the apparent cyclic

renormalization group flow in holography. The scaling transformation must accompany the shift of

γ as is consistent with (10.36). Note that in this example, the current mixed here (e.g. above γ

direction) is not necessarily the eigenstate under the scaling transformation. This is not inconsistent

with the fact that the energy-momentum tensor has the definite scaling dimension as we see below.

Note that from the holographic perspective, there is nothing wrong with the second background

(10.36), and it may be actually more mysterious why the perturbative computation of the beta func-

tions (say in the minimal subtraction scheme) prefers the seemingly zero renormalization for the

background vector fields. There seems to be a certain perturbative mechanism to choose a gauge.

In previous sections, we have discussed how the use of the equations of motion in BIOI = βIOI +

va∂µJ
µ
a introduces the additional anti-symmetric wavefunction renormalization resulting in the anti-

symmetric contributions in the anomalous dimensions. As long as we are interested in the physical

spectrum of the AdS space-time, we cannot see it: the only gauge invariant object is the mass of

the physical excitations that correspond to the dimensions of operators after the diagonalization.

In this way, the anti-symmetric wavefunction renormalization does not play a significant role in the

holographic approach, suggesting that they are simply an artifact of perturbative computations (with

reference to the trivial fixed point) and are not intrinsic to the theory.

We have a small comment on the anomalous dimension of the current operator. As discussed

above, we are led to the conformal invariant fixed point once we assume the scale invariance. We

note that there is an operator identity βIOI = −va∂µJµ
a so that BI = 0. This means that Jµ

a are not

conserved and must acquire anomalous dimensions: otherwise they must be conserved from unitarity.

The holographic realization of the anomalous dimension is the Higgs mechanism. We note that for the

operator identity to be realized in our holographic setup, the charged scalar must obtain a vacuum

expectation value (as in (10.35)), and then the gauge field becomes massive. Following the discussion

in section 10.1, such a massive vector field corresponds to a non-conserved vector operator with the
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scaling dimension ∆ > d − 1. In contrast, the combination βIOI + va∂µJ
µ
a does not acquire the

anomalous dimension because it is the gauge direction.

The holographic interpretation of the non-conserved current operators and their vector beta func-

tions are further studied in [304][305], where interested readers can find more information. It may be

worthwhile to mention that the local Callan-Symanzik equation can be regarded as the Hamiltonian

constraint of the gravity, and the consistency of the local renormalization group should follow from the

consistency of the bulk equations of motion. For instance the orthogonality relation between vector

beta functions and scalar beta functions BI ρ̂I = 0 in holography can be understood in this way.

So far, we have assumed a particular classical action for the matter sector. More generically, we

argue that if the matter field satisfies the strict null energy condition, scale invariance implies conformal

invariance in holography. The strict null energy condition states that the equality of the null energy

condition is saturated if and only if the field contributing to the energy momentum tensor takes the

trivial configuration [308]. More precisely, we demand that if there exists any null-vector that makes

TMNk
MkN = 0, then the field configuration must be invariant under all the isometry transformation

of the space-time. Note that the null energy-condition itself cannot exclude the degenerate metric for

the (gauged) non-linear sigma-model but the strict null energy condition does. Supergravity analysis

of the strict null energy-condition in string compactification can be found in [307].

10.3.1. Holographic counterexample 1: null energy violation

In section 10.3, we used a certain energy-condition to prove the holographic c-theorem as well

as the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance. Without imposing the strict null

energy-condition, one can construct a counterexample of scale invariant but non-conformal dual field

theories in holography [306][307]. Let us consider the vector field theory with the generic (gauge

non-invariant) potential

S =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

−1

2
R+

1

4
FMNF

MN + V (AMA
M )

)

. (10.39)

We assume that the potential V (AMA
M ) for the vector field AM has a non-trivial extremum (e.g.

Mexican hat potential V (AMA
M ) = Λ0 −m2(AMA

M ) + λ(AMA
M )2). We see that the theory may

admit the non-trivial vector condensation solution

ds2 = L2dz
2 + ηµνdx

µdxν

z2

A = α
dz

z
(10.40)

with non-zero α, depending on the shape of the potential. Note that the violation of the AdS isometry

from the matter configuration due to the condensation of AM does not back-react to the metric, so it

will keep the AdS metric. Indeed, the contribution from the kinetic term vanishes because FMN = 0

in the above configuration. The contribution from the potential term is proportional to the metric, so

it only changes the overall AdS radius.

As discussed in section 10.3, the configuration preserves the scale invariance, but does not preserve

the special conformal invariance in the matter vector condensation. Therefore, we may regard it as a

holographic realization of scale invariant but non-conformal field theories.

It is interesting to point out its relation to the ghost condensation [309]. The above vector con-

densation model can be made gauge invariant by introducing the Higgs field with higher derivative

kinetic terms:

S =

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

−1

2
R+

1

4
FMNF

MN + V (DMΦDMΦ)

)

. (10.41)
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Here the gauge invariant higher derivative kinetic term is given by e.g. V (DMΦDMΦ) = Λ0 −
m2(DMΦDMΦ) + λ(DMΦDMΦ)2. If we fix the gauge in a unitary gauge Φ = const, then it is

equivalent to the vector condensation model. Again this particular form of the kinetic term does

not back-react to the AdS space-time even though the isometry is broken by the non-trivial field

configuration.

On the other hand, if we ignore the gauge field, this is nothing but a model of the ghost condensation

studied in relation to the alternative gravity with the action

S =

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

−1

2
R+ V (DMΦDMΦ)

)

. (10.42)

Our discussion suggests that the holographic dual of the (gauged) ghost condensation in AdS space-

time would be inconsistent (at least when d = 2) because it is incompatible with the enhancement from

scale invariance to conformal invariance, which we know must be true from the field theory argument.

Presumably, the unitarity is sacrificed in order to reconcile with the situation, which is suggested by

the violation of the (strict) null energy condition.

As emphasized in [306], the situation can be different in dS space-time, where we allow time-like

condensation A = dt
t with the de-Sitter metric ds2 = L2−dt2+δµνdxµdxν

t2
. Although we can still postulate

holography like dS/CFT [310] to discuss the properties of this hypothetical dual of the scale invariant

but not conformal invariant Euclidean field theory realized in holography, they may not disagree with

our field theory arguments. The point is that the dS/CFT does not assure the unitarity of the dual

field theory, and without unitarity (more precisely reflection positivity in the Euclidean signature), it

is possible to construct scale invariant but non-conformal field theories without unitarity. See some

examples in section 4. The cyclic behavior in the time-like condensation or dS/CFT is something like

“time crystal” studied in [311]. There, again, the existence of “time crystal” does not seem to have

an immediate inconsistency with the quantum mechanics.

10.3.2. Holographic counterexample 2: foliation preserving diffeomorphic theory of gravity

Another interesting possibility to realize the holographic dual of scale invariant but not conformal

field theories is to abandon the full space-time diffeomorphism [204]. We have discussed that the scale

invariance and Poincaré invariance naturally leads to the AdS metric

ds2 = gMNdx
MdxN = L2dz

2 + ηµνdx
µdxν

z2
. (10.43)

The metric has a natural foliation with respect to the d-dimensional Minkowski space-time. In order

to preserve the scale invariance, we do not have to assume the full d+ 1 dimensional diffeomorphism.

In [312][313] (see e.g. [314] for a review), they discussed a foliation preserving diffeomorphic theory

of gravity. Their motivation is to improve the power-counting renormalizability of the quantum gravity

by adding higher spatial curvature terms without introducing higher time derivative terms to avoid

ghost, or negative norm states. We are not particularly interested in the renormalizability problem,

but we can borrow their idea, and consider the foliation preserving diffeomorphic theory of gravity in

the holographic radial direction rather than time directions as in the original proposal.

We write the d+1 dimensional space-time metric in the form similar to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner

(ADM) decomposition [315]:

ds2 = N2dz2 + gµν(dx
µ +Nµdz)(dxν +Nνdz) , (10.44)
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where gµν has the Lorentzian signature, and N is an analogue of the lapse function and Nµ is that of

the shift vector. We demand the theory be invariant under the foliation preserving diffeomorphism

δxµ = ξµ(z, xµ) , δz = f(z) . (10.45)

The simplest action up to the second order derivatives would be

S =

∫

Ndz
√

|g|ddx(KµνKµν − λK2 +Rd + Λ) , (10.46)

whereKµν = 1
2N (∂zgµν−DµNν−DνNµ), andK = gµνKµν withDµ being the covariant derivative with

respect to d-dimensional metric gµν . Rd is the d-dimensional Ricci scalar out of gµν . The parameter

λ describes the deviation from the Einstein-Hilbert action, and λ = 1 formally corresponds to the

Einstein-Hilbert action up to surface terms.

We can easily show that the theory has a solution of the Poincaré AdS-metric (10.43), but cru-

cial point is that although the scaling isometry is a foliation preserving diffeomorphism, the special

conformal isometry is not: the coordinate transformation

δxµ = 2(ρνxν)x
µ − (z2 + xνxν)ρ

µ , δz = 2(ρνxν)z (10.47)

is not the foliation preserving form (10.45). Therefore, if the foliation diffeomorphic theory of gravity

with the Poincaré AdS-metric solution has a dual field theory interpretation, it cannot possess the

full conformal invariance as the space-time symmetry. It still possesses the scale invariance and the

d-dimensional Poincaré invariance, so it should be dual to a scale invariant but non-conformal field

theory.

Furthermore, if we perform the holographic Weyl anomaly computation in d = 4 dimension, which

is a generalization of the one we have reported in Einstein gravity in section 10.2, we can derive [204]

T µ
µ =

L3

16

(

Weyl2 − Euler +
2

3

λ− 1

4λ− 1
R2

)

, (10.48)

and the explicit appearance of R2 term dictates that the dual field theory cannot be conformal invariant

due to the Wess-Zumino consistency condition (see section 3.2). We learned that the R2 term cannot

appear unless the theory violates the conformal invariance. In addition, the term is related to bilinear

of B functions, so effectively, the deviation from the Einstein-Hilbert limit introduces non-trivial virial

current.80

At the same time, given our understanding of the importance of unitarity to show the enhancement

from scale invariance to conformal invariance, it is very likely that the theory effectively violates the

(strict) null energy-condition and the unitarity is lost. Again, the situation can be different in the

original Horava time-like setup, in which we foliate the space-time with space-like Cauchy surface.

Their setup may be consistent with the holography because as in the ghost condensation, the lack of

the unitarity of the dual field theory may not be directly related to the inconsistency of the gravity dual

(if any) in the Euclidean signature. It would be interesting to understand a possible (non reflection

positive) scale invariant but non-conformal field theory as the dual of Horava gravity in the de-Sitter

solution.

80The converse is not necessarily true. In non-unitary examples, vanishing R2 anomaly does not immediately mean
conformal invariance. Indeed, if we computed the holographic Weyl anomaly for the model studied in section 10.3.1, we
would obtain vanishing R2 anomaly from the contribution of the gravity sector alone. The natural interpretation is that
the metric χIJ is degenerate as can be suggested from the effective kinetic term of the ghost condensate.
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10.4. Beyond classical Einstein gravity

The holographic arguments so far have assumed the classical Einstein gravity coupled with a

classical matter sector (except in section 10.3.2). Some of the predictions such as a = c are particular

to the classical approximation to the gravity dual with Einstein-Hilbert action and it does not cover

the entire space of the conformal field theories. In this subsection, we will discuss various attempts

to introduce corrections to the Einstein gravity in holography such as higher derivative corrections

and quantum anomalous corrections. We discuss these aspects within the effective d+ 1 dimensional

gravity. Ultimately, these must be embedded in the string theory to fully understand the quantum

gravity, which we will leave for the future study.

10.4.1. Higher derivative corrections

In quantum gravity (like string theory) the Einstein equation is modified in two different ways.

The first one is higher derivative corrections that can be derived from the local action principle (e.g.

α′ corrections in string theory). The second one is possibly non-local corrections from quantum loop

effects (e.g. gs corrections in string theory) including anomalous terms.

The effects of local higher derivative corrections in holographic renormalization group flow have

been studied [290][316] within the assumption that the gravity part of the action and the matter part

of the action are separated in a minimal way. This restriction is ultimately related to the usage of

the “null energy condition” in higher derivative gravity: without the separation, the notion of the

energy-condition becomes very much obscured.

Let us consider the higher derivative gravity with O(R2) correction. We start with the action

S = −1

2

∫

dd+1x
√

|g|
(

d(d − 1)

L2
+R+ b1L

2R2
MNLK + b2L

2R2
MN + b3L

2R2

)

+ Smatter . (10.49)

The assumption of the minimal separation is that the matter action Smatter does not contain curvature

couplings.81 We do not expect that every gravitational theory satisfies the holographic c-theorem

because the unitarity may be violated in a higher derivative gravity. Our strategy is to compute

T t
t − T r

r with the use of the higher derivative corrected equations of motion, and demand the null

energy-condition. Can we still find the holographic c-function that monotonically decreases along the

holographic renormalization group flow in the radial direction?

For this purpose, it is sufficient to require that T t
t − T r

r can be written as the second order

derivatives of the warp factor A(r). Intuitively speaking, this eliminates the ghost mode in the

fluctuations in the radial direction. If the equations of motion contain higher order in derivatives, it

would suggest the ghost mode.82 This gives a constraint on the parameters in higher derivative gravity

b1 +
d+ 1

4
b2 + db3 = 0 . (10.50)

Then one can define the monotonically decreasing holographic c-function

ad(r) ≡
πd/2

Γ(d/2)A′(r)d−1
(1− λ̂L2A′(r)2) , (10.51)

81Or more generally, we study the case in which any corrections can be thought as the corrections to the energy-
momentum tensor, and the left hand side of the gravity equation is purely geometric.

82Strictly speaking, this explanation is rather superficial because the derivative here is the radial derivative and what
is actually important is the time derivative. As discussed in [290][316], the condition is anyway necessary to avoid the
ghost, so a posteriori, the argument here is justifiable.
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where λ̂ = 2(2b1+db2+d(d+1)b3) with the constraint (10.50). By using the higher derivative corrected

Einstein equation with the condition (10.50) we obtain the higher derivative corrected holographic c-

theorem:

a′d(r) = − πd/2

Γ(d/2)A′(r)d
(T t

t − T r
r) ≥ 0 , (10.52)

where we have assumed the null energy condition for Tµν that is obtained from the matter action.

Note that the requirement of vanishing higher derivative terms in T t
t−T r

r in terms of the warp factor

by using the modified Einstein equation gives the integrability condition on the holographic flow.

Without the condition (10.50) we cannot find the good (or at least simple) monotonically decreasing

function along the holographic renormalization group flow.

What was the physical origin of the constraint (10.50)? We have seen that there are two indepen-

dent parameters that allow holographic c-theorem in O(R2) gravity. We can check that these are the

sum of the Gauss-Bonnet term (which is Euler density in d = 4 dimension) and Weyl2 term with no

independent R2 term. The appearance of the Weyl2 term is accidental because the geometry for the

holographic renormalization group flow is conformally flat (irrespective of the shape of A(r)), so the

Weyl2 term cannot affect the holographic renormalization group flow equation that we study at this

point. The origin of the Gauss-Bonnet term is deeper. It does affect the equations of motion, but it

does in such a way that there is no ghost mode along the renormalization group flow, and in addi-

tion, it assures the existence of the monotonically decreasing holographic c-function in any space-time

dimension.

Actually, if we demand that there is no ghost mode not only along the radial direction but along

the other directions in the geometry of the holographic renormalization group flow, the only allowed

O(R2) corrections to the Einstein gravity is the Gauss-Bonnet term (if we did not include further

higher derivative terms). Although the Weyl2 term does not affect the holographic renormalization

group flow, the fluctuation in the other directions contain a ghost. From the field theory viewpoint,

unitarity of the theory is guaranteed by the absence of the ghost mode of the gravity and the null

energy condition of the matter, so it seems reasonable that we have to assume the absence of the ghost

mode in gravitational fluctuations to obtain the holographic c-theorem.83

In d = 4 dimension, we can compute the value of A′(r) at the AdS fixed point, and read the

Weyl anomaly from the holographic renormalization analysis with higher derivative corrections. Since

it requires a certain amount of computational details, we only quote the result [317][318]: ad(r)

defined in (10.51) agrees with the holographic Weyl anomaly a (that couples to Euler density) at the

conformal fixed point, but not with c (that couples to Weyl2) in d = 4 dimension. This is non-trivial

because within the Einstein gravity, we always obtain a = c and we cannot make a distinction. We

also note that there is no known way to construct the monotonically decreasing function “c(r)” (in

contrast with the above holographic c-function “ad(r)”) that naturally interpolates c in the higher

derivative corrected holography. This seems in complete agreement with the field theory result in

which c is not monotonically decreasing but a is. In general even dimension, we can show that the

monotonically decreasing holographic c-function ad(r) is related to the Weyl anomaly that couples

with the Euler density in even dimensions. It gives a supporting evidence for Cardy’s conjecture in

higher dimensions. In particular, we should note that the strong version of the a-theorem is realized

83We should emphasize that we do not mean that the higher derivative terms other than the Gauss-Bonnet do not
appear in consistent (quantum) gravity. Our discussion only suggests that we do not have to add further corrections in
the Gauss-Bonnet case.
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in holography. Furthermore, the dilaton degrees of freedom can be introduced in the holography

discussion (see [319][320]) in connection with the proof of the weak a-theorem reviewed in section 8.2.

In odd dimensions, in particular in d = 3 dimension, higher derivative corrections again enable

us to distinguish various proposals for the interpretation of the monotonically decreasing function

ad(r) along the holographic renormalization group flow. It turned out [316] that the higher derivative

corrected ad(r) for the AdS background corresponds to the Sd partition function and the entanglement

entropy with sphere entangling surface which are equivalent at the conformal fixed point.

In reference [290][316] they generalize the above discussions by further including O(R3) correc-

tions and obtain the same conclusion. There are some restricted parameter regions in which the

holographic renormalization group flow allows the monotonically decreasing holographic c-function

ad(r). The parameter regions are interpreted as the combination of Weyl terms that do not change

the holographic renormalization group equations, and quasi topological terms that avoid the ghost

modes in holographic renormalization group flows. Some other classes of higher derivative gravities

(e.g. f(R) gravity) have been studied in [321][322]. In most of these examples, the decoupling between

matter and the gravity sector is assumed, and it would be very interesting to see if we can generalize

the discussion when the matter and gravity couple with each other through various curvature corrected

terms because the notion of the energy-condition is very much obscured. Presumably, the unitarity of

the total system must become important in the holographic realization of the generalized c-theorem.

Let us move on to our interest in the holographic enhancement from scale invariance to conformal

invariance [323]. Once the holographic c-theorem is established, the argument in the last section can

be naturally generalized. At the scale invariant fixed point, the metric must take the form of the AdS

space-time. This do argument did not require any knowledge of the gravity equations of motion, but

only the full d+1 dimensional diffeomorphism was assumed. As for the dynamics, the higher derivative

corrections do not affect the conclusion that the energy-momentum tensor T t
t − T r

r must vanish for

scale invariance because the AdS space-time is maximally symmetric. We postulate that this occurs if

and only if the matter shows a trivial field configuration (a.k.a strict null energy-condition with higher

derivative corrections), then the conformal invariance follows.

Of course, as long as we use the same matter action, the requirement of the strict null energy-

condition is no different than in the Einstein theory. As long as we postulate the separation of the

matter and gravity, the leading order unitarity is governed by the same strict null energy condition,

and we cannot relax it. The importance of the no-ghost mode is slightly indirect. The ghost mode

in the radial direction would allow non-trivial (non-AdS) holographic renormalization group solution

even if the matter saturates the null energy condition, which seems pathological, meaning that the

effective matter metric responsible to the radial flow is singular.

10.4.2. Quantum violation of null energy condition

In the holographic argument above, the assumption of the null energy condition played a crucial

role. It is interesting to observe, however, that the null energy condition can be violated quantum

mechanically. Various sources of violations [324][325][326] include

• Casimir effect

• general squeezed quantum states

• Weyl anomaly induced energy-momentum tensor in curved background

• Hawking radiation
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• Orientifold

It is an important question if these reported violations will invalidate the holographic c-theorem

argument [327].

Since we do not know the general mechanism for the violation of the null energy condition, we

focus on the universal violation from the Weyl anomaly, which should appear in any quantum field

theories in curved backgrounds. For this purpose, we study the AdS4 case, whose field theory dual is

a three-dimensional conformal field theory,84 based on the discussion in [327]. We emphasize that the

correction of the equations of motion from anomaly are of order O(R2), and it gives the same order

effect as the one studied in section 10.4.1. The effect is clearly distinguishable, however, because the

anomaly term cannot be absorbed by the local curvature correction terms discussed in section 10.4.1.

The Weyl anomaly induces the anomalous transformation for the energy-momentum tensor in d = 4

dimension under the Weyl rescaling ḡµν = Ω2gµν [329] (see also [330][79][331] for a conformally flat

case):

T̄M
N = Ω−4TM

N − 8cΩ−4

(

DBDA(C
AM
BN log Ω) +

1

2
RB

AC
AM
BN log Ω

)

− a
(

4R̄B
AC̄

AM
BN − 2H̄M

N − Ω−4(4RB
AC

AM
BN − 2HM

N )
)

(10.53)

with

HMN = −RA
MRAN +

2

3
RRMN +

(

1

2
RABR

AB − 1

4
R2

)

gMN . (10.54)

We have assumed b′ = 0 in the Weyl anomaly by adding suitable counterterms b′R2 because they are

indistinguishable from the local higher derivative corrections studied in the previous subsection.85

Let us begin with the AdS vacuum in which Tµν ∝ gµν . The anomalous Weyl transformation of

the energy-momentum tensor generates the universal contribution to the energy-momentum tensor in

the holographic renormalization group background

(T̄ r
r − T̄ t

t)|anom = 4aA′′(r)(A′(r))2 ≤ 0 , (10.55)

which by itself violates the null energy condition because A′′(r) ≤ 0 and a ≥ 0. Accordingly, the

equation of motion for the warp factor is modified as

2A′′(r) = (T t
t − T r

r)|class − 4aA′′(r)(A′(r))2 . (10.56)

Does this invalidate the holographic c-theorem? We claim that as long as the classical part of the

energy-momentum tensor satisfies the null energy-condition, the holographic c-theorem is still intact

in a slightly modified sense. To see this, we introduce the modified holographic c-function as

a3(r) ≡
π3/2

Γ(3/2)(A′(r))2
− 4a

π3/2

Γ(3/2)
logA′(r) , (10.57)

and we observe it is monotonically decreasing

a′3(r) = − π3/2

Γ(3/2)(A′(r))3)
(T t

t − T r
r)|class ≥ 0 (10.58)

84A canonical example of AdS/CFT correspondence in d = 3 dimension is the so-called ABJM model [328], which is
given by a quiver Chern-Simons gauge theory with N = 6 supersymmmetry.

85As discussed in section 10.4.1, we have to tune this parameter to avoid the ghost mode and derive the holographic
c-theorem.
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once we assume the null energy condition for the classical energy-momentum tensor.

The field theory interpretation of the logarithmic corrections to the holographic c-function seems

very interesting. In [332][333], the localization computation showed that the S
3 free-energy of the

ABJM model contains logN corrections, and the supergravity 1-loop computation also suggests its

existence [334]. Since it was argued that classically the S
3 free-energy is identified with the S

3 free

energy, the appearance of the logarithmic corrections in holographic c-function is very promising.

As for the question of scale invariance and conformal invariance, if we assume the strict null

energy-condition for the classical energy-momentum tensor, the argument is still valid. Actually, for

AdS geometry, which is required from the scale invariance alone, the anomalous part of the energy-

momentum tensor gives only a trivial contribution to the null energy-condition, so the discussion is

in complete parallel with the higher derivative case.

10.5. Reduced symmetry

The holography in a broader sense is applicable not only to Poincaré invariant quantum field theo-

ries, but also other non-gravitational systems with different space-time symmetries. In this subsection,

we give a holographic dual approach to the enhancement of conformal invariance from scale invariance

in the case with reduced symmetries mentioned in section 9.3.

• First we would like to consider the holographic dual of the chiral version of the c-theorem.

Such a left-right asymmetric CFT in d = 2 dimension is obtained by adding the gravitational

Chern-Simons term. In [335], they computed the holographic renormalization group flow and

showed the validity of the holographic c-theorem in dual chiral conformal field theories (with

c− c̄ constant along the renormalization group flow).

• A generalization of the AdS/CFT correspondence with a boundary was proposed and discussed

in [336][337][338], where they introduced the new boundary in the bulk space-time with the

Neumann boundary condition (in contrast to the Dirichlet boundary condition at z → 0 limit

of the AdS space-time).

In this setup, we consider the Poincaré-AdS metric

ds2 = L2dz
2 + dξ2 + ηijdx

idxj

z2
(10.59)

with the boundary at ξ = ξ(z). The holographic g-function is defined by

log g(z) = Arcsinh

(

dξ(z)

dz

)

. (10.60)

When the boundary energy-momentum tensor satisfies the null energy-condition, one can prove

the holographic g-theorem (indices a run through the boundary coordinate)

−d log g(z)
d log z

∼ Tabk
akb ≥ 0 . (10.61)

As in the bulk case, the further assumption of the strict null energy condition demands that

when the boundary g-function takes a constant value due to the scale invariance, there is no non-

trivial field configurations at the boundary, and it results in the boundary conformal invariance

[226]. If we assume the gauged non-linear sigma model as our boundary matter fields, then
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the argument is in complete parallel with the field theory argument. In particular, (10.61) is

understood as

d log g(µ)

d log µ
= BIχIJBJ , (10.62)

which we expect to hold in the boundary quantum field theories in general. Here BI is the B
functions for the boundary coupling and should be related to the radial evolution of the boundary

field ∂zφ
I . The stronger gradient formula was derived in 1 + 1 dimensional setup in [228] from

the field theory argument. Presumably, the introduction of the boundary “superpotential” will

give the holographic gradient formula.

• In section 9.3, we have discussed the enhancement of chiral scale invariance to chiral conformal

invariance. A similar argument applies [256]. If we assume time and space translations and

chiral scale invariance, the most generic metric is given by the warped AdS3 space-time:

ds2 =
1

c

(

bdt

z
− cdx

)2

+
e(dz)2 − (a+ b2

c )dt
2

z2
(10.63)

up to coordinate transformation, which has the enhanced SL(2) × U(1) isometry. This corre-

sponds to the enhanced chiral conformal invariance.86

The matter contributions may break the chiral conformal invariance. For instance is it possible

to introduce a vector condensation

AMdx
M = α

dz

z
+ βdx+ γ

dt

z
(10.64)

but again the (strict) null energy condition will forbid such a non-trivial field configuration unless

it is consistent with the SL(2)×U(1) isometry (up to the field redefinition discussed in [256]).87

The chiral conformal invariance in the warped AdS3 space-time has been studied in the literature

(see e.g. [340][341]), in which the emergence of the chiral Virasoro symmetry is also discussed.

• Non-relativistic systems show various interesting scaling or conformal symmetries such as Schrödinger

symmetry [342][343], Lifshitz symmetry [344], Galilean conformal symmetry [345] and so on.

Correspondingly, gravitational dual descriptions with these symmetries have been investigated.

For our interest in the distinction and the relation between scale invariance and conformal

invariance, let us take a look at the Schrödinger holography. The d dimensional Schrödinger

algebra can be realized as an isometry of d+2 dimensional space-time with one null direction ζ

compactified.

ds2 = −2
dt2

z4
+

−2dtdζ + dx2i + dz2

z2
. (10.65)

The non-relativistic special conformal transformation is realized by the isometry

(t, ζ, xi, z) →
(

t

1 + ηt
, ζ − η

2

x2i + z2

1 + ηt
,

xi
1 + ηt

,
z

1 + ηt

)

. (10.66)

86A similar argument was presented by D. Honda and M. Nakamura [339].
87The strict null energy condition in this context is actually stronger than the requirement in our non-chiral discussions

in the other sections. Although we do not know any physical counterexamples, it is interesting to see why this must
be satisfied. Presumably, it is related to an extra assumption of the validity of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem in the field
theory argument.
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It can be shown that if we try to deform the geometry so that we preserve the scale invariance

and Galilei invariance acting as (ζ, xi) → (ζ − vixi +
1
2v

2t, xi − vit), then there is no such a

geometric deformation that breaks non-relativistic special conformal invariance.

In order to support the Schrödinger geometry, which is not Einstein, we have to introduce

the matter. A typical example is a massive vector field. From scale invariance and Galilean

invariance, the matter vector field takes the form

AMdx
M = α

dt

z2
+ γ

dz

z
. (10.67)

The first term is compatible with the non-relativistic conformal invariance and needed for the

geometry. The second term, however, is not invariant under the non-relativistic conformal

invariance, and may lead to the scale invariant but non conformal field configuration. It may be

possible to forbid such a configuration by introducing a certain stronger notion of the strict null

energy-condition, but the validity is yet to be addressed.

10.6. Further thoughts

We have seen various approaches to the possible enhancement of conformal invariance from scale

invariance from the holographic viewpoint. We would like to give further thoughts or somewhat more

philosophical perspectives on this issue to conclude the section.

10.6.1. More on literature

A precursor of the AdS/CFT correspondence [349] is a discovery of the fact that the AdS space-

time has the so-called asymptotic symmetry group isomorphic to the conformal group. In particular,

this asymptotic symmetry group is how the Virasoro symmetry is realized in AdS3 space-time, in

which the geometry itself does not possess the infinite dimensional isometry. In this review article, we

did not discuss the realization of scale invariance or conformal invariance as an asymptotic symmetry

group. We have only focused on the realization by the isometry. It is an interesting question if such

a realization would give a new perspective on the subject.

With this regard, the Kerr-CFT [350] (see e.g. [351] for a review) is one concrete example of real-

izing the (chiral) conformal algebra not as an isometry of the system, but as an asymptotic symmetry

group. Since the asymptotic symmetry group does not specify whether the theory is in the vacuum

state, the Kerr-CFT has its own temperature. Most of our discussion in review article is done in

the vacuum state, and it would be interesting to see if we can generalize the argument with non-zero

temperature.

In [352], they proposed an interesting attempt to derive (a special class of) AdS/CFT from a free

field theory. They showed that the (singlet) correlation functions of the free scalar field theory can

be computed from the restricted sector of the higher spin gauge theory. They further showed that

the vacuum solution of the higher spin gauge theory is the AdS space-time. This begs the question

what will happen if we consider the free Maxwell theory (rather than the scaler theory) which is not

conformal invariant (unless in d = 4 dimension). A similar construction was done in [204], and it was

shown that the theory seems only invariant under the foliation preserving diffeomorphism, but the

situation in d = 4 dimension must be clarified.

In a recent paper, a possible way to circumvent the holographic c-theorem and and a possibility to

construct the holographic geometry that shows the cyclic behavior (with manifest Poincaré invariance)

was proposed in [353]. It was argued that the higher dimensional null energy condition does not

necessarily lead to an immediate inconsistency with the holographic c-theorem when the warped
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compactification does not allow the effective truncation to the lower d + 1 dimension. It would be

very interesting to understand the physics of the dual field theory, if any. We, however, believe that

the presented metric has the hidden AdS isometry.

Finally let us point out that there are a couple of interesting but slightly different geometric

constructions of the holographic dual for scale invariant but non-conformal field theories. In [354],

they discussed the violation of the conformal invariance by putting the boundary theory on a curved

background while preserving the scale invariance. In [355], they discussed the violation of the conformal

invariance by putting the boundary theory on a non-anti-commutative background while preserving

the scale invariance.

10.6.2. Final Project

Originally, this review article was prepared as a lecture note, in which we have presented various

exercises. Most of the exercises left for the reader have been answered in this review article. The final

project of the original lecture note was the following question. We have decided to keep it without

providing the answer (if any).

(Project) Prove the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is superconformal invariant.

First, we try to answer the question from the field theory perspective.

1. We begin with the simplest case: show that the U(1) N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory

is superconformal invariant. The Abelian theory is free, so it must be easy. What is the role of

the improvement terms?

2. Let us move on the non-Abelian case. Our first task is to show that beta function vanishes

for the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. The rough argument goes like this. Use

the holomorphic scheme and show that the holomorphic gauge coupling constant is not renor-

malized. Then consider the wavefunction renormalization of the adjoint “matter” superfields.

Use the N = 4 supersymmetry to connect it to the gauge coupling constant and show it is not

renormalized either. Then the physical beta function must vanish. See e.g. [346] for a more

complete argument.

3. But we know that vanishing of the beta function is not enough to declare the (super)conformal

invariance. Use the superfield structure and show that there is no vector beta functions. We

can find the discussions in [9][347].

4. Combining them together, we learn that the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory has

vanishing B function, and it is superconformal.

Alternatively, we could begin with the holographic dual.

1. Show that the type IIB supergravity on AdS5 × S
5 has the symmetry that corresponds to the

N = 4 superconformal algebra. In this lecture, we discussed the bosonic part of the statement.

What is the role of the improvement terms?

2. Make an argument that the symmetry is not anomalous in the perturbative string theory on

AdS5 × S
5. Maybe we had better use Berkovits formulation [348].

3. Prove the AdS/CFT correspondence.

If you are a firm believer of the holography, you may skip the last part of the holographic argument.

We will discuss possible directions to pursue in section 10.6.3 for the derivation of holography from
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the local renormalization group that we have heavily used during the discussions of scale invariance

vs conformal invariance.

10.6.3. Derivation of holography from local renormalization group?

In this section, we have addressed the deep connection between holography and the renormalization

group flow. As a final comment, we would like to mention one ambitious approach to the quantum

gravity from the attempts to derive the holographic dual bulk theory constructively by utilizing the

(local) renormalization group flow. While this approach is yet to be throughly scrutinized, we would

like to give a brief comment on this approach with some emphasis on the possibility of scale invariant

but non-conformal geometry in holography.

The first observation is that the local Callan-Symanzik equation in d dimension may be interpreted

as the Hamiltonian constraint, or the constraint coming from the variation of the Lapse function in

the holographic dual bulk gravitational system in d + 1 dimension. This is reasonable because the

invariance of the Schwinger functional under the change of the local scale transformation is the physical

content of the local Callan-Symanzik equation and the invariance of the GKP-W partition functional

under the change of the Lapse function (due to the d+ 1 dimensional diffeomorphism) is the physical

content of the Hamiltonian constraint.88

Alternatively, we may say that the origin of the d+1 dimensional diffeomorphism in holography is

the local renormalizability of the Schwinger functional. The form of the local renormalization group

operator

∆σ =

∫

ddx
√

|g|
(

2σgµν
δ

δgµν
+ σβI

δ

δgI
+
(

σρaIDµg
I − (∂µσ)v

a
) δ

δaaµ

)

(10.68)

has a suggestive form of H =
∑

Q̇ · P if we regard the momentum as the derivative operators acting

on the “wave functional of the universe”, and Q̇ is the radial change of the coupling constant (general

coordinate) through the beta functions.

However, we need a little bit more information to address the more precise relation between the

local renormalization group flow and the holographic bulk equations of motion. The point is that

the renormalization group equation is always deterministic (and first order) for any quantum field

theories, but in holography, we need a particular semi-classical limit to obtain the classical description.

Otherwise, the bulk system is quantum mechanical and not deterministic.

A further crucial observation was made by S. S. Lee [356][357][358] to circumvent this point:

in the large N limit, we may effectively project the renormalization group flow in the multi-trace

deformations down to that of the single trace deformations provided we introduce averaging over all

the possible single trace couplings. This leads to the so-called quantum local renormalization group

flow, in which the sources (for the single trace operators) are all dynamical. It was demonstrated that

this quantum renormalization group was the origin of the quantum mechanical properties of the bulk

system. Schematically, the dual Hamiltonian is obtained by

H(PI , Q
J) = (βI(Q) + ∂zQ

I)PI +GIJ(Q)PIPJ + V (QI) , (10.69)

where βI(Q) is the single trace beta function while GIJ(Q) is the double trace beta function. The

potential term V (QI) comes from the vacuum contribution to the local renormalization group (e.g.

88The momentum constraint can be also derived from the fact that the local renormalization group preserves the
diffeomorphism at each local energy scale.
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anomaly term). The theory is quantum mechanical in the sense that we do path integral over PI and

QI . Assuming that the single trace beta function satisfies the gradient flow property, we obtain the

usual second order kinetic action for QI after integrating out PI to reach the Lagrangian formulation.

A further check of the construction and its consistency with the holographic Weyl anomaly can be

found in [359]. In particular, under certain assumptions, one may derive the Einstein-Hilbert action

from the hypothetical conformal field theory which has the single trace energy-momentum tensor

alone.

The Hamiltonian constraint and its consistency relations remain valid in the quantum local renor-

malization group, and as we have mentioned they give the origin of d+1 dimensional diffeomorphism

rather than the d-dimensional diffeomorphism naturally equipped in the Schwinger functional. Sim-

ilarly, the ambiguity of the beta functions we have discussed is the source of the d + 1 dimensional

gauge invariance rather than the mere d-dimensional gauge invariance. In this quantum local renor-

malization group approach, we can manifestly construct the d + 1 dimensional gauge invariant bulk

action from the d-dimensional dual field theory in large N limit that satisfies the local renormalization

group equations (with some assumptions on the derivative expansions), but the crucial point behind

the construction is that the local renormalization group already knows the d + 1 dimensional gauge

symmetry.

In section 10.3.2 we argued that scale invariance without conformal invariance may be realized

in foliation preserving diffeomorphic theory of gravity rather than generally covariant gravitational

theory. Our discussion may suggest that the validity of the general covariance in our universe (if

it were holographically emergent) can be explained by the fact that there is no scale invariant but

non-conformal field theory in d = 3 dimension. Our journeys to find the reason for the possible

enhancement from conformal invariance from scale invariance may shed a light on the space-time

structure of our universe and the deep properties of the quantum gravity.
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11. Conclusions

So this review article based on the lectures given in the 5th Taiwan School on Strings and Fields

is almost finished, but our journey still continues. In this review article, we have shown as many

examples of scale invariant but possibly non-conformal field theories as possible. We have tried to argue

such examples are extremely rare and most probably inconsistent with some important assumptions

in quantum field theories. We have discussed various approaches to the question, and as we have

provided various applications in the introduction, this may be just the beginning.

We hope that in the near future, the enhancement from scale invariance to conformal invariance

is proved (or disproved) in higher dimensions, and the necessary condition for the claim is stated in

a clear manner. On the other hand, the implication of the enhancement of symmetry in holography

would be very helpful to understand the detailed consistency conditions of the quantum gravity, and

may even lead to the derivation of the holographic principle.

The author always feels that there is a deep space-time structure behind the enhancement of con-

formal invariance from scale invariance. Let us consider Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem and its higher

dimensional analogues, which would play a significant role in understanding the enhancement. Even

though our understanding of the c-theorem is based on the intuition of “coarse graining” in renormal-

ization group flow, whenever we try to make the statement concrete, we had to assume the notion of

“time” such as unitarity, causality, energy-condition and so on, all of which are not always available in

the Euclidean statistical systems. Probably there is a magic in Wick rotation and the renormalization

group flow. With this regard, the author always finds the first chapter of the textbook by Polyakov

[100] mesmerizing.

As Einstein once said, “Subtle is the Lord, but malicious He is not”. His own explanation of the

meaning is “Nature hides her secret because of her essential loftiness, but not by means of ruse.”

Indeed, a beautiful symmetry may be secretly hidden unless we try hard to understand it as our

conformal invariance. We need to choose a good probe (e.g. energy-momentum-tensor) and respect it

very carefully (in the renormalization prescription).

Let the author offer one analogy to finish this review article. The author’s family name “Nakayama”

has a hidden symmetry. See fig 4. You cannot see it in alphabet. To uncover the hidden symmetry,

you need to pay respect, and use a proper probe. In this case, you have to look at their Japanese or

Chinese characters (which are the same in this case). Gradually you will see the symmetry pattern,

but you need one more step. Those who use alphabet may be accustomed to writing the characters

from left to right (and then top to bottom), but in traditional Japanese or Chinese, you write them

from top to bottom (and right to left). Now you understand that there is a hidden axisymmetry in

the author’s family name. It literally means the middle mountain.

There is a further story to it.89 A great leader of Taiwan, Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) once visited

Japan. He lived close to Hibiya-Park in Tokyo. Near the park, there was a mansion whose family

name tag was “Nakayama”. He immediately liked the symmetry of the name very much (of course

Japanese name tag is written from top to bottom), and he decided to call himself “Zhongshan”, which

is the Chinese way to read the Japanese characters for “Nakayama”. Thanks to this great leader, the

author’s family name has become very popular in Taiwan. Unfortunately, since Japanese and Chinese

read the same characters in a very different way, without writing down in characters, they do not

recognize they are the same. That is why the author wrote his name down in Chinese characters when

he gave the lectures in Taiwan. The symmetry is only shared after using the proper communication

89The author would like to thank H. Nakajima for informing me of the history after his lecture.
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Figure 4: (A) The author’s family name is written alphabet. (B) Same but in Japanese (or Chinese) characters. (C)
This is the traditional form which Sun Yat-sen must have encountered in Tokyo.

tool. Anyway, it was the author’s greatest pleasure to give these lectures in Taiwan. The author

wishes the participants (and the readers of this review!) had learned something from them.
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Appendix A. Useful formulae and miscellaneous topics

Appendix A.1. Weyl transformation

In this appendix, we review the Weyl transformation properties of various tensors. The sign

convention in the review article is the same as that of Wald [27], which is s1 = s2 = s3 = + in the

Misner-Thorne-Wheeler convention [360]. Note, however, that the action density used in this review

article is minus of the Lagrangian density in the Lorentzian signature. We start with the definition of

curvature tensors

Γλ
µν =

1

2
gλσ(∂νgσµ + ∂µgσν − ∂σgµν)

R λ
µνσ = ∂νΓ

λ
µσ + Γλ

τνΓ
τ
µσ − ∂µΓ

λ
νσ − Γλ

τµΓ
τ
νσ

Rµν = R λ
µλν

R = gµνRµν

Gµν = Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν . (A.1)

Under the finite Weyl transformation90

gµν → e2σ(x)gµν (A.2)

they transform as (see e.g. appendix of [27])

R λ
µνσ → R λ

µνσ + δλσ(DµDνσ − ∂µσ∂νσ + gµν∂ρσ∂
ρσ) + gµν(D

λ∂σσ − ∂λσ∂σσ)− (ν ↔ σ)

Rµν → Rµν − gµν�σ − (d− 2)(Dµ∂νσ − ∂µσ∂νσ + gµν∂λσ∂
λσ)

R→ e−2σ(R − 2(d − 1)�σ − (d− 1)(d − 2)∂µσ∂
µσ) . (A.3)

The traceless part of the Riemann-tensor is known as Weyl tensor

C λ
µνσ = R λ

µνσ − 1

d− 2
(δλνRµσ + gµσR

λ
ν − (ν ↔ σ)) − 1

(d− 2)(d − 1)
(δλσgµν − δλν gµσ)R , (A.4)

and it is invariant under the Weyl transformation

C λ
µνσ → C λ

µνσ . (A.5)

In d = 4 dimension, the Weyl transformation of the Euler term is given by

√

|g|Euler →
√

|g|Euler
+ 4
√

|g|Dµ
(

−R∂µσ + 2R ν
µ ∂νσ −Dµ(∂νσ∂

νσ) + 2∂µσ�σ + 2∂νσ∂
νσ∂µσ)

)

. (A.6)

Note that the inhomogeneous term is a total derivative.

Appendix A.2. Energy-momentum tensor correlation functions

In this appendix, we will show the correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor in con-

formal filed theories to read various Weyl anomaly coefficients, in particular a and c anomaly in d = 4

dimension. We implicitly assume that the theory does not violate CP, so the following formulae contain

no CP-violating term with Levi-Civita tensor. We also ignore the contact terms.

90Note that our Weyl transformation is minus that of [80].
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In two-dimensional conformal field theories, the two-point function and three-point function of the

energy-momentum tensor are governed by the conformal invariance up to one-number, which is the

central charge c:

〈T (z)T (w)〉 = 1

(2π)2
c

2(z − w)4

〈T (z1)T (z2)T (z3)〉 =
−1

(2π)3
c

(z1 − z2)2(z2 − z3)2(z3 − z1)2
, (A.7)

where we use the holomorphic coordinate.91

In higher dimensions, the two-point function is again uniquely specified up to an overall number

〈Tµν(x)Tσρ(0)〉 =
cT
x2d

IT
µν,σρ(x) , (A.8)

where

IT
µν,σρ(x) =

1

2
(Iµσ(x)Iνρ(x) + Iµρ(x)Iνσ(x))−

1

d
δµνδσρ (A.9)

with

Iµν(x) = δµν − 2
xµxν
x2

. (A.10)

In d = 4 dimension, the coefficient of the two-point function cT is given by the Weyl anomaly c as

cT =
640

π2
c . (A.11)

The three-point function is sufficiently complicated. It was shown in [53] (see also [196]) that it is

given by

〈Tµν(x1)Tσρ(x2)Tαβ(x3)〉 =
1

xd12x
d
13x

d
23

Γµν,σρ,αβ(x1, x2, x3) (A.12)

with

Γµν,σρ,αβ(x1, x2, x3) =ET
µν,µ′ν′ET

σρ,σ′ρ′ET
αβ,α′β′

[

AIν′σ′(x12)Iρ′α′(x23)Iβ′µ′(x31) +BIµ′σ′(x12)Iν′α′(x23)X
2
ρ′X

3
β′(x2 − x3)

2 + perm
]

+ CIT
µν,σρ(x12)

(

X3
αX

3
β

(X3)2
− 1

d
δαβ

)

+ perm

+DET
µν,µ′ν′ET

σρ,σ′ρ′X
1
µ′X2

σ′(x1 − x2)
2Iν′ρ′(x12)

(

X3
αX

3
β

(X3)2
− 1

d
δαβ

)

+ perm

+ E

(

X1
µX

1
ν

(X1)2
− 1

d
δµν

)(

X2
σX

2
ρ

(X2)2
− 1

d
δσρ

)(

X3
αX

3
β

(X3)2
− 1

d
δαβ

)

(A.13)

where

ET
µν,σρ =

1

2
(δµσδνρ + δµρδνσ)−

1

d
δµνδσρ (A.14)

91Our normalization is different from the string theory literature.
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is the projection operator onto symmetric traceless tensors. We have also introduced (i = 1, 2, 3 mod

3)

Xi
µ =

(xi+1 − xi)µ
(xi+1 − xi)2

− (xi+2 − xi)µ
(xi+2 − xi)2

. (A.15)

The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor demands

(d2 − 4)A+ (d+ 2)B − 4dC − 2D = 0

(d− 2)(d+ 4)B − 2d(d+ 2)C + 8D − 4E = 0 . (A.16)

There are three free parameters left, two of which are related to a and c in d = 4 dimension. The

relation has been worked out in [53][196] as

c =
π4

640× 12
(9A−B − 10C)

a =
π4

512× 90
(13A − 2B − 40C) . (A.17)

In terms of free fields (in d = 4 dimension), we have

A =
1

π6

(

8

27
N0 − 16N1

)

B = − 1

π6

(

16

27
N0 + 4N1/2 + 32N1

)

C = − 1

π6

(

2

27
N0 + 2N1/2 + 16N1

)

. (A.18)

Appendix A.3. Local Wess-Zumino consistency condition

In this appendix, we will summarize the Wess-Zumino consistency condition of the local renormal-

ization group. We follow the convention of [299] rather than that in [80]. There are a couple of sign

difference there.

We begin with the most generic candidates for the Weyl anomaly that depends on the metric and

space-time dependent coupling constants in d = 4 dimension:

−δσW =

∫

d4x
√

|g| (σT + ∂µσZµ) (A.19)

where

T = cWeyl2 − aEuler +
1

9
b̃R2

+
1

3
χe
IDµg

I∂µR+
1

6
χf
IJDµg

IDµgJR− 1

2
χg
IJDµg

IDνg
JGµν +

1

2
χa
IJD

2gID2gJ

+
1

2
χb
IJKDµg

IDµgJD2gK +
1

4
χc
IJKLDµg

IDµgJDνg
KDνgL

+
1

4
FµνκF

µν +
1

2
FµνζIJDµg

IDνg
J . (A.20)

and

Zµ = −GµνwID
νgI +

1

3
∂µ(qR) +

1

3
RYIDµg

I + FµνηID
νgI

+ ∂µ(UID
2gI +

1

2
VIJDνg

IDνgJ) + SIJDµg
ID2gJ +

1

2
TIJKDνg

IDνgJDµg
K . (A.21)
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c, a, b̃, χe
I , χ

f
IJ , χ

g
IJ , χ

a
IJ , χ

b
IJK , χ

c
IJKL, wI , q, YI , UI , VIJ , SIJ and TIJK are gauge invariant tensors on

the coupling constant space gI . κ, ζIJ and ηI are tensors that take values on the Lie algebra of the

“flavor” symmetries. As discussed in the main text, our “flavor” symmetries act on gI , so the covariant

derivative Dµ = ∂µ − aµ contains their connection, too. Fµν here is the curvature constructed out

of aµ. For simplicity, as in [80], we do not consider the CP violating terms as well as anomaly for

the “flavor” symmetries. If the “flavor symmetries” are anomalous with each other, we have extra

compensation needed in the gauge transformation. The discussions must be straightforward, but it

has not been scrutinized in a complete manner.

The Wess-Zumino consistency condition

[δσ(x), δσ̃(x′)]W [gµν , g
I , Aa

µ] = 0 (A.22)

with

δσ(x) = −
∫

d4x
√

|g|σ(x)
(

2gµν
δ

δgµν
− BI δ

δgI
− ρ̂aIDµg

I δ

δAa
µ

)

(A.23)

gives various integrability conditions on the Weyl anomaly.

8∂Ia− χg
IJBJ = −LBwI

2χe
I + χa

IJBJ = −LBUI

8b̃− χa
IJBIBJ = −LB(2q + UIBI)

−χg
IJ + 2χa

IJ + ΛIJ = LBSIJ

2(χf
IJ + χa

IJ) + ΛIJ + BK(2χ̄a
K(IJ) − χ̄a

IJK) = LB(SIJ − χa
IJ − 2U(I,J) + VIJ)

χb
IJK − χg

K(I,J) +
1

2
χg
IJ,K +DKBLχb

IJL + χc
IJKLBL =

1

2
LBTIJK +DIDJBLSKL

ρ̂IBI = 0

ηIBI = gIwI

κρ̂I + ζJIBJ = LBηI + gJ ρ̂JηI , (A.24)

where

ΛIJ = 2DIBKχa
KJ + BKχb

KIJ

χ̄a
IJK = χa

IJ,K − χb
K(IJ) , (A.25)

and U(I,J) =
1
2(∂IUJ + ∂JUI) and so on. The modified Lie derivative is defined as

LBtI = BJ∂J tI + tJ(∂IBJ − (ρ̂Ig)
J ) (A.26)

for a 1-form and similarly for other tensors.

As discussed in the main text, anomaly is defined up to the addition of the local counterterms. In

this case, we can introduce various local counterterms given by 11 terms as in T of (A.20).

Sct = −
∫

d4x
√

|g|
(

CWeyl2 −AEuler +
1

9
B̃R2

+
1

3
Ce
IDµg

I∂µR+
1

6
Cf
IJDµg

IDµgJR− 1

2
Cg
IJDµg

IDνg
JGµν +

1

2
Ca
IJD

2gID2gJ

+
1

2
Cb
IJKDµg

IDµgJD2gK +
1

4
Cc
IJKLDµg

IDµgJDνg
KDνgL

+
1

4
FµνKF

µν +
1

2
FµνZIJDµg

IDνg
J

)

. (A.27)
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Here C,A, B̃, Ce
I , C

f
IJ , C

g
IJ , C

a
IJ , C

b
IJK and Cc

IJKL are gauge invariant tensors of coupling constant

spaces gI and K and ZIJ are tensors that take values on the Lie algebra of the “flavor” symmetries.

The induced local contributions to the Weyl anomaly are

δ(c, a, b̃, χe
I , χ

f
IJ , χ

g
IJ , χ

a
IJ) = LB(C,A, B̃, C

e
I , C

f
IJ , C

g
IJ , C

a
IJ)

δχb
IJK = LBC

b
IJK + 2DIDJBLCa

LK

δχc
IJKL = LBC

c
IJKL +DIDJBMCb

KLM +DKDLBMCb
IJM

δwI = −8∂IA+Cg
IJBJ

δq = 4B̃ + Ce
IBI

δUI = −2Ce
I −Ca

IJBJ

δYI = −2Ce
I −DI(C

e
JBJ) + Cf

IJBJ

δVIJ = −4Ce
(I,J) + 2Cf

IJ + Cg
IJ − Cb

IJKBK

δSIJ = Cg
IJ + 2Ca

IJ + 2DIBKCa
KJ + Cb

KIJBK

δTIJK = 2Cg
K(I,J) + Cg

IJ,K + 2Cb
IJK + 2DKBLCb

IJL + 2Cc
IJKLBL . (A.28)

The above expression is directly taken from Osborn’s paper [80]. Since he did not discuss the K

and ZIJ term, it does not contain the effect of K and ZIJ counterterms. If we introduced these

counterterms we would schematically obtain

δζIJ ∼ (gK ρ̂K)ZIJ + LBZIJ

δηI ∼ −ρ̂IK + BJZIJ

δκ ∼ LBK (A.29)

and so on. The other terms like TIJK and χc
IJKL are also modified. An interested reader may complete

the transformation rule or consult the more recent paper [223].

As mentioned in [80], one can use the freedom to make q, YI or UI , VIJ , S(IJ), and TIJK vanish.

The remaining ambiguity for δa and δwI are used in the dressing transformation of the gradient

formula in section 8.3.2.

Appendix A.4. Analytic properties of S-matrix

We need some elementary facts about analytic properties of S-matrix when we use the dilaton

scattering amplitudes to derive constraints on the renormalization group flow. We briefly summarize

them here. One cautious remark is that a formal textbook derivation of the following formulae on the

S-matrix assume a mass gap in the spectrum, and strictly speaking, we need a careful treatment for

massless theories like the deformed conformal field theories coupled with a dilaton.92

We are interested in two-two scattering of the identical massless particles with the initial momenta

(pµ1 , p
µ
2 ) to the final ones (pµ3 , p

µ
4 ). Let us introduce the conventional Mandelstam variables

s = −(p1 + p2)
2

t = −(p1 − p3)
2

u = −(p1 − p4)
2 . (A.30)

92To some extent, the problem is alleviated since we do not consider the internal loop of massless dilatons. The loop
from the conformal field theory may be regularized by assuming adding relevant perturbation so that the IR theory is
gapped, which, however, may not always be possible.
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They are not independent because s+ t+u = 0 from the conservation of the energy-momentum. The

scattering amplitude is a function of the two of them, e.g. A(s, t). We see that the forward scattering

corresponds to t = 0 (or u = 0). The scattering amplitude A(s, t) is related to the S-matrix as

〈f |S|i〉 = δfi + i(2π)4δ(4)(pi − pf )〈f |T |i〉 , (A.31)

and we identify A(s, t) with 〈f |T |i〉 for two-two scattering.

We recall that the S-matrix is unitary: SS† = S†S = 1, therefore the T-matrix satisfies

2Im〈i|T |i〉 =
∑

f

(2π)4δ(4)(pi − pf )|〈f |T |i〉|2 . (A.32)

Now, in our two-two scattering, Fermi’s golden rule tells that the right hand side of (A.32) is propor-

tional to the total cross section of the two-dilaton initial states (because we summed over the final

states), while the left hand side of (A.32) is the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude of

two-two dilatons (because initial state and final state are identical). Thus we obtain the special case

of the optical theorem:

ImA(s, t = 0) = sσ(s) . (A.33)

A(s, t = 0) for the dilaton two-two scattering was denoted by A4(s) in the main text.

Scattering amplitudes have some important analytic structures. In particular, the diagrammatic

computations do not distinguish the exchange of the initial state and final state (up on replacing

particles with anti-particles). The u-channel exchange, therefore, gives

Aa+d̄→b̄+c(u, t, s) = Aa+b→c+d(s, t, u) . (A.34)

In the forward two-two dilaton scattering we are interested in, this leads to the crossing symmetry

relation A4(s) = A4(u) = A4(−s) since t = 0 and u = −s.
The two-two dilaton scattering amplitudes have a cut along the real s axis. This is due to the

massless multi-particle intermediate states. If the intermediate channels were massive, A4(s) would be

real near s = 0 on the real s axis, and the analytic continuation of s in complex plane should satisfy

the Schwarz reflection principle

A4(s
∗) = A4(s)

∗ . (A.35)

Although our dilaton scattering may have a bad IR behavior, we postulate (A.35) holds. Then, for

real s we obtain

A4(−s+ iǫ) = A4(s− iǫ) = [A4(s+ iǫ)]∗ , (A.36)

which is the basis of the first equality (8.15) in the main text.
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